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Chapter 1
Introduction
Amongst all cognitive domains, language is perhaps the most uniquely tied to
the human experience. Language supports our system of thought and not only helps
structure it, it also allows us to communicate our individual mental life in far greater
detail to our con–specifics than any other known animal communication system.
Language also supports other seemingly unique human traits, such as culture and
its transmission through time and space. It is unsurprising, therefore, that the study
of human language has occupied a privileged position within the cognitive sciences.
The very fact that language seems to be a cognitive domain unique to humans
creates challenges that set its study apart from the study of other areas of human
cognition. Whereas vision and audition, for instance, have benefitted greatly from
animal models, the study of human language has only very marginally benefitted
from the wealth of data that can be gathered by studying analogous systems in other
species, no doubt to a large extent due to the fact that no true analogous system
exists in the animal kingdom (Hauser, Chomsky, & Fitch, 2002; Fitch, Hauser,
& Chomsky, 2005). Despite the particular and peculiar nature of the the study of
human language within the realm of human cognition, much progress has been made
in the last half century, and detailed and articulate models of linguistic knowledge
and linguistic behavior have been advanced.

1

Until recently, the empirical bases underlying models of language was formed
mostly by observation and investigations of linguistic behavior, using either informal or semi–formal acceptability judgments or more structured mental chronometry
paradigms. However, recent advances in non–invasive brain imaging techniques have
expanded the set of tools available to the study of human language. These technological advances provide the basis on which a meaningful connection between the
study of the brain and the study of the mind could thrive. It is trivially true that by
allowing direct monitoring of brain activity during linguistic tasks, brain imaging
increases the amount of dependent measures available to the language researcher
to test hypothesis about linguistic representations and computations. What is less
obvious, but nonetheless promising, is the fact that brain imaging gives us a principled way of tying the very detailed and articulate mental models of language to
its biological underpinnings. Linguistic models provide a candidate set of linguistic
representations and computations that operate upon them, and therefore, if taken
seriously, could be used to guide neuroscientists in understanding how the brain performs different kinds of computations. In other words, to the extent that existing
language models provide us with an accurate list of representations and computations that the brain ought to be able to perform, these models can help neuroscientists study what properties of the brain make it able to support said representations
and computations (Poeppel & Embick, 2005; Marantz, 2005).
Despite all the advances made in the field of language studies, however, there
are still several disputes about what kind of models best account for linguistic knowledge and behavior. The disputes generally center on questions regarding the degree
2

of specificity of linguistic representations and the kind of linguistic computations
that are necessary to account for empirical data, but it is generally agreed by most
frameworks that whatever language may be, it involves some sort of lexicon. The
lexicon is a repository of information relevant for linguistic processes, involving at
the very least information about the perceptual code used for storage and recognition, motor code for pronunciation (or signing, in the case of sign languages), and
information about meaning units.
This dissertation reports on a series of behavioral and brain imaging studies
that investigates different aspects of lexical processing, focusing on the procedures
involved in retrieving linguistic information from different kinds of input signals
(visual vs auditory), but also how, once retrieved, lexical information is used in
language comprehension.
The following sections will elaborate on the rationale for focusing on the lexicon and lexical access, as well as provide a review of the current behavioral and
electrophysiological literature on word recognition, with a critical assessment of its
virtues and current shortcomings. Finally, an overview of the following chapters will
be sketched.

1.1 Why care about the lexicon and access to lexical information?
There are a number of reasons why studying lexical access routines and lexical
organization is theoretically important:

1. The lexicon is a theoretical necessity, and this fact affords a certain degree
3

of theoretical neutrality to the study of lexical access. Therefore, findings
about lexical organization and access routines will necessarily impact most or
even all theories of language. Since great controversies exist in the field of
language inquiry about the very nature of the object of study, it is perhaps in
the interest of the language researcher to try to explore in more detail areas
which most frameworks agree are relevant.
2. Access to the lexicon is arguably a processing bottleneck. Language processing
is a highly complex cognitive task involving many subroutines, with interactions between them still poorly understood. Lexical access provides a bottleneck between perceptual processes and linguistic computations, and could
be used as a principled way of getting insight in both areas, by providing a
clear endpoint for perceptual processes and a clear starting point for language–
specific computations.
3. Because access to the lexicon is a clear end point for perceptual processes of
input identification, lexical access routines can be used as a model for the
study of perceptual processes at large (see Balota, Yap, & Cortese, 2006), and
help shed light into the neurocognitive underpinnings of said routines.
4. Because access to the lexicon involves both access to short term and long
term memory representations, lexical access can be used as a model for the
neurocognitive study of memory.
5. A big divide within the field of linguistics involves the status of memory rep-
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resentations in theories of linguistic knowledge. Some theories claim there
are clear boundaries between lexical items and the combinatorial rules that
operate on them (e.g. Chomsky, 1957, 1981, 1995). Other frameworks, however, propose either a continuum between words and combinatorial rules or
a complete elimination of the latter, by proposing that sentential frames are
represented in a manner akin to words (Langacker, 1987; Kay & Fillmore,
1999; Goldberg, 1995, 2003, 2006). Therefore, understanding lexical access
routines might help shed light on this theoretical issue, by serving as the basis
on which empirical predictions derived from both kinds of models could be
tested.
6. In the field of psycholinguistics, some theoretical proposals have hypothesized
that the dynamics of information retrieval from working memory might form
the basis of sentence parsing (e.g. Lewis & Vasishth, 2005; Lewis, Vasishth,
& Dyke, 2006). Certain paradigms used in lexical acess, like priming, might
tap into similar kinds of information retrieval mechanisms, and therefore help
shed light not only on lexical retrieval but on sentence processing as well.
Besides the theoretical reasons to study lexical access, there are reasons of a
more practical nature, due to the pervasive and ubiquitous use of written language
in the study of linguistic processing:
• Literacy is an integral part of modern societies. Given the central role reading has in our culture, it is in our interest to understand its neuro–cognitive
underpinnings, for this might have implications for teaching methods for both
5

children and adults, as well as therapies to remedy its loss after brain lesions.
• A large portion of language research uses written linguistic stimuli, which assumes a somewhat large degree of exchangeability between written and spoken
language at the relevant level of analysis. In other words, there is a strong but
reasonable assumption in the field that although written and spoken language
might engage different perceptual routines, they tap ultimately into the same
kind of higher–level linguistic entities. The systematic study of written and
spoken word recognition might help shed light into the question of what are
the real similarities and differences between spoken and written language.

1.2 Confronting lexical processing mythology: A critical review
Lexical access has been mostly studied as an instance of perceptual processes.
Therefore, a great deal of attention has been dedicated to tasks of discrimination. A
very influential paradigm has been the lexical decision task (LDT), where a visual
or auditory stimulus is presented to an experimental subject, who has to decide as
fast and accurately as possible whether or not the stimulus is a word. A number of
stimulus properties that seem to influence the speed and accuracy that experimental
subjects exhibit in this kind of task has been uncovered. What follows is a review of
a few of these properties that have been shown to exert influence in lexical processing
tasks and have been hypothesized to bear on lexical processing routines.

6

1.2.1 Frequency effects in the visual processing of words
1.2.1.1 Lexical frequency
One of the first properties of lexical items that has been shown to exert influence in lexical processing tasks is the frequency of occurrence of the item in the
language, as determined by counts in language corpora (Howes & Solomon, 1951;
Solomon & Howes, 1951; Postman & Schneider, 1951; Postman & Conger, 1954).
Overall, higher frequency of occurrence in the language is related to lower perceptual identification thresholds and more accurate identification performance and
faster lexical decisions that are also less error prone.
Most models of word recognition (Morton, 1969; Forster, 1976; Becker, 1976;
Rumelhart & McClelland, 1981; Paap, Newsome, McDonald, & Schvaneveldt, 1982;
Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989; Plaut, 1997) have interpreted the word frequency
effect as informative of access routines. In these models, the availability of long term
memory representations is modulated by their frequency in the language, although
the details of each particular model differ. For instance, in the classic logogen model
of Morton (1969), the recognition threshold of each individual word is decreased every time that word is accessed, whereas in activation–interaction models (Rumelhart
& McClelland, 1981; Monsell, Doyle, & Haggard, 1989), the resting activation level
of word units is thought to be somewhat directly determined by the frequency of use
of each particular word. In distributed–representation models (Plaut, 1997), it is
the strength of the connection between input and output units that is modulated by
frequency. Therefore, the word frequency effect is seen as a case of learning, or prac7

tice, in this kind of model. In search–based theories (Forster, 1976, 1992; Becker,
1979), on the other hand, frequency of occurrence is one of the basis on which the
lexicon is organized, and the search procedures are sensitive to this aspect of lexical
organization.
All these models are able to accommodate the effect of word frequency in lexical identification tasks. However, given the difference in the mechanisms that are
proposed to underlie the effect (learning versus frequency–ranked search), these
models make different predictions regarding other related phenomena.

For in-

stance, the relationship between reaction time latencies and the frequencies of words
has been described to be logarithmic since the effect was first reported (Howes &
Solomon, 1951; Whaley, 1978). As Murray and Forster (2004) remark, however, this
logarithmic relationship does not follow in any principled way from the architectural
properties of models that propose that frequency effects are due to learning, although
they can certainly accommodate the logarithmic relationship by stipulation. The bin
model of serial–search (Forster, 1976, 1992; Murray & Forster, 2004), on the other
hand, makes the direct prediction that the relationship between word frequency and
reaction time latency should approximate a logarithmic function. According to this
model, lexical access is a two–stage process. The lexicon itself is divided into bins,
which are subsets of words with similar orthographic characteristics. When an input
stimulus is encountered, a hash–code function maps the input to a particular bin.
Within each bin, candidate words are ranked from top to bottom based on their
frequency. A lexical search then proceeds in a linear fashion from the top ranked
entry. The frequency effect is then just the time it takes for a serial search within a
8

bin to find the correct entry. Since the search space is ranked by frequency, frequent
words will be recognized faster than low frequency words. In this model, RT is directly tied to the rank of the word within each bin, not with the absolute frequency
of the word in the language, and therefore explains why large increments of raw
frequency do not seem to have much of an effect in higher frequency ranges but
have substantial effects in lower frequency ranges (the approximately logarithmic
shape of the association between word frequency and RT latencies). As Murray and
Forster (2004) correctly point out, the bin model gives a principled explanation for
the shape of the relationship between RT and word frequency. In a series of experiments and simulations, Murray and Forster (2004) showed that rank of frequency
was a slightly better overall predictor of lexical decision performance than the log
transformation, both in terms of RT and Error Rate, and both in aggregate and
individual subject’s data. Given how well rank of word frequency predicts performance in the lexical decision task, and given how the use of this predictor follows
directly from the architectural properties of the search model, Murray and Forster
(2004) argue that this lends strong support for their model.
However, the central assumption that all these models make, namely that the
word frequency effect is indicative of facilitation at the level of lexical access, is not
without its critics. Balota and Chumbley (1984, 1990), for instance, have argued that
word frequency effects seem to be modulated to a large extent by the behavioral
task presented to the experimental subjects. Thus, frequency effects are standardly
reported for lexical decision, but are attenuated for word naming (Frederiksen &
Kroll, 1976; Scarborough, Cortese, & Scarborough, 1977; Balota & Chumbley, 1984,
9

1985, 1990; Gaygen & Luce, 1998; Balota, Cortese, Sergent-Marshall, Spieler, & Yap,
2004), and frequently null for semantic category verification or old/new judgement
task (Scarborough et al., 1977; Balota & Chumbley, 1984, 1990). Assuming that
lexical identification/activation is an automatic process, and therefore is involved in
all these tasks, it is somewhat surprising to find that not all tasks show the effect
of frequency. If lexical identification is indeed modulated by lexical frequency, this
pattern of results is unexpected. In order to explain this pattern of results, Balota
and Chumbley (1984, 1990) hypothesized that word frequency might influence post–
identification routines, which, if true, creates a problem in the interpretation of
reaction time results from lexical decision tasks as a clear index of lexical access.
According to this view, the word frequency effect elicited in lexical decision tasks is
not necessarily explained by facilitation of access but rather as a strategic effect in
performing different experimental tasks. Balota and Chumbley (1984, 1990) argue
that the task of deciding whether an input string is a word or not is basically a two–
way discrimination task, and while it is true that faster access to lexical information
could in principle translate into faster discrimination between words and nonwords,
it is by no means the only kind of information that subjects have available to them
in order to complete the task. Balota and Chumbley (1984, 1990) propose that
subjective familiarity with a word is also a dimension available to experimental
participants that could be recruited by them in order to help discriminate words from
nonwords. Familiarity is highly correlated with word frequency, and therefore higher
frequency words are more familiar than both less frequent words and nonwords.
Assuming that the information about subjective familiarity is indeed exploited in
10

the discrimination task, then a strategy of “fast guess” based on familiarity alone
would guarantee a fast response to higher frequency words. However, since low
frequency words and nonwords are both stimuli of low familiarity, the “fast guess”
strategy would not work as well for them, and the final decision would have to rely
on checking or double–checking lexical information. Therefore, less frequent words
and nonwords will elicit higher reaction times in their categorization due to the
increased difficulty in their discriminability from each other, not necessarily because
they are harder to access. Balota and Chumbley (1990, p. 232) offer an interesting
analogy:

“A researcher hypothesizes that lexical identification is faster for words
printed in red than for words printed in purple. To test this hypothesis,
red and purple words along with blue nonwords are presented in a lexical
decision task. The results support the hypothesis; that is, the words
printed in red produce faster response latencies than do the words printed
in purple. Therefore, the researcher argues that red word’s are identified
more quickly than purple words. The obvious interpretive problem here
is that the purple words are more difficult to discriminate from the blue
nonwords than are the red words. Thus the obtained pattern does not
necessarily indicate that color is influencing lexical identification, but
rather it indicates that color is a dimension available to subjects and
that this dimension is correlated with the discrimination between words
and nonwords.”
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This alternative explanation provides an account for the word frequency effect
in lexical decision tasks that does not involve facilitation in access as the underlying
mechanism. However, nothing in this account constitutes an argument against the
idea that word frequency does influence lexical identification. Nonetheless, there are
good reasons to think that, regardless of whether or not word frequency influences
lexical access, it does influence post-access routines. Balota and Chumbley (1984)
reported a delayed naming experiment in which subjects had to wait 1400ms for a
cue before they had to pronounce the words that were visually presented to them.
This time–interval is long enough to have allowed subjects to have identified the
stimuli. Therefore, if word frequency plays a role in lexical identification, and if
identification was already carried out by the time subjects were required to initiate
their response, one would have predicted that no effects of frequency would have been
found under the delayed naming conditions. Contrary to this prediction, Balota and
Chumbley (1984, 1985) did report a frequency effect in this experiment. A similar
finding was also reported for word familiarity by Connine, Mullennix, Shernoff, and
Yelen (1990). This shows that whatever role word frequency might play in lexical
identification, the word frequency effect does not have lexical identification as its
single locus.
Although the delayed naming results show that lexical frequency affects levels
of processing beyond lexical identification, they are still not an argument supporting a view in which word frequency does not affect lexical identification. On this
point, there are two kinds of empirical findings that argue more directly against
an identification locus for the word frequency effect. The first comes from the se12

mantic categorization/verification task. In this task, subjects are required to judge
whether target words belong to a given category. Assuming that the semantic information necessary to perform this task only becomes available to the subject after
lexical identification of the target word, one should expect to find word frequency
effects in this task, but there is series of results reported and reviewed by Balota
and Chumbley (1984, 1990) showing that word frequency effects are only seldom
obtained in category verification tasks. Moreover, as Balota and Chumbley (1984,
1990) argue, the lack of frequency effects in this task cannot be ascribed to semantic
priming from the word describing the semantic category to the target words because
even targets that require a no response (and thus could not have been semantically
primed) fail to show frequency effects. However, despite several empirical findings
that do not support the view according to which word frequency influences lexical
identification, the evidence on this point is divided. Moreover, a number of different
category verification paradigms have been used, and there are a number of reports
of frequency effects in this task (see Monsell et al., 1989, for a review of the evidence). Thus, the evidence from the semantic categorization task is suggestive, but
not entirely compelling. The second kind of evidence that argues directly against
the notion that word frequency affets lexical identification comes from distributional
analyses of RTs in LDTs done by Plourde and Besner (1997) and Yap and Balota
(2007) (see also Stanners, Jastrzembski, & Westbrook, 1975; Becker & Killion, 1977;
Paap & Johansen, 1994; Balota & Abrams, 1995; Paap, Johansen, Chun, & Vonnahme, 2000; Yap, Balota, Tse, & Besner, 2008). These authors have shown, using
Sternberg’s (1969) additive factors logic, that stimulus quality (i. e., how clear or
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how degraded the stimulus presentation is) has additive effects to the effect of lexical
frequency in the means, variances, and exGaussian1 parameters of the RT distributions, and therefore most likely impact different stages of processing (but see Norris,
1984; Allen, Smith, Lien, Weber, & Madden, 1997; Allen, Smith, Lien, Grabbe, &
Murphy, 2005, for empirical evidence arguing the opposite).
Taken together, this pattern of results does weaken the case for word frequency
effects having a locus in actual identification procedures and raises serious issues
about using reaction time measures from lexical decision tasks as a direct index of
lexical access, which is a standard assumption by most of the research carried out
on the topic of lexical retrieval.

1.2.1.2 Sublexical frequency
After lexical frequency had been found to influence visual recognition times, researchers were interested in figuring out whether such effect was due to the frequency
of use (receptive and productive) or simply to visual familiarity. For instance, one
could imagine that, in general, more frequent words have also more frequent subparts. The frequency of these subparts could make them easier to recognize and, if
that is the case, this could translate into faster recognition of the whole word. Put
differently, it could be the visual familiarity of the word that underlies the word
frequency effect. This hypothesis was directly tested by Postman and Conger (1954)
1

The exGaussian is a probability distribution derived from the convolution of a normal and

an exponential distribution that has been show to fit RT distributions very well (See for example
Ratcliff, 1979; R. Luce, 1986; Balota & Spieler, 1999)
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in a series of two experiments. The first tested the effects of lexical frequency versus
the frequency of three letter sequences (trigrams) within words. The second tested
the recognition of nonsensical three letter sequences varying in their frequency. The
conclusion was that no effects of trigram frequency were found in the recognition
times for words and nonwords:

“(...) the speed of recognition for letter sequences varies significantly
with the strength of the verbal habits associated with such stimuli. There
are no demonstrable effects of sheer frequency of exposure.” (p. 673)
Almost a decade later, however, Owsowitz (1963)2 crossed average bigram frequency with lexical frequency and, contrary to expectations, found evidence of inhibitory effects of high compared to low bigram frequency, but only for low frequency
words; high frequency words displayed no effect of bigram frequency. However, the
author also found that low frequency words with low bigram frequency had lower
recognition thresholds than high frequency words with high bigram frequency:

“It is apparent that the initial hypothesis, that letter structure familiarity facilitates the perception of words, is not substantiated, and
indeed the reverse is in part indicated.
(...) words with unfamiliar letter structure have lower thresholds
both for familiar and unfamiliar words. (...) the unfamiliar words with
unfamiliar letter structure had lower thresholds than familiar words with
familiar letter structure. (p. 16)
2

Wrongly quoted in Gernsbacher (1984) and Westbury and Buchanan (2002) as Orsowitz.
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(...) letter structure familiarity resulted in inhibiting the perception
of unfamiliar words. Where the letter structure was less familiar, familiar
and unfamiliar words did not differ in threshold.” (p. 19)

The apparently paradoxical effect was later replicated by Broadbent and Gregory (1968) using tachistoscopic presentation and by Rice and Robinson (1975) using
a LDT. However, contradictory effects have also been found. Biederman (1966) tried
to replicate Owsowitz (1963)’s study, but found that low frequency words with high
bigram frequency had lower recognition thresholds than low frequency words with
low bigram frequency, and so did Rumelhart and Siple (1974). Finally, McClelland
and Johnston (1977) reported no effect of bigram frequency in a LDT.
The conflicting nature of these findings prompted Gernsbacher (1984) to reassess the evidence in a series of experiments. In the first one, subjects were presented with the same list of items used by Rice and Robinson (1975), but this
time in an offline task in which subjects had to rate in a seven point scale how
confident they were whether each item was a word. This was done to investigate
the possibility that the low bigram frequency advantage found for low frequency
words in some of the previous studies was due to a “sophisticated guessing” strategy. According to this hypothesis, subjects with inadequate visual information, as
in the tachistoscopic presentation paradigms, or under time pressure, like in the
LDT, would somehow be less willing or less likely to guess the lexical status of a
low frequency stimulus if it has higher visual familiarity, presumably because these
would be the hardest items to distinguish from pseudowords (this line of explana-
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tion is very similar to Balota and Chumbley (1984, 1990)’s analysis of the frequency
effects in LDT). Gernsbacher (1984) reasoned that if “sophisticated guessing” was
indeed the underlying factor in the results found by Owsowitz (1963), Broadbent
and Gregory (1968) and Rice and Robinson (1975) due to task demands, then if
these demands were lifted, the low frequency bigram advantage for low frequency
words should disappear. However, Gernsbacher (1984) found the same kind of effect for the offline confidence judgment task than what had been found by Rice and
Robinson (1975), suggesting that the results found by the latter were not due to the
posited “guessing” strategy. Gernsbacher (1984) hypothesized then that the source
of all the conflicting results could be due to the way experimental lists were constructed. They all used their lexical and bigram frequency counts from older smaller
corpora (Thorndike & Lorge, 1944), which are particular prone to sampling error in
the frequency counts of low frequency words, which in turn might not necessarily
reflect the words’ actual familiarity to experimental subjects. In the second experiment, the author asked experimental participants to subjectively rate how familiar
they were with the materials from some of the previous studies (Owsowitz, 1963;
Biederman, 1966; Broadbent & Gregory, 1968; Rice & Robinson, 1975). The goal
was to derive their subjective experiential familiarity, to see if real differences in this
variable were masked by unreliable corpus counts. The results showed that subjective familiarity did indeed match almost perfectly all the results from the previous
experiments. The materials of two of the experiments that reported a low bigram
frequency advantage for low frequency words (Broadbent & Gregory, 1968; Rice &
Robinson, 1975) also had an imbalance in terms of their subjective frequency, with
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low bigram frequency words being overall more familiar than high bigram frequency
ones. The materials of one of the experiments (Biederman, 1966) that reported the
inverse effect (high bigram frequency advantage over low bigram frequency for low
frequency words) had accordingly a difference in subjective familiarity, with high
bigram frequency words being more familiar than low bigram frequency ones. To
test the idea that it was this difference in familiarity rather than bigram frequency
that caused the contradictory effects in the earlier studies, Gernsbacher (1984) finally conducted two experiments crossing two levels of word familiarity (high vs low)
with two levels of bigram frequency (high vs low), and found effects of familiarity,
but not bigram frequency.
In a different vein, another line of research has also investigated sublexical
frequency / visual familiarity as a potential variable influencing word recognition.
Interest in how visual similarity affect recognition of lexical items started in the
late 1970’s with the work of Coltheart, Davelaar, Jonasson, and Besner (1977, see
also section 1.2.3 for details). Visual similarity is normally assessed by computing
Coltheart’s N, which is the number of words that can be obtained from a string
by the substitution of one letter. This variable has been since then implicated in
visual word recognition, and its results have become known as the orthographic
neighborhood (ON) effect. Nonetheless, some researchers (eg. Grainger, 1990) have
tried to at least partially reduce the ON effect to a sublexical frequency effect.
However, this possibility has been repeatedly shown to be unlikely, given that several researchers (eg. Andrews, 1992; Peereman & Content, 1995; Sears, Hino, &
Lupker, 1995) have controlled for bigram frequencies and still reported ON effects.
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Conversely, other studies explicitly manipulated bigram frequency, and none found
significant effects, neither in LDT (Andrews, 1992) nor naming (G. D. A. Brown
& Watson, 1987; Treiman, Mullennix, Bijeljac-Babic, & Richmond-Welty, 1995).
In fact, precisely because of this pervasive lack of empirical evidence for effects of
sublexical frequency in visual word recognition, Balota et al. (2004) did not include
bigram frequency in the list of predictor variables in their large scale hierarchical
regression analysis (Balota et al., 2004, p. 285, footnote 1).
However, a series of three experiments recently reported by Westbury and
Buchanan (1999, 2002) has shown that, even when ON and lexical frequency are
controlled, effects of sublexical frequency can still be found. These authors used
a slightly different definition of sublexical frequency than the standard length and
place controlled bigram frequency. They computed the place–independent frequency
of all bigrams found in the CELEX database (Baayen, Piepenbrock, & Gulikers,
1995) (i. e., how many word would share each bigram in any position), and derived
experimental lists where items were matched for ON and lexical frequency, but
had their least frequent bigram be of either high (shared by lots of words) or low
frequency (shared by few words). The authors called this measure minimal bigram
frequency. The results of the three experiments were apparently paradoxical: while
no effects of minimal bigram frequency were observed for low frequency words, high
frequency words did show such an effect, but in the opposite direction of what was
expected. High frequency words with high minimal bigram frequency, instead of
being responded to faster than their low minimal bigram frequency counterpart,
were responded to slower. These results are unexpected for two reasons. First, it is
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normally low frequency words that show effects of lexical level variables, such as ON.
The fact that only high frequency words showed the effect is therefore surprising.
Second, no lexical access theory really predicts this inhibition of performance due to
higher minimal bigram frequency within high frequency words (the authors actually
set out to test the opposite hypothesis, that high minimal bigram frequency would
facilitate access), and therefore they are hard to relate to other experimental results.
In summary, the idea that sublexical frequency (or visual familiarity) plays a
role in lexical identification is almost as old as the word frequency effect. Unlike
the latter, however, there is a surprising paucity of empirical results supporting its
influence in lexical processing. It seems to be hard to find sublexical frequency effects
at all, and in the rare instances where they are found, they have been reduced to some
other covarying variable, with the exception of the studies reported by Westbury
and Buchanan (1999, 2002). Moreover, all attempts to derive other experimental
effects from sublexical frequency have thus far failed.

1.2.1.3 Subjective familiarity
The fact that lexical frequency (as computed from language samples) seems to
affect RT performance across different behavioral tasks begs the question on what
exactly about the frequency of a given item is reflected by RT facilitation. A plausible possibility is that lexical frequency serves as a surrogate variable for something
else that does modulate lexical processing. This is in essence the proposal by Balota
and Chumbley (1984, 1990). As discussed above, one of the first attempts to pin
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point the source of the frequency effect proposed that the effect could be due to
visual familiarity (as determined by the frequency of subparts of strings). However, as shown above, this variable has very little, if any, effect in lexical processing.
Moreover, a more general definition of familiarity, called experiential familiarity has
been shown by Gernsbacher (1984) to account for the few visual familiarity effects
that had been reported. In fact, Gernsbacher (1984) showed that subjective familiarity was actually a better predictor of RTs in the LDT than lexical frequency. This
finding has since then been replicated several times, both for the LDT (eg. Connine
et al., 1990), and naming (eg. Treiman et al., 1995). A powerful demonstration
of the superiority of subjective familiarity over lexical frequency in predicting RT
latencies was reported in a mega study using 2,428 single–syllable English words
by Balota et al. (2004). These authors compared subjective familiarity with five
objective frequency estimates from different existing English corpora, and reported
that subjective frequency was a significantly better predictor than all the objective
counts, in both the LDT and naming.
Another piece of evidence consistent with the empirical results that subjective
familiarity is a better predictor of RT latencies than lexical frequencies comes from
an experiment by Forster (2000). Most of the experiments in the word recognition
literature uses groups of different stimuli whose properties, besides the ones being
manipulated, need to be controlled across lists. When several candidate items are
available to experimenters, however, they have to choose which stimuli to use in their
study. Forster (2000) was interested in assessing the extent, if any, of experimenter
bias due to experimenter choice of materials. Forster (2000) reasoned that the like21

lihood and extent of this potential issue depends to a large degree in experimenters
being able to intuit the likely difficulty of items they need to choose from. To test
this possibility, a group of experimenters were presented with a list of frequency–
matched word pairs and asked to choose which one in each pair they thought would
elicit faster reaction times in a LDT. Their predictions were then compared to actual
experimental data, and the results showed that all experimenters had above–chance
performance in predicting the experimental results. Furthermore, good performance
in predicting the experimental results was not related to experience in the field, with
even novices performing well.
A similar, more dramatic finding was reported by Schreuder and Baayen
(1997), who, in a series of five experiments, showed that for the same materials,
subjective familiarity ratings and reaction time latencies from LDT exhibited the
same pattern of results, with subjective familiarity being more closely correlated
with RT than lexical frequency. However, as noted by Schreuder and Baayen (1997),
although a very good predictor of RT latency in the LDT, subjective familiarity was
a poor predictor of RT in the progressive demasking task in one of their experiments,
as was another lexical level variable in which they were interested (morphological
family size). Progressive demasking is thought to affect early, perceptual stages
of lexical access, and the fact that morphological family size did not impact performance in this task was taken by Schreuder and Baayen (1997) as evidence that
effects of morphological family size occur only at more central, post–identification
stages of lexical processing. The very same argument therefore can be made for
subjective familiarity, which is in line with proposals of late, post–identification ef22

fects for lexical frequency (see Plourde & Besner, 1997; Yap & Balota, 2007, and
the discussion above).
The fact that subjective familiarity correlates so well with RT latencies in the
LDT is a strong argument in support of Balota and Chumbley (1984, 1990)’s proposal that performance in the LDT is due to two qualitatively different process, a
“fast guess” mechanism that is familiarity–based, and a longer and more laborious
lexical access route. It is also remarkable that a variable derived purely from introspection is actually able to so directly predict RT latencies in both discrimination
(LDT) and production tasks.

1.2.1.4 Morpheme frequency
The lack of empirical evidence for a role of sublexical frequency (eg. bigram
and trigram frequencies) in visual word recognition could be taken as evidence that
general visual familiarity does not play a role in word recognition. However, it is
not the case that frequency of subparts of words does not influence lexical processing. Several experiments in fact support the idea that subparts of words that have
meaning (morphemes) actually do influence lexical processing.
For instance, Taft and Forster (1976) reported in their fifth experiment that
the frequency of the first constituent of a compound speeds up the lexical decision
of the whole word when compared to an equally frequent compound with a lower
frequency first constituent. Taft (1979) further explored the issue, and showed that
the frequency of the stem of prefixed and inflected words (base frequency, in their
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terminology) modulated the reaction time latencies in a LDT for words of the same
surface frequency (the presentation frequency of the full form). These results were
taken as evidence that the visual input lexicon (the orthographic representation of
words), is organized in term of decomposed morphological entries. In fact, the use
of the lexical frequency effect of morphemes as a diagnostic for independent representation of the constituent morphemes of morphologically complex words became
the norm and has been heavily used in the field ever since (see for instance Colé,
Beauvillain, & Segui, 1989; Sereno & Jongman, 1997; Baayen, Dijkstra, & Schreuder,
1997; Schreuder & Baayen, 1997; Alegre & Gordon, 1999; Gordon & Alegre, 1999;
Domı́nguez, Cuetos, & Segui, 1999; New, Brysbaert, Segui, Ferrand, & Rastle, 2004;
Corrêa, Almeida, & Porto, 2004; Fiorentino & Poeppel, 2007; Duñabeitia, Perea, &
Carreiras, 2007).
Given the considerations about the precise locus of the frequency effect in
lexical processing (see section 1.2.1.1), the assumption that lexical frequency effects
of constituent morphemes are a direct diagnostic of morphologically decomposed
lexical representations becomes harder to maintain. This raises questions about the
correct interpretation of these results. However, there is independent evidence from
masked priming (eg. Rastle, Davis, & New, 2004) that does suggest that, at some
unspecified level of processing, lexical entries are morphologically decomposed. The
active debate in this line of research has focused mainly on whether decomposition
happens early (at the access level) or later (decisional level) in the processing stream,
and recent MEG evidence suggest that effects of morphological complexity can be
observed at the earliest stages of visual word form analysis (Zweig & Pylkkänen,
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2009).
Finally, morphemic frequency effects could in principle be due to overall visual
similarity, and not necessarily to the frequency of the morpheme per se. Visual similarity is normally computed using orthographic neighborhoods (ON, see Similarity
Effects below). Few studies have directly investigated the relationship between morphological frequency or family size and ON density or frequency. However, Schreuder
and Baayen (1997, experiment 3) provides evidence that the effects morphological
constituency is independent from neighborhood effects. In a simple LDT, Schreuder
and Baayen (1997) presented items controlled along a number of dimensions known
to affect behavioral performance, but which differed in the amount of morphologically related words they possessed (Schreuder & Baayen, 1997, called this variable
morphological family size). One group of items had high morphological family size,
whereas the other group had lower morphological family size. It was found that
items with higher morphological family size were responded to faster than the items
possessing lower morphological family size. Schreuder and Baayen (1997) provided
two arguments for this effect being truly morphological and not just due to orthographic similarity. The first was that items with higher morphological family size
also had more orthographic neighbors than items with lower morphological family
size. However, ON size is thought to inhibit, not facilitate, RT in LDT3 , which is
3

The claim that ON size is an inhibitory factor in LDT is actually controversial in the literature,

as will be seen in the section 1.2.3, and does not seem to hold for English. However, the inhibitory
ON size effect does seem to hold for languages such as French, Spanish and Dutch. Since Schreuder
and Baayen (1997)’s study used Dutch stimuli, the controversy about whether or not ON size
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exactly the opposite pattern than the one found by Schreuder and Baayen (1997).
Moreover, no post–hoc correlation was found to be significant between ON size and
RT in this study.

1.2.2 Frequency effects in the auditory processing of words
1.2.2.1 Lexical frequency
The word frequency effect was first demonstrated in the perceptual identification of visually presented words, but was soon replicated in the auditory modality (Howes, 1957; Rosenzweig & Postman, 1957, 1958; Savin, 1963).
However, unlike what happened in the field of visual word recognition, theories of spoken word recognition did not at first posit a lexical access role for the
effect of frequency. In fact, the first incarnation of the Cohort Theory (MarslenWilson & Welsh, 1978) did not even mention any particular role for the frequency
of spoken words. In this theory, the mechanisms responsible for the initial access of
information about a word form stored in memory operate over a span of sensorial
information that evolves through time. The access procedures take into account
primarily the goodness of fit from this sensorial information with specific memory representations of word forms. This theory was later revised (Marslen-Wilson,
1987b), and in this new incarnation, lexical frequency was hypothesized to modulate
access to the lexicon, by either changing the resting activation levels of word forms
or their activation function.
inhibits or facilitate behavioral performance in the LDT does not necessarily apply to their study.
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Other influential models, such as the Neighborhood Activation Model (NAM),
propose that lexical frequency plays only a biasing effect at selectional or decisional
stages (Goldinger, Luce, & Pisoni, 1989; Cluff & Luce, 1990; P. A. Luce & Pisoni,
1998), not at the early sensory encoding or lexical activation stage (see Connine
et al., 1990; Connine, Titone, & Wang, 1993, for further evidence supporting a
decisional bias role instead of a lexical activation role for lexical frequency).
Moreover, genuine lexical frequency effects, as opposed to morphological relatedness effects, were found when the cumulative frequency of the morphological family (eg. Colé et al., 1989) to which the test items belonged was controlled (Hoen, Meunier, & Segui, in press; Meunier & Segui, 1999b, experiment 1). However, (Turner,
Valentine, & Ellis, 1998) found that when age of acquisition (a variable that is highly
correlated with lexical frequency) was controlled, no effects of lexical frequency were
found in auditory lexical decision task (see Morrison & Ellis, 2000, Garlock, Walley,
& Metsala, 2001 and Cuetos, Alvarez, Gonzlez-Nosti, Mot, & Bonin, 2006 for more
discussion on the relationship between age of acquisition and lexical frequency).
Finally, the frequency effect in auditory word recognition seems to be also
modulated by experimental task. While the frequency effect is attenuated in naming
from print, it is reported to disappear completely in auditory naming4 (P. A. Luce,
1986; Connine et al., 1990; Gaygen & Luce, 1998; P. A. Luce & Pisoni, 1998; Garlock
et al., 2001, when lexical frequency was decorrelated from age of acquisition)
4

Auditory naming is alternatively referred to as shadowing, or word repetition.
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1.2.2.2 Sublexical frequency
While there is little evidence that the frequency of subparts that carry no
meaning (simple n-grams) influence the processing of visually presented words, there
is substantial evidence that the frequency/probability of phonetic/phonological subparts does play a role in different aspects of speech processing. In fact, unlike the
case of visually presented words, the configuration of phones within linguistic units
(eg. syllables, words) in speech even receives a name: phonotactics. Phonotactics
refer both to statistical generalizations about what sequences of phones are more or
less frequent in the language, or are more or less likely to follow or precede each other
and to categorical statements about whether or not certain phones are allowed to follow or precede each other, or to figure in specific positions. For instance, the phone
[h] cannot occur in word final position in English, whereas the sound [N] cannot
occur in word initial position in English. It has been repeatedly shown that phonotactics does play a role in speech processing. For instance, pre–lexical 9–month–old
children discriminate between words in English and Dutch, two languages with similar prosodic features, based solely on phonotactic constraints (Jusczyk, Frederici,
Wessels, Svenkerud, & Jusczyk, 1993), and discriminate between more and less frequent phonetic patterns in their native language (Jusczyk, Luce, & Charles-Luce,
1994). Moreover, pre–lexical 8–month–old children have been shown to track transitional probabilities between syllables (Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996), and this
ability has been linked to the onset of word–form segmentation from the speech
stream. Adults have also been shown to have access to phonotactic information.
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For instance, Vitevitch, Luce, Charles-Luce, and Kemmerer (1997, experiment 1)
have shown that judgments of wordlikeness of nonsense strings varied as a function
of the phonotactic probability of items (see also Frisch, Large, & Pisoni, 2000; Bailey
& Hahn, 2001; Fais, Kajikawa, Werker, & Amano, 2005). Moreover, Vitevitch et al.
(1997, experiment 2) has shown that verbal repetition times (or auditory naming)
for the same nonsense words also varied as a function of phonotactic probability,
with pseudowords of high phonotactic probability being responded to faster and
more accurately than those with lower phonotactic probability.
However, the results obtained by Vitevitch et al. (1997) create a puzzle for certain theories of lexical access. According to the Neighborhood Activation Model (NAM,
P. A. Luce & Pisoni, 1998; Cluff & Luce, 1990), word recognition happens in the
context of a candidate set that is selected on the basis of similarity with the input
(this model will be discussed in more detail in the section dealing with similarity
effects). If the candidate set is large (ie. there are lots of words that could be
matched by the input), recognition will be slowed down due to competition between the words in the candidate set. This is called the Neighborhood (Density)
Effect. With this backdrop, Vitevitch et al. (1997)’s results conflict directly with
predictions from NAM, because high phonotactic probability is directly related to
neighborhood density: Phonetic sequences that appear in a large number of words
will have higher phonotactic probability, creating a natural tendency for higher
probability sequences to occur in dense neighborhoods (Vitevitch, Luce, Pisoni, &
Auer, 1999). Therefore, NAM would predict that phonetic sequences with higher
phonotactic probability (and therefore higher neighborhood density) be responded
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to slower than sequences with lower phonotactic probability (and therefore lower
neighborhood density), contrary to the results reported by Vitevitch et al. (1997)
for pseudowords.
Therefore, Vitevitch and Luce (1998) decided to replicate the results from Vitevitch
et al. (1997), still using the auditory naming task, but this time with a different set
of stimuli, and including both words and pseudowords that differed in their neighborhood density/phonotactic probability. Stimulus presentation was blocked by
lexicality, meaning that participants were presented with one block in which all the
items were words and one block in which all the items were pseudowords. The
pseudoword data replicated the results of Vitevitch et al. (1997), but the word data
showed the opposite effect, with words with denser neighborhoods/higher phonotactic probability being responded to more slowly than words with less neighbors/lower
phonotactic probability. In other words, the predictions made by NAM were only
observed for the words, not pseudowords.
This pattern of results was later replicated with a speeded same–different
judgment task (Vitevitch & Luce, 1999, experiment 1), and the whole set of results
was interpreted as being evidence for two distinct modes of processing, one sublexical
and one lexical. Pseudowords, not having lexical representations, are biased towards
being processed via sublexical units. Phonotactic probability therefore seems to have
a facilitatory role at the sublexical level, explaining the results for pseudowords.
Words, on the other hand, do possess lexical representations, and therefore are
subject to more intense lexical competition, as proposed by NAM, explaining why
words display the standard neighborhood density effect. Having found evidence
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for the two distinct processing modes, Vitevitch and Luce (1999) proceeded to test
the hypothesis that the relevant contribution of each in the processing of speech
could be modulated by manipulating task demands. In experiment 2, Vitevitch
and Luce (1999) presented the same stimuli used in experiment 1, but this time
not blocking the stimuli by lexicality. The reasoning was that, with an intermixed
list, subjects would be biased towards adopting a consistent strategy throughout the
experiment, and in this case the optimal strategy would be to focus on the sublexical
level, given that a same–different judgment can be obtained without making contact
with the lexicon. The authors’ prediction therefore was that while pseudowords
should still display the putative facilitatory effect due to phonotactic probability,
the performance for words should be less impaired by lexical competition. The
results confirmed the prediction: Pseudowords replicated the result of experiment 1,
while words did not show any neighborhood density/phonotactic probability effect.
Experiment 3 tested the hypothesis that when processing is biased towards the
lexical level, effects of lexical competition should be observed for pseudowords as
well. The authors used an auditory lexical decision task in order to make lexical level
processing more relevant. The results confirmed the prediction, with pseudowords of
high phonotactic probability and high neighborhood density now being responded to
more slowly than pseudowords of low phonotactic probability and low neighborhood
density.
In this series of studies, Vitevitch and Luce (1998, 1999, experiment 1–3) used
the same set of monosyllabic CVC items. The authors were nonetheless interested
in what would happen with longer stimuli, and therefore a new set of materials was
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constructed. The CVC words used by Vitevitch and Luce (1998, 1999, experiment
1–3) were factorially combined in such a way as to create CVCCVC bisyllabic words.
Four groups of compound words were created: Words in which both syllables had
high phonotactic probability / high neighborhood density (High–High condition,
eg. pancake), words in which the first syllable had high phonotactic probability /
neighborhood density and the second had low phonotactic probability / neighborhood density (High–Low condition, eg. bellhop), words in which the first syllable
had low phonotactic probability / neighborhood density, and the second had high
phonotactic probability / neighborhood density (Low–High condition, eg. bobcat)
and finally words in which both syllables had low phonotactic probability / neighborhood density (Low–Low condition, eg. dishrag). The pseudowords were the ones
used in Vitevitch et al. (1997)’s original study. As predicted, when an auditory
naming task was used (experiment 4), pseudowords displayed an additive effect
of phonotactic probability across conditions: High–High pseudowords elicited the
fastest reaction times, followed by High–Low and Low–High items, which elicited
equally fast responses, with Low–Low items eliciting the slowest responses. This
result was interpreted as consistent with a sublexical focus in the processing of
pseudowords, especially in the context of an experimental design where stimuli presentation was blocked by lexicality. For the lexical decision task (experiment 5),
however, there was no additive effect of phonotactic probability across conditions,
with no effect of phonotactic probability for first syllables. This result was interpreted as evidence for lexical competition happening early in the processing stream
(in the first syllable), which is in line with the idea that the LDT task bias processing
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towards the lexical level.
Unfortunately, this account of the pseudoword results from experiments 4–
5 is unsatisfactory. For instance, it is not clear how the pseudoword data from
experiment 5 confirms the idea of interacting processing levels. One of the key
findings of experiment 3 was that the previous facilitatory effect of phonotactic
probability for pseudowords found in both auditory naming (Vitevitch & Luce, 1998)
and the same–different judgment (Vitevitch & Luce, 1999, experiments 1 and 2)
was reversed when the task was biased towards processing at the lexical level. The
authors interpreted this result as being evidence of lexical competition in denser
neighborhoods, mirroring the effect found for words. However, in experiment 5,
which used the exact same task as experiment 3 (LDT), Low–Low pseudowords
were still the ones that elicited the lowest reaction times amongst all conditions,
contrary to what would be expected if the processing was indeed biased towards
the lexical level5 . In fact, the pattern of pseudoword results from experiment 5 was
almost exactly the same found in experiment 4, which used auditory naming, a task
that according to the authors biases processing towards sublexical processing. Why
was the change in task from auditory naming to LDT enough to cause a reversal
in the pseudoword results in one case (Vitevitch & Luce, 1998 to Vitevitch & Luce,
1999, experiment 3) but not in the other (Vitevitch & Luce, 1999, experiment 4
to Vitevitch & Luce, 1999, experiment 5)? The authors’ solution for this apparent
contradiction is that, for longer pseudowords, the mode of processing slowly shifts
5

Indeed, if processing was biased towards the lexical level, then a sparse neighborhood would

be less disruptive than a dense neighborhood, and faster reaction times would be predicted
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in the course of recognition. The recognition process for bisyllabic pseudowords in
the LDT would start out as mostly lexical, but over time, the lack of a matching
lexical representation might bias the process towards the sublexical level. Therefore,
one might expect lexical competition to exert its effect only on the first syllable, but
not on the second, when sublexical processing might be privileged. The authors do
report a lack of a significant effect of phonotactic probability for the first syllables,
and based on that conclude that their explanation accounts for the results. However,
the logical consequence of their putative explanation would be the following pattern
of results: The fastest reaction times should be obtained by Low–High pseudowords,
because these items would suffer less competition when processing is biased towards
the lexical level (during the first syllable), and would benefit from more activation
when processing is biased towards the sublexical level (during the second syllable).
Conversely, High–Low pseudowords should elicit the slowest reaction time latencies,
because they would suffer from higher competition at the lexical level (first syllable)
and would only benefit from a small boost when processing turns to the sublexical
level (second syllable). In the same vein, it would seem that High–High and Low–
Low pseudowords should elicit intermediate reaction time latencies, due to both
having a penalty at some level (High–High in the fist syllable, and Low–Low on the
second), and a boost in the other (High–High at the second syllable, and Low–Low
at the first) that could perhaps cancel each other out. The graph of the results
obtained in experiment 5, however, shows a different pattern: the fastest reaction
times were elicited by High–High and Low–High pseudowords, and the slowest ones
by Low–Low items, with the results from the High–Low condition between the two
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extremes (unfortunately, no planned comparisons or post–hoc tests are reported in
order to check for statistical significance). Therefore, the explanation invoked by the
authors in order to account for the lack of the predicted neighborhood competition
effects for pseudowords in experiment 5, when taken in full consideration, actually
fails to capture the pattern of results.
In the same vein, the word data obtained in experiments 4–6 is also problematic. The results are remarkably stable across experiments, even though different
tasks were used (auditory naming, lexical decision and semantic categorization):
High–High items were responded to as fast as Low–Low items and both elicited
faster responses than High–Low and Low–High items, both of which elicited equally
fast responses. This was interpreted in the following fashion: The processing level
(lexical vs sublexical) that will dominate or receive focus in each task is determined
by how informative each level is. In the case of Low–Low words, most information
will be obtained via the lexical level, given that the low phonotactic probability will
not activate sublexical units very strongly, whereas the lack of lexical competition
will generate stronger lexical activation, due to less lateral inhibition. Since words
with a Low first syllable will attract particular focus on lexical processing, this explains why Low–High words elicited slower reaction times than Low–Low words:
The second syllable being High will exact a processing cost due to the higher density neighborhood. In the case of High–High words, on the other hand, processing
will be initially focused at the sublexical level, due to strong lexical competition
early on, making the higher activation of sublexical units more informative. This
explains why High–High words were responsed to faster than High–Low words: The
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processing being focused on sublexical activation will create an advantage for second
syllables of higher phonotactic probability.
However, this account is also unsatisfactory in the light of the results of previous experiments (Vitevitch & Luce, 1998, 1999, experiments 1–3). Namely, in
the auditory naming study (Vitevitch & Luce, 1998), the same–different judgment
study Vitevitch and Luce (1999, experiment 1) and the auditory lexical decision
study Vitevitch and Luce (1999, experiment 3), inhibitory effects of neighborhood
density for words were reported, despite the fact that these words also had high
probability segments and biphones. This pattern was accounted for by positing
that a strong bias towards processing at the lexical level was at play. In the lexical decision study (experiment 3), the bias stemmed from the nature of the task,
whereas in the auditory naming, same–different judgment and semantic categorization studies (Vitevitch & Luce, 1998, Vitevitch & Luce, 1999, experiments 1 and
3), the lexical bias stemmed from the stimuli being presented blocked by lexicality.
When an intermixed list was used by Vitevitch and Luce (1999, experiment 2) in
a same–different judgment task, it attenuated the strong bias towards lexical level
processing, and words ceased to show competition effects. The authors interpreted
this particular result as evidence that the facilitatory effects of phonotactic probability at the sublexical level were therefore at play, even for real words. According
to this logic, the direct prediction for the experiments with bisyllabic stimuli (which
were created by combining the monosyllabic words from experiments 1–3) would
be that, unless a major bias towards sublexical processing is introduced, words
should be processed mainly at the lexical level, where competition from phonologi36

cal neighbors is observed. The only manipulation that has been shown to prevent or
diminish processing at the lexical level was the use of a list composed of both words
and pseudowords in a task that does not by itself requires contact with lexical word
forms (same–difference judgment). This kind of manipulation was conspicuously
absent in experiments 4–6: In both experiments 4 (auditory naming) and 6 (semantic categorization), words were blocked together, whereas experiment 5 was a lexical
decision task. Therefore, given the lack of mitigating factors, the most direct and
natural prediction for experiments 4–6 would be that the processing of words should
be heavily biased towards the lexical level, and therefore an additive inhibitory effect of neighborhood density should be observed across conditions. More precisely,
High–High words should elicit the slowest reaction time latencies, followed by High–
Low and Low–High words, and finally by Low–Low, which should be the condition
where the fastest reaction times should be elicited. This was not the pattern that
was found, however, and in order to explain it, the authors are forced to posit that,
for bisyllabic words, the first syllable determines the dominant level of processing
across the two syllables. Moreover, the authors additionally claim that a High first
syllable will bias processing to the sublexical level, and a Low first syllable will bias
processing towards the lexical level. Not only is the first claim — that first syllable determines processing mode for the second syllable — in direct contradiction of
what the authors proposed in order to explain the pseudoword results — that the
dominant processing level would shift across the two syllables — but the proposal
that a High first syllable should bias processing to the sublexical level while a Low
first syllable should bias processing towards the lexical level is in direct contradiction
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with the results from experiments 1–3. The logical consequence of this account is
that, in case the first syllables had been presented in isolation, roughly equivalent
reaction times would have been observed for High words (boosted by their higher
phonotactic probability) and Low words (boosted by less intense lexical competition). However, in experiments 1–3, these first syllables were presented in isolation,
and a clear difference was observed between the two classes. Moreover, that difference was clearly compatible with the effects that would be expected from lexical
competition, indicating that both classes of words were being processed mainly at
the lexical level, and not at different levels.
Given how contradictory and counterintuitive the results of experiments 4–6
are, it is difficult to know what to make of the claims that phonotactic probability affects word recognition at a sublexical level. Thus far, the main arguments
supporting the influence of phonotactics on word identification rest on effects on
pseudowords, not words, and in tasks where lexical retrieval is arguably not a necessary stage. No positive effect of phonotactic probability has been observed for
actual words, only a null effect in one experiment where neighborhood competition
effects were expected, given that they had been found in a previous experiment.
This state of affairs is particularly problematic given that there are several
issues with the pseudowords used by Vitevitch and Luce (1998, 1999, experiments
1–3). The first (minor) problem is that 18 out of the 120 (or 15%) low probability
pseudowords used by Vitevitch and Luce (1998, 1999) start with the segment [D]. The
occurrence of this segment in English is heavily restricted in word initial position,
with in fact only closed class words allowing it. It not entirely clear whether there
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is a real grammatical restriction against segment [D]’s occurrence in first position of
open class words or whether this distributional fact is just spurious, but regardless of
the theoretical account, it is clear that the use of these items introduce an unwanted
confound in the data. A more serious problem was identified by Lipinski and Gupta
(2005), in a series of 12 experiments. In an attempt to replicate the early Vitevitch
and Luce (1998)’s results for pseudoword shadowing, Lipinski and Gupta (2005)
noticed that the actual sound files of the pseudowords used in Vitevitch and Luce
(1998)’s study (which were also used in Vitevitch & Luce, 1999, experiments 1–3)
contained substantial leading and trailing silence, and that their duration, which was
reported as controlled by Vitevitch and Luce (1998, 1999), was in fact only controlled
for total file duration (i. e., leading and trailing silences included), not true stimulus
duration. When true stimulus duration was compared, it was found out that high
phonotactic probability / high density pseudowords were on average a statistically
significant 58ms shorter than the low phonotactic probability / low density pseudowords (Lipinski & Gupta, 2005, p. 174). In their first four experiments, Lipinski
and Gupta (2005) used the same tokens used in Vitevitch and Luce (1998, 1999), and
reported that when true stimulus duration was taken into account instead of simple
file duration, either by statistical adjustments in that analysis of results or by using
true stimulus offset as the basis for computing RT , the processing advantage of high
phonotactic probability pseudowords over low phonotactic probability pseudowords
turned into a processing disadvantage. In other words, the effect of phonotactic
probability was reversed when true stimulus duration was taken into account, in a
way that was consistent with standard neighborhood competition effects. In their
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remaining eight experiments, Lipinski and Gupta (2005) found the same inhibitory
effect of phonotactic probability on the RT for pseudoword repetition (contrary to
what has been reported by Vitevitch & Luce, 1998) when true stimulus duration
was taken into account, regardless of whether they used new recordings of Vitevitch
and Luce (1998)’s materials (Lipinski & Gupta, 2005, experiments 5–8), or whether
they used a new list of materials (Lipinski & Gupta, 2005, experiments 9–12).
Concerned by the results reported by Lipinski and Gupta (2005), Vitevitch
and Luce (2005) attempted to replicate their original findings, using a new set of
materials properly controlled for true duration (this new set of pseudowords, like the
one used by Lipinski & Gupta, 2005, in their experiments 9–12, did not have any item
with segment [D] in initial position, effectively sidestepping any potential confounds
due to the segment’s particular distribution). In their first experiment, Vitevitch and
Luce (2005) reported an average 14 ms RT advantage for repetition of pseudowords
of high phonotactic probability / high neighborhood density over pseudowords of low
phonotactic probability / low neighborhood density. Using a hierarchical multiple
regression approach in which stimuli’s duration was included in the model prior to
the inclusion of phonotactic probability, Vitevitch and Luce were able to ascertain
that even when the influence of duration was partialled out, phonotactic probability
had a small but significant contribution. This led the authors to conclude that their
original findings about the effect of phonotactic probability, although problematic
due to the true stimulus duration confounds, were still valid.
However, this does not address or explain the fact that Lipinski and Gupta
(2005) only found inhibitory effects of phonotactic probability when duration was
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taken into account. Vitevitch and Luce (2005) hypothesized that the source of this
disparity in empirical findings could be due to the different presentation rates used
across experiments: Lipinski and Gupta (2005) used a fixed ITI of either 1 or 4.5 s,
whereas in their series of experiments, Vitevitch and Luce (1998, 1999, 2005), trials
ended with subjects’ response or at time–out threshold (not reported for Vitevitch
& Luce, 1998, 3 s in Vitevitch & Luce, 1999 and 5 s in Vitevitch & Luce, 2005).
According to Vitevitch and Luce (2005), the 1 s ITI might have imposed too fast a
pace for subjects, who

“(...) may have experienced considerable difficulty in responding, affecting accuracy and adding considerable noise to the data, thereby making
it potentially difficult to obtain the original (admittedly small) facilitative effect” (Vitevitch & Luce, 2005, p. 198).

Conversely, the 4.5s ITI might have been too slow a pace:

“(...) reaction times to the stimuli are considerably longer than those
obtained in V&L98 or in the present experiments. Given research by
Newman, Sawusch, and Luce (1997) demonstrating fairly well-defined
and short time windows for effects of neighborhood density on phoneme
processing, it is not unreasonable to conclude that responses as long as
those reported by L&G in Experiments 3, 4, 7, 8, 11, and 12 reflect
processes that are well downstream from what are probably fast-acting
effects of sub-lexical probabilities.
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(...) the presentation rate in Experiments 3, 4, 7, 8, 11, and 12 of
L&G may have been too slow. The response latencies observed with a
slower presentation rate may reflect processes that are well downstream
from what are probably fast-acting effects of sub-lexical probabilities,
thereby making it difficult to observe effects of phonotactic probability
on response latency” (Vitevitch & Luce, 2005, p. 200).
In order to explore this hypothesis, Vitevitch and Luce (2005) performed a
second experiment using the same materials used in the first one, but using a fixed
1 s ITI, like Lipinski and Gupta (2005, experiments 3, 4, 7, 8, 11 and 12) did.
This time, however, no effect of phonotactic probability was found, which the authors interpreted as evidence supporting the idea that the disparity between the
results from Lipinski and Gupta (2005) and Vitevitch and Luce (2005) stems from
differences in the trial presentation regimen, concluding that
“(...) the effect of phonotactic probability originally reported by V&L98
is subtle, dependent of crucial aspects of timing of presentation of the
stimuli as well as the speed of the response itself.” (Vitevitch & Luce,
2005, p. 201)
Unfortunately, this account is highly unsatisfactory for a number of reasons.
The first is that the putative mechanism proposed by Vitevitch and Luce (2005) to
account for the lack of a facilitative effect in the experiments reported by Lipinski
and Gupta (2005), namely a “difficulty in responding affecting accuracy and adding
considerable noise to the data” (Vitevitch & Luce, 2005, p. 198) due to the fast
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ITI, does not explain the fact that Lipinski and Gupta (2005) found only inhibitory
effects of phonotactic probability / neighborhood density for the repetition latency
of pseudowords. The second reason why this account is highly unsatisfactory is that
the mechanism proposed by Vitevitch and Luce (2005) to account for the lack of a
facilitative effect in the experiments reported by Lipinski and Gupta (2005) also fails
to explain the null effect in experiment 2 found by Vitevitch and Luce (2005). The
error rate in Vitevitch and Luce (2005)’s experiment 2 for pseudowords of high and
low phonotactic probability was 96% and 93% respectively (no significant difference),
while they were 95.2% and 95% in experiment 1. Therefore, while it is true that a
null effect was obtained in experiment 2, there is no evidence that this was caused by
an increased difficulty in responding from the part of the subjects when confronted
with a faster ITI. The third reason why the account proposed by Vitevitch and
Luce (2005) to explain the disparity between their own results from those reported
by Lipinski and Gupta (2005) is unsatisfactory is that Vitevitch and Luce (2005)’s
reasons to dismiss the results obtained by Lipinski and Gupta (2005) using a slower
presentation regimen of 4.5 s ITI are simply unwarranted. According to Vitevitch
and Luce (2005), the Lipinski and Gupta (2005)’s experiments using the 4.5 s ITI
elicited much slower RTs than the ones by Vitevitch and Luce (1998, 2005), which
shows the different nature of the results, making them incommensurable. While it
is true that the results of Vitevitch and Luce (2005), which figured in the range of
800–870 ms, were much faster than the ones obtained in experiments 3, 4, 7 and 8
by Lipinski and Gupta (2005), which were in the 1190–1290 ms range, experiments
11 and 12 showed very similar ranges (880–950 ms) to the ones in Vitevitch and
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Luce (2005). Moreover, visual inspection of the graphs reporting the RTs obtained
by Vitevitch and Luce (1998) for the repetition of pseudowords show a range between
1000–1100 ms. In the absence of more detailed arguments, it is unclear why anything
aside from interpersonal variation should be inferred from the pattern of overall
speed of response across these experiments.
Despite all these conflicting results from pseudoword naming, there are at
least some positive results using real words pointing to a role of phonotactic probability in the processes of speech perception. P. A. Luce and Large (2001) used a
factorial design crossing phonotactic probability and neighborhood density for both
words and pseudowords in a same–different judgment task. The results for words
were that both an inhibitory main effect of neighborhood density and a facilitative
effect of phonotactic probability were obtained. However, no effects of phonotactic probability or neighborhood density were observed for pseudowords, adding to
the complex pattern of results involving this class of stimuli. However, P. A. Luce
and Large (2001) argued that the lack of effects for pseudowords in that case was
due to one condition in particular: Pseudowords of high phonotactic probability /
low neighborhood density did not show the expected neighborhood density effect
compared to their high neighborhood density counterparts. P. A. Luce and Large
(2001) reasoned that one possible reasons for this lack of neighborhood density effect
for high phonotactic probability pseudowords could be due to underestimating the
actual amount of lexical competition these pseudowords endure:

“Lessened intralexical inhibition due to the relatively lower number
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of competing neighbours in low density neighbourhoods, coupled with
heightened activation of the neighbours based on their higher phonotactic probabilities, may have produced particularly severe competitive
environments for these nonwords. Moreover, the lack of a single lexical
representation consistent with the input may have further exaggerated
the effects of lexical competition, given that no dominant representation would gain an immediate foothold and suppress activation of its
competitors.” (P. A. Luce & Large, 2001, p. 574–5)

It is unclear why this should be more of an issue for low than for high density
neighborhoods pseudowords (after all, the latter will have more competitors that
are highly activated, without a lexical representation in memory that matches the
input, and should therefore suffer more from competition). Nonetheless, P. A. Luce
and Large (2001) computed in their experiment 2 a behavioral measure of neighborhood density that they called entropy. Entropy was measured by probing a new
group of participants with the pseudowords used in experiment 1 and asking them
to produce similar sounding real words. When the results of experiment 1 were
reanalyzed by splitting the items in high vs low entropy groups, the low entropy
group (ie, pseudowords with overall fewer lexical competitors) showed very similar
results to experiment 1: Main effects of neighborhood density (albeit marginal) and
phonotactic probability. The high entropy group, however, did not show any significant main effect, and in fact showed a trend in the opposite direction for high
probability items, with low density pseudowords eliciting higher RTs than high den-
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sity pseudowords. The authors interpreted this as evidence that at least some high
probability pseudowords with a supposedly low neighborhood density might suffer
from more lexical competition than the standard neighborhood density metric might
suggest.
Finally, Vitevitch (2003) showed that, in a same–judgment task, the putative effects of neighborhood density and phonotactic probability could be selectively
observed for real words. By using the same set of words varying in phonotactic
probability / neighborhood density and simply varying the ratio of words to pseudowords presented to three different groups of subjects, Vitevitch (2003) was able to
demonstrate the competitive effects of neighborhood density on words when there
were more words than pseudowords, eliminate the effect when the number of words
was equal to that of pseudowords (replicating the result from experiment 2 from
Vitevitch & Luce, 1999), and demonstrate the facilitative effect of phonotactics
when the number of words was smaller than the number of pseudowords.
Summarizing the discussion so far, it is perhaps fair to say that when the body
of evidence is evaluated, the effect of phonotactic probability in word recognition
is far from clearly established or understood. When words are considered, only
one task, same–different judgment, has been able to show the putative facilitative
effect. This task is, amongst all the other that have been considered in this line of
research, like shadowing, lexical decision or semantic categorization, the one that
least requires lexical processing. In fact, the task could in principle be performed
without any lexical or even linguistic processing at all. Moreover, there are only
two studies showing positive facilitative effects for words. One of them (P. A. Luce
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Table 1.1: Summary of Empirical Investigations of the Effects of Phonotactic Probability in Speech Perception. Unless stated otherwise, (i) Dense Neighborhoods (DN)
are confounded with High Phonotactic Probability (HP), and Sparse Neighborhoods
(SN) with Low Phonotactic Probability (LP), (ii) Items are CVC monosyllables, (iii)
RT is computed from onset of stimulus presentation and (iv) Facilitation is putatively due to Phonotactic Probability, and Inhibition is putatively due to Neighborhood Density.
Paper

Experiments

Words

Pseudowords

Auditory Naming Task (also referred to as Shadowing or Repetition)
Vitevitch et al. (1997)
Vitevitch & Luce (1998)
Vitevitch & Luce (1999)

Exp. 2o
Exp. 1a / W, PW blocked
Exp. 4o,p / W, PW blocked

Lipinski & Gupta (2005)

Exp. 1a,d,f

Exp. 2a,b,d,f , 3a,d,g , 4a,b,d,g

Exp. 5a,e,f , 7a,e,g , 11a,g

Exp. 6a,e,f , 8a,e,g , 9f , 10c,f , 12c,g

Vitevitch & Luce (2005)

Exp. 1c,h
Exp. 2c,f

Vitevitch & Luce (1999)

a,d

—
Inhibition
Facilitationi
Inhibitionj
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Facilitation
Facilitation
Facilitationi
Facilitationj
Facilitation
Facilitationk
Inhibition (trend)m
Inhibitionl
Facilitation
Nullm
Inhibitionl
Null
Inhibitionm
Inhibitionl
Inhibition
Inhibitionm
Inhibitionl
Facilitation
Null

Same–Different Judgment Task

Luce & Large (2001)
Vitevitch (2003)

Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.

1 / W, PW blocked
2a,d
1r
2s
1Aa,d,q / More PW than W
1Ba,d,q / PW equal W
1Ca,d,q / Less PW than W

Inhibition
Null
Facilitation
—
Inhibition
Null
Facilitation

Facilitation
Facilitation
Null
Facilitation (marginal)
—
—
—

Auditory Lexical Decision Task
a,d

Vitevitch & Luce (1999)

Exp. 3
Exp. 5o,p

Vitevitch & Luce (1999)

o,p

Inhibition
Facilitationi
Inhibitionj

Inhibition
Facilitationi
Inhibitionj

Semantic Categorization Task
Facilitationi
Inhibitionj

Exp. 6

a Pseudowords’

—
—

duration biased: HP significantly shorter than LP. b Stimuli equated for file duration (not true
duration). c Stimuli equated for true duration. d Same pseudoword tokens from V&L(1998). e Same pseudoword
types, but different tokens, from V&L(1998). f Trial duration fixed at 1s. g Trial duration fixed at 4.5s. h Trials
duration was determined by subjects’ responses, until 3 s post–stimulus onset. i When 1st syllable is DN/HP.
j When 1st syllable is SN/LP. k RT computed from real stimulus onset. l RT computed from true stimulus offset.
m Statistical control /adjustment for stimuli’s duration. o Bisyllabic (CVC.CVC) stimuli used. p Word composed
from V&L(1999) CVC words, and pseudowords from V.etal.(1997). q Materials from V&L(1999). r Factorial design
(ND and PP crossed). s Reanalysis of Exp.1 with behavioral rather than statistical neighborhood metric.
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& Large, 2001, experiment 1) shows the effect for words, but surprisingly not for
pseudowords. The other (Vitevitch, 2003), shows the effect, but only when a higher
ratio of pseudowords to words is used. While Vitevitch (2003) argues that this
is expected due to the environmental advantage for sublexical processing created
by the experiment’s design, an equally plausible alternative is that in fact this
manipulation affects processing at a different level (for instance, post–identification
stages) altogether. If that is the case, then it is unclear what the relevance of this
fact is for theories of spoken word recognition. To put these results into perspective,
two other experiments failed to show any effect of phonotactic probability on words
(Vitevitch & Luce, 1999, experiment 2, and Vitevitch & Luce, 2005, when equal
number of pseudowords and words were used), and three other only showed the
standard competition effects putatively due to neighborhood density (Vitevitch &
Luce, 1998, using a repetition task, and Vitevitch & Luce, 1999, experiment 1
and Vitevitch, 2003, when words outnumbered pseudowords, both using the same–
different judgment task). If phonotactic probability does play a role in spoken word
recognition, then, its effect is remarkably subtle. Finally, in no single study the
putative facilitative effect of phonotactic probability is observed concomitantly for
both words and pseudowords.
When it comes to pseudowords, the results are unfortunately very disparate.
The majority of results supporting a facilitative role for phonotactic probability
in word recognition are marred by stimulus duration confounds, and at present,
only one experiment (Vitevitch & Luce, 2005, experiment 1) shows an unambiguous
(albeit small) facilitative effect, that was nonetheless fragile enough to disappear
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when the presentation rate was changed slightly in a follow up experiment6 . Two
other studies showed a facilitation effect of phonotactic probability for longer items
(CVC.CVC pseudowords) (Vitevitch et al., 1997; Vitevitch & Luce, 1999, experiment 4), but no attempt was made to partial out the effect of stimulus duration
in these cases. The rest of the evidence points to a standard neighborhood density
inhibitory effect (Lipinski & Gupta, 2005).
Given this state of affairs, what can be concluded about the putative role
of phonotactic probability in spoken word recognition? In order to answer this
question, however, it is important to discuss in more detail what is at stake at a
theoretical level. Historically, the driving force behind proposing a facilitative effect
of phonotactic probability was due to an empirical finding that was not possible
to account for in terms of NAM7 , namely a facilitative effect for strings that had
denser neighborhood, putatively due to their also having higher phonotactic probability. However, this effect seemed to be sensitive to lexicality, and was found
only for pseudowords (Vitevitch & Luce, 1998, 1999, experiments 1–2). In a standard view of processing as a sequence of stages, this result would seem to indicate
that phonotactic probability affects post–identification procedures, given that its effect was only seen in items with no lexical representation; if the effect had its locus
pre–identification, it should apply to every input string, regardless of the lexical pro6

As stated before, the alleged speeding up of the presentation rate did not produce the predicted

increase in errors, and therefore the disappearance of the facilitative effect found in the previous
experiment cannot be explained in terms of an overall increased difficulty encountered by subjects
in performing the task.
7

Neighborhood Activation Model (P. A. Luce & Pisoni, 1998).
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cessing outcome. For instance, taking at face value the idea proposed by Vitevitch
and Luce (1999) that phonotactic probability is facilitative for sublexical processing
(due to higher frequency of subparts), but neighborhood density is inhibitory at
the lexical processing level (due to increased competition amongst candidate lexical entries) and adopting it in a classic two stage activation–selection framework,
the picture that would emerge would be the following: Input X comes in. Input
X has high phonotactic probability, and therefore it activates quickly a number of
candidate words. However, input X is also similar to lots of existing words in memory (i. e., it has high neighborhood density), and therefore its processing will be
inhibited by a large number of possible candidates. In this kind of model, it is completely irrelevant whether input X is a word or a pseudoword, and the processing
consequences at the identification level will be the same regardless of the input’s
lexicality. This is in fact the prediction made by NAM, and was what was found in
a lexical decision task by Vitevitch and Luce (1999, experiment 3). However, given
that facilitative effects were found for pseudowords only, two alternatives were available. One was simply to claim that auditory word repetition and the same–different
judgment task have different processing requirements either at post–identification
levels or parallel to the putatively automatic word identification procedures, and
that phonotactic probability affects processing only at those levels. In this case, the
theoretical implications of effects of phonotactic probability for theories of spoken
word recognition would only be of marginal interest, although they would be of immense value in constraining theories of the experimental tasks in which phonotactic
probability effects are found. The other theoretical alternative would be to main50

tain that the locus of phonotactic probability would be indeed in pre–identification
stages, but its effect would be modulated by yet unspecified environmental influences
on word–identification procedures. In this case, effects of phonotactic probability
for theories of spoken word recognition would be highly relevant, because they could
be used to shed light directly on word identification routines. This is the theoretical
interpretation of the results favored by Vitevitch and Luce (1999), who invoked as
an explanatory framework an implementation of the Adaptive Resonance Theory
(ART) applied to the problem of spoken word perception (ARTPHONE, Grossberg,
Boardman, & Cohen, 1997).
Therefore, the debate surrounding any putative effect of phonotactic probability in word identification has two possible outcomes: (a) Phonotactic Probability
effects do influence some experimental tasks, but not at the lexical identification
level, and can therefore be ignored by word recognition models, or (b) Phonotactic
Probability does influence word identification, and therefore needs to be incorporated in current models of word recognition. Does the review of the literature
presented above allow us to draw any conclusions about which theoretical outcome
is best supported by the data? In order to answer this question, a more detailed
discussion of ARTPHONE relating it to the results it is supposed to explain is warranted, given the strong explanatory power over the pattern of empirical findings
claimed by Vitevitch and Luce (1999).
According to ARTPHONE, word identification involves two different levels of
representation, each in a different memory system. The first is the representation
of input in Working Memory (WM), the second involves stored representations in
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Short Term Memory (STM). In ARTPHONE terminology, WM representations are
called items, whereas STM representations are called lists or list chunks. Input
coming from sensory systems activates items in WM. Items then form excitatory
bidirectional connections with chunks in STM. Chunks in STM, however, only have
inhibitory connections amongst themselves. Specifically, (i) larger chunks inhibit
smaller ones if the latter are subsets of the larger chunks8 , and (ii) chunks of the same
size inhibit each other. It is important to note that in ARTPHONE, list chunks are
not hierarchically organized, and there is no principled difference between words and
bundles of segments or even segments in isolation. All that is represented are chunks
of different sizes with their inhibitory wiring determined by their size (Grossberg
et al., 1997). The dynamics of the model work as follows: Incoming input [bæ. . . ]
will start by sequentially activating items [b] and [æ] in WM. These items will send
priming signals to STM representations, which in turn will start sending excitatory
expectation signals back to items in WM. The longer the chunk, the more activation
that chunk will need in order to send excitatory feedback signals to items in WM.
When expectation signals from STM list chunks match with items in WM, the
activation of these items in WM will become stronger, and therefore they will send
more powerful bottom up priming signals. The stronger the match from STM
chunks to WM representations, the stronger the feedback STM signal will be. This
excitatory feedforward–feedback loop is what is called a resonance in ARTPHONE.
In our example, list chunks in STM of small size (segment size, for instance) will be
the first ones to start sending excitatory expectation signals back to WM. The signals
8

This kind of inhibition is called masking in ART.
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sent back from STM list chunks [b] and [æ], will be the ones maximally matched
in WM, and these items therefore will establish stronger resonances at the onset of
processing. Over time, however, the increase in the strength of the priming signals
from the items in WM due to the early resonances will be sufficiently strong to cause
larger STM chunks such as [bæ] to start sending feedback excitatory signals to WM.
When these signals match WM items, resonances will be established, in this case
with STM chunk [bæ]. The larger STM chunk [bæ], now in a resonant state with
items in WM, will start inhibiting the subset chunks [b] and [æ], which will start
sending less excitatory feedback to the the items in WM, leading to the weakening
of the resonance between those chunks and items in WM. When the incoming signal
[bæN] has elapsed in its entirety, it will eventually activate the chunk [bæN] in STM,
creating a resonance. This newly activated chunk will start inhibiting STM chunks
[b] and [æ] and [bæ]. Over time, the network will reach a stable resonant state
between items [bæN] in WM and list chunk [bæN] in STM. This resonant state in
ARTPHONE constitutes the final speech percept.
How then do Vitevitch and Luce (1999) propose ARTPHONE account for the
peculiar finding of a facilitative effect of phonotactic probability for pseudowords,
but an inhibitory effect of neighborhood competition for words? By proposing that
(i) the largest STM chunks that pseudowords will activate will be sequences of
segments, and (ii) no single STM chunk will match the items activated by the
pseudoword in WM. By assuming the strength of the activation of STM chunks
to be dependent initially on frequency, Vitevitch and Luce (1999) claim that high
probability chunks will be activated more strongly, leading to stronger resonances
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faster than low probability chunks. By assuming that there will be no single STM
chunk that will match the items activated in WM by the pseudoword, Vitevitch and
Luce (1999) claim that the effects of competition will be less intense.
There is a major problem with this interpretation of ARTPHONE, however:
Vitevitch and Luce (1999) seem to be introducing the notion of different levels
of representation in STM. In ARTPHONE, all that is represented are chunks of
different sizes. There is no distinction between lexical chunks that inhibit each other
and sublexical chunks that don’t. And yet, Vitevitch and Luce (1999)’s account
seems to be predicated on the idea that “sublexical” chunks won’t inhibit with each
other, at least not as strongly than “lexical” chunks. Given the architecture of
ARTPHONE, it is unclear that it can do what Vitevitch and Luce (1999) claims
it can, and therefore explain their results. In fact, when one takes into account
the amount of inhibitory connections of chunks in STM proposed by ARTPHONE,
it is clear that smaller chunks will receive much more inhibitory input from other
chunks than larger ones. Smaller chunks will not only share lateral inhibitory links
with chunks of the same size, but will also receive masking inhibitory links from
larger chunks of which they are a subset. Larger chunks, on the other hand, will
tend to have less masking inhibitory links, and will tend to have mostly lateral
inhibitory links. Given this architecture, it is not at all obvious that ARTPHONE
is able to accomodate the results Vitevitch and Luce (1998, 1999) report. This
particular issue was recently empirically investigated by Pitt, Myung, and Altieri
(2007). These authors were interested in whether ARTPHONE would be able to
generate the results reported by Vitevitch and Luce (1998), and if so, how it would do
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it. The results of their simulation showed that ARTPHONE can indeed generate the
results from Vitevitch and Luce (1998), but only under very specific and constrained
arrangements of the parameter space of the model, and never as the most likely
pattern. More worrisome was the fact the specific configuration of the parameter
space that displayed the largest likelihood of generating Vitevitch and Luce (1998)’s
pattern of results (i) was totally unable to generate the standard neighborhood
competition effects for both words and pseudowords at the same time, which was
the result found in the lexical decision experiment reported by Vitevitch and Luce
(1999, experiment 3) and (ii) was in fact much more likely to generate the opposite
pattern of results from Vitevitch and Luce (1998), which is empirically unattested:

“Although it is reassuring that ARTphone can generate the empirical
pattern, it is somewhat disconcerting that this configuration of ARTphone can also produce all of the other data patterns in the experimental design except Pattern 1 [inhibitory effects for both words and
pseudowords]. In particular, that Pattern 7, which is the opposite of
the empirical pattern [facilitative effects for words, but inhibitory effects for pseudowords], is still the most stable suggests that the proclivities of ARTphone have to be counteracted in order for it to perform
as listeners do. Together, these findings can cast doubt on ARTphone’s
suitability.” (Pitt et al., 2007, p. 69 )

The results of the simulations by Pitt et al. (2007) therefore show that, con9
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tra Vitevitch and Luce (1999), ARTPHONE does not actually accomodate their
results easily, if at all. If that is true, then the notion that phonotactic probability
has a pre–identification locus in lexical processing and should be included in word
recognition models becomes less tenable. On the one hand, it is not clear that the
theoretical framework invoked by Vitevitch and Luce (1999) in order to explain their
results and the putative role of phonotactic probability in word recognition is empirically adequate. On the other hand, it is not clear that the pattern of results that
motivated the very notion of a facilitative effect of phonotactic probability in word
recognition (Vitevitch & Luce, 1998, 1999) is robust (see discussion above). If the
pattern is not robust, this could obviate the need for the theoretical commitment to
a role of phonotactic probability in word recognition.
In summary, there is no compelling empirical or theoretical reason to espouse
the view that phonotactic probability plays a role in online lexical retrieval for word
recognition. The existing results showing a facilitative role of phonotactic probability in some behavioral tasks can very well be attributed to post–identification stages
of processing, possibly related to specific task demands. For instance, it has been
shown that 6–9 month babies can keep track of and represent phonotactic information (Jusczyk et al., 1993, 1994; Saffran et al., 1996; Kajikawa, Fais, Mugitani,
Werker, & Amano, 2006). However, these babies do not have a lexicon. Therefore,
when it is shown that their performance in some experimental task is influenced by
phonotactic probability, it is highly unlikely that the source of the influence would
be claimed to be at the level of word recognition. This kind of result would more
likely just be taken to show that babies can represent, maintain in memory and use
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phonotactic information in performing certain experimental tasks, such as word–
form segmentation from the speech stream. There is no reason that a similar kind
of explanation should not be used to account for the data from adults as well.

1.2.2.3 Subjective familiarity
There is a general paucity of experiments investigating the effects of subjective
familiarity in auditory recognition. Most studies try to match or control items
for their subjective familiarity rather than parametrically manipulate the variable,
using published norms (e.g. Nusbaum, Pisoni, & Davis, 1984; Stadthagen-Gonzalez
& Davis, 2006).
Subjective familiarity ratings have been shown to correlate better with frequency counts based on spoken rather than written language samples (G. D. A. Brown,
1984), and to correlate even better with age of acquisition estimates (G. D. A. Brown
& Watson, 1987). In the same vein, Garlock et al. (2001) found that age of acquisition effects, but not frequency effects, were found for auditory naming and gating
tasks for English speaking children and adults.
A number of studies assessed the specific role of subjective familiarity in auditory word recognition. Connine et al. (1990) showed facilitatory effects of familiarity
in a lexical decision task for auditorily presented words equated in printed frequency
(and also showed frequency effects for auditorily presented words equated in their
familiarity ratings).
Gaygen and Luce (1998) collected familiarity judgments for three sets of words
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that were in high, medium and low normative frequency and familiarity ranges.
The familiarity judgments were made upon either visual or auditory presentation
of the stimuli, in order to assess whether familiarity ratings would differ according
to modality of presentation. The same set of items was later presented to different
sets of participants in a visual and auditory lexical decision task. The results from
auditory lexical decision tasks were, for each normative frequency/familiarity bin,
significantly correlated with the collected familiarity ratings based on both visual
and auditory presentation.
Imai, Walley, and Flege (2005) reported a facilitative effect of subjective familiarity (but not normative frequency) in recognition scores for both native and L2
speakers of English.
However, Baumgaertner and Tompkins (1998) reported that a sample of older
normal adults failed to exhibit in an auditory lexical decision task any effect of familiarity once the effects of frequency were partialled out. Interestingly, (Baumgaertner
& Tompkins, 1998) reported substantial effects of age of acquisition after the effects
of frequency were accounted for. This result seems to be at odds with the correlational relationships reported by G. D. A. Brown (1984) and G. D. A. Brown and
Watson (1987) between subjective familiarity and frequency and between familiarity
and age of acquisition, but are in line with the empirical results from Garlock et al.
(2001). This could indicate that the two variables (subjective frequency and age of
acquisition) are in principle dissociable, and might have independent contributions
to lexical processing.
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1.2.2.4 Morpheme frequency
As was discussed for the visual word recognition case, the word frequency
effect has been used as a diagnostic tool on how morphologically complex words
are represented and accessed. Much less research has been done in this topic on
auditory word recognition than in the field of visual word recognition. Meunier and
Segui (1999a), in a series of experiments using mophologically complex words in
French, reported both effects of surface frequency and effects of cumulative frequency
(the summed frequency of the stem and suffixes) in an auditory lexical decision
task. The effects of surface frequency were obtained when the cumulative frequency
was controlled, and the cumulative frequency effect was obtained when the surface
frequency was kept constant. This latter finding was recently replicated by (Hoen
et al., in press), also in French, both for prefixed and suffixed complex words.

1.2.3 Orthographic similarity effects in the visual processing of words
The average literate adult is estimated to know between 30.000 to 50.000 different words (Seidenberg & McClelland, 1990; Monsell et al., 1989). In cultures that
use alphabetic writing systems, all these words are represented by the concatenation of a small number of building blocks (for instance, the English alphabet uses 26
letters). Given the large scale of the adult lexicon and the small scale of the basic
representational inventory that supports it (the alphabet), this means that every
written word will be to some extent similar in form with other words. However,
despite the potential for perceptual confusability, literate adults are remarkably fast
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and precise in recognizing (reading) written words. For instance, in laboratory experiments where participants can control the pace of sentences that are presented
word–by–word in a computer screen, the reading times of words are in the order of
300 ms, give or take 100 ms. Therefore, the main question in the study of lexical
access in reading is how can a single word be retrieved within a pool of 30.000 to
50.000 possible candidates, especially when every word is highly similar to other
words?
The proposed answer for this problem is that lexical retrieval normally occurs in two stages. At first, sensory information activates a subset of likely candidates, and then lexical selection happens within this candidate set. For instance,
search/verification models (Forster, 1976; Paap et al., 1982; Forster, 1992; Murray
& Forster, 2004) propose that sensory input will activate (via a hash function in
the serial search model; see Forster, 1992; Murray & Forster, 2004, for details) a
subset of the lexicon based on orthographic similarity, and then a proper search or
detailed verification will start within the candidate set, which is normally thought
to be ordered by frequency (see discussion in section 1.2.1.1). Parallel activation
models, on the other hand, propose that a set of lexical items will be activated
as a consequence of the activation of the input’s subparts, such as features or letters (eg. Morton, 1969, 1979; Rumelhart & McClelland, 1981; Grainger & Jacobs,
1996), and then some mechanism will have to ensure that a selection will be made
amongst these partially activated words. In race models, such as the classic logogen
theory (Morton, 1969, 1979), selection happens as a function of activation levels: if
multiple words have been activated above the recognition threshold, the one with
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the largest activation level “wins” and is recognized. In interactive–activation models, words have the property of laterally inhibiting other words as a function of their
activation. Put differently, evidence in favor a particular lexical item (in terms of
its activation level) will have the direct consequence of being evidence against all
other competitors. A word is recognized when its activation level rises above all the
others and is able to effectively inhibit them.
Thus, a common feature of all these recognition models is that, despite the
very different mechanistic proposals, visually similar words will compete for recognition. Since visual similarity is directly related to competition for recognition, words
that are similar to lots of other words will have to compete with them in order
to be recognized. This increase in competition will slow processing down. Serial
search/verification models (Forster, 1976; Paap et al., 1982; Forster, 1992; Murray
& Forster, 2004) will predict longer recognition times for words with high visual
similarity with other words because the size of the candidate set where search /
verification takes place is directly determined by orthographic similarity: higher visual similarity means larger candidate sets, which translates into longer search times
(because lexical search is serial), especially for lower frequency words (which will be
lower in the search list within the candidate set). Parallel activation models that
propose an “activation race” between word decision units, like the classic logogen
theory (Morton, 1969, 1979) will predict slower recognition because a strongly activated word decision unit implies that the visual properties of the word are a good
match to the input signal, but if this word is visually similar to other words, this will
also mean that these other words will also have high activation levels (given that
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activation is directly related with a good match between the input and the formal
properties of the word), which would make the “race” closer and harder to win.
Alternatively, a logogen–type of model could claim that as long as there is a winner,
the amount by which the race was won is irrelevant. In this case, the prediction
would be that visual similarity should have no impact whatsoever in recognition
times. Finally, parallel activation models positing lateral inhibition between words
will predict slower recognition times for words that are highly visually similar to
others because while they would be receiving similar activation from their subparts,
they would all be inhibiting each other at the lexical level, making it harder for a single word to effectively emerge as the optimal candidate for recognition. Therefore,
as can be seen, a direct prediction of all these models is that visual similarity should
either be associated with a slow down in processing speed and a decrease in accuracy in visual word recognition, or, in one particular interpretation of race–models,
should have no effect at all.
A first test of this prediction was reported by Coltheart et al. (1977). These
authors operationalized the concept of visual similarity by proposing the notion
of orthographic neighborhood (ON). The ON of a given letter string is composed
by all existing words of the same orthographic length that share with it all but
one letter, and is computed by counting their number. This measure became, in
the visual word recognition literature, the de facto metric of visual similarity, and is
commonly referred to both as ON or Coltheart’s N (sometimes simply N). Using ON
as their metric of visual similarity, Coltheart et al. (1977) found no effect of visual
similarity in a lexical decision task for real words, but reported an inhibition in the
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classification of nonwords. The authors interpreted this effect as being evidence for
a logogen–type model in which word decision units are activated based solely on
goodness of fit with the input, and act independent of each other, with the single
most active unit “winning” the recognition process. The inhibitory effect of ON
found for nonwords was attributed to a putative decision mechanism influenced by
overall word decision unit activation.
However, twelve years later, Andrews (1989) reported an experiment crossing two levels of lexical frequency (high vs low) and two levels of ON (dense vs
sparse) in a full factorial design. In both naming and lexical decision tasks, ON
was found to affect RT latencies, but contrary to the inhibitory effect reported for
nonwords by Coltheart et al. (1977) and predicted by virtually all word recognition
models, Andrews (1989) reported that RT and accuracy performance were better
for words in dense neighborhoods. This effect was found for both high and low
frequency words in the naming task, but only for low frequency words in the lexical decision task. In the same year, (Grainger, O’Regan, Jacobs, & Segui, 1989)
reported an experiment where both the number of neighbors (ON) and their frequency composition was manipulated. In both a lexical decision task and a reading
experiment using eye–tracking, performance was slowed down when stimuli had at
least one high–frequency neighbor, irrespectively of ON size. This apparent contradiction between empirical findings led to a series of further investigations that were
exhaustively summarized by Andrews (1997). Table 1.2 is adapted from Andrews
(1997), focusing only on the results from lexical decision experiments. Our decision to focus exclusively on results from lexical decision experiments is motivated
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by a number of reasons. The other tasks that have been used to investigate the
mechanisms of lexical retrieval all suffer from serious problems of interpretation.
Perceptual identification has been shown to be sensitive to several sophisticated
strategic effects (eg. Massaro, Taylor, Venezky, Jastrzembski, & Lucas, 1980) and
completely opposite results can be found for the same set of materials depending on
the paradigm that is used (eg. Grainger, Carreiras, & Perea, 2000). Naming (from
print input) is a task fraught with technical difficulties (Rastle & Davis, 2002),
and in which lexical access is not a necessary step for successful completion, which
means that lexical retrieval can sometimes be bypassed altogether (Andrews, 1997),
turning naming (from print) latencies into a potentially unreliable index of lexical
activation. Semantic categorization tasks normally elicit contradictory results (cf.
Forster & Shen, 1996; Carreiras, Perea, & Grainger, 1997; Sears, Lupker, & Hino,
1999) and is particularly prone to influence of strategic effects (Balota & Chumbley, 1984, 1990; Monsell et al., 1989). In contrast, lexical decision, although not
impervious to task–specific strategic effects, is a relatively well understood task (eg.
Balota & Chumbley, 1984, 1990) that has given consistent results over time, and
is now by far the most widely used experimental task in visual word recognition.
Finally, it was the task used in all experiments reported in this dissertation, and
therefore a detailed review of past results is necessary to ground the experimental
results obtained in our studies.
In her review, Andrews (1997) concluded in general that (i) the size of the
orthographic neighborhood (ON) has facilitative effects in the performance of the
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Table 1.2: Summary of empirical investigations of the effects of Orthographic Neighborhood structure (From Andrews (1997)). Lexical Decision data only.

Paper

Experiment/Conditions

Neighborhood
Size Effect

Neighborhood
Frequency Effect

Facilitationa
Facilitationa
Facilitation
Null
Facilitation
—
RT: Inhibition
Errs: Facilitation
Facilitation
Facilitation
Inhibition
Facilitation
Facilitation
—
Facilitation
Facilitationa
Facilitation
Facilitation

—
—
Inhibition
—
Null
Inhibition

Experiments in English
Andrews (1989)
Andrews (1992)
Coltheart et al (1977)
Forster & Shen (1996)
Huntsman & Lima (1996)
Johnson & Pugh (1994)

Michie et al (1994)e
Perea & Pollatsek (1997)
Sears et al (1995)

Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.

1, 2
1
3a / N blocked
2
1 a , 2a , 3a

Exp. 1a , 3a / Legal NW, N blocked
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.

2a , 3a / Illegal NW
4a / N mixed
5 / Legal NW, N blocked
6a / Legal NW, N blocked

Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.

1
3A
4Aa , 6a
5 / High N NW only

—
—
—
—
—
—
Inhibition
Null
—
Facilitation
Null

Experiments in languages other than English
Carreiras et al (1997)
Grainger et al (1989)
Grainger (1990)
Grainger et al (1992)
Grainger & Jacobs (1996)

Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.

2a
1
1
1, 2
1B / High N NW
1C / Low N NW
1D / High N NW

a

Null
—
—
—
Null
Facilitationd
Facilitationd

Inhibition
Inhibition
Inhibition
Inhibitionb
Inhibitionc
Inhibitionc
Null

Only low-frequency stimuli included or effect significant only for low-frequency words. b Inhibition
significant for items with neighbors at the 4th but not the 2nd position of 5-letter words. c Significant
only for words from small neighborhoods. d Significant only for items with higher frequency neighbors. e Unpublished study.
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lexical decision task10 (as can be observed from Table 1.2), with stronger effects for
low–frequency words and (ii) the frequency of orthographic neighbors might affect
performance in the LDT in what seems to be task– and (possibly) language–specific
ways, with French, Spanish and Dutch experiments reporting the majority of the
inhibitory effects, and English ones showing little evidence either way.
The fact that reliable facilitative effects are found for ON poses a major problem for most existing visual word recognition theories, especially parallel activation
theories that posit lateral inhibition as the implementation of lexical selection within
the candidate set. This pattern of results is exactly the opposite of what they would
predict.
However, a later review article (Perea & Rosa, 2000), focusing on more recent
findings, called into question the major conclusion from Andrews (1997)’s paper that
no inhibitory effects of neighborhood could be obtained. Perea and Rosa (2000) reported two studies done in English in which inhibitory effects of relative neighborhood
frequency 11 , ie. the presence of words of higher frequency in the neighborhood of
the word in the input, were observed on eye–fixation in natural reading (Perea &
Pollatsek, 1998; Pollatsek, Perea, & Binder, 1999) and in lexical decision RT latencies (Perea & Pollatsek, 1998). Together with Huntsman and Lima (1996, see
table 1.2), Perea and Rosa (2000) concluded that there was enough evidence for
inhibitory neighborhood frequency effects both in English and other languages to
lend support to standard competitive parallel activation models (like the classsic
10

The same conclusion was drawn for naming.

11

Also referred to as neighborhood frequency
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interactive activation model describe by Rumelhart & McClelland, 1981).
Given the conflicting accounts in the literature even after two major review
articles (Andrews, 1997; Perea & Rosa, 2000), and the theoretical relevance of establishing what role, if any, visual similarity plays in visual word recognition (competitive parallel activation models are by far the most influential kinds of models of
reading, and they all predict that visual similarity should induce increase competition for recognition, and therefore should inhibit processing), we conducted a new
literature review focusing on papers published after 1997 (ie., after Andrews, 1997)
in which lexical decision data was reported. The results are shown in Table 1.3.
Two variables were tracked: ON Size refers to the number of words in the visual
neighborhood, ON Frequency refers to whether or not at least one neighbor was of
higher frequency than the input. Unlike Andrews (1997), we decided to also track
the effects of ON size for pseudowords, since a number of experiments reported this
information.
As can be clearly seen in Table 1.3, the effects of orthographic neighborhood
size (ON) is overwhelmingly reported as facilitative in the lexical decision task.
Facilitative effects for words are reported in 17 out of 21 studies manipulating the
ON size for words (ie. 81% of the time). Only two studies out of the 21 reported
a null effect of ON size in the LDT. However, 4 out of 21 studies did report an
inhibitory effect of ON size, but only for high frequency words, and 2 of those also
reported facilitative effects for low frequency words (the standard finding according
to Andrews, 1997). Only one study out of 21 reported an overall inhibitory effect,
and it used a non–standard N metric. These results largely confirm the conclusion
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Table 1.3: Summary of empirical investigations of the effects of Orthographic Neighborhood structure since Andrews (1997). Lexical Decision data only. Unless dependent measure is mentioned, results refer both to RT latencies and accuracy rates.

Paper

Experiment/
Condition

Words
ON Size

Words
ON Freq.

Pseudowords
ON Size

—
—
—
—
Inhibitiono
Null
—
Nullb
Nullc
—
—
—
Inhibitiona,g
Inhibitionj
RT: Inhibitiona,b,c
Null
Null
RT: Facilitationa
Facilitationa
Facilitationa
Facilitationa
Nulla
Facilitationb
not reported
—
—
RT: Facilitation
RT: Facilitation
—
—
—

Inhibition
—
—
Inhibitiono
—
—
Inhibition
—
—
—
—
Nullf
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
Inhibition
—

Experiments in English
Balota et al (2004)
Chateau & Jared (2000)
Davis & Taft (2005)
Ferraro & Hansen (2002)
Holcomb et al (2002)
Huntsman & Lima (2002)
Lavidor & Ellis (2002)
Lavidor & Walsh (2003)
Lavidor et al (2004)
Perea et al (1998)
Pollatsek et al (1999)
Sears et al (2006)

Siakaluk et al (2002)

Whitney & Lavidor (2005)
Ziegler & Perry (1998)

Young adults

Exp. 1
Exp. 2
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.

1
1
2
1

Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.

1
1e
1e
1Ae,a
1Ba
2Ae
2B
1Ae
1Be
1Ce
1De

Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.

1D-bisl
Im
IIm
2A
2B
2
1
2

Facilitationa
Inhibitionb
Facilitationa,n
—
—
Facilitationk
Facilitationa
RT: Facilitation
Facilitation
Facilitationi
Facilitationf
Facilitationf
—
Facilitation
—
—
—
—
Facilitationa
Facilitationa
Facilitationa
Nulla
Inhibitionb
Facilitationa
Inhibitionb
Nulla
— (controlled)
— (controlled)
RT: Facilitation
Facilitationh
Inhibitioni

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Experiments in languages other than English
Perea & Rosa (2002)

Exp. 1
Exp. 2

Arduino & Burani (2004)

Exp. 1

Facilitationa
Facilitationa
Inhibitionb
—

a

—
—

RT: Inhibition
RT: Inhibition

—

Null

Only low–frequency stimuli included or effect significant only for low–frequency words. b Only
high–frequency stimuli included or effect significant only for high–frequency words. c Average
controlled; all less frequent than target. d Average controlled; some more frequent and some less
frequent than target. e Different instructions from standard LDT: Stress Accuracy over Speed.
f
More Lead-Neighbors compared to Few Lead-Neighbors. g Higher frequency neighbor always by
interior letter change (spice - space). h Body neighbors only. i Non-body neighbors only. j Significant
in multiple regression post-hoc test. k Only for unambiguous words with many High Frequency
Neighbors. l Reported in footnote 5 in the original paper. m Reported in footnote 7 in the original
paper. n Same words used by Andrews (1992). o Effect due to Deletion Neighbors.
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by Andrews (1997) that ON size does play a facilitative role in the lexical decision
task.
When it comes to orthographic neighborhood frequency, only 4 studies out of
17 studies done in English that manipulated that variable reported inhibitory effects.
One of them used a non–standard N metric (Davis & Taft, 2005), and the other three
used non–standard lexical decision instructions, explicitly stressing accuracy over
speed (Perea & Pollatsek, 1998; Pollatsek et al., 1999; Sears, Campbell, & Lupker,
2006, exp. 1A). Six out of 17 studies reported a facilitative effect of orthographic
frequency and another six out of 17 studies reported a null effect of orthographic
neighborhood frequency. Again, these results seem to largely confirm the conclusions
made by Andrews (1997) that the effects of neighborhood frequency are at best task–
specific and not cross–linguistically robust. In this new sample, there is as much
evidence for a facilitative effect as there is for a lack of effect, and all the evidence of
neighborhood frequency inhibition comes from studies where either non–standard
N metrics were used or non–standard instructions were given, which suggests that
this variable interacts with specific task demands rather than with lexical retrieval
per se.
Interestingly, the most robust finding in this review was the effect of ON
size on pseudowords, which was uniformly inhibitory: Six out of six experiments
reporting this manipulation for pseudowords reported inhibitory effects, and all of
them reported simultaneous facilitative effects for words for the same manipulation.
Therefore, after an extensive review of the literature, the data regarding the
effect of ON size and ON frequency seems well established: ON size plays a facil69

itative effect in the LDT for words and an inhibitory effect for pseudowords. ON
frequency, on the other hand, seems to interact with specific task demands and
linguistic environments, and there is little evidence of a consistent facilitatory or inhibitory effect in English. The overwhelming evidence in favor of facilitative effects
of ON size coupled with a conspicuous absence of reliable inhibitory effects of other
similarity variables (such as neighborhood frequency) constitute a major empirical
problem for competitive parallel activation models.
How can these facilitative effects be accounted for? A solution that has been
proposed and seemed to gather some support (Grainger & Jacobs, 1996; Andrews,
1997; Perea & Rosa, 2000) tries to explain the effects in terms of the specific demands of the lexical decision task. The general idea is that accurate discrimination/classification does not necessarily require unique identification. Two different
kinds of accounts are in principle possible: An error account (for search models)
and a global familiarity account (model–neutral).

Explaining facilitative N effects: Search Model
Serial–search models (Forster, 1976, 1992; Murray & Forster, 2004) presuppose two things: (i) Candidate sets are ordered by frequency and (ii) Search within
each set is sequential. The standard frequency effect is explained by lower frequency
words taking longer to be verified and selected due to their position at the bottom of
the search list. In principle this model cannot account for any facilitative N effect,
unless some assumptions are relaxed or changed. For instance, suppose that the
search / verification mechanism, although fairly precise, makes mistakes from time
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to time. These mistakes can be of two kinds: It fails to select the right entry, or
it selects the wrong entry. Suppose further that rate in which these errors occur
is constant. What happens when the input is a low frequency word from a dense
neighborhood? A somewhat large candidate set is accessed based on some notion of
visual similarity (although see Murray & Forster, 2004, p. 735, for arguments that
bin sizes should be equal), and the entry corresponding to the input word, being of
low frequency, will be placed at the bottom of the list. The search within the candidate set then starts and proceeds in a serial fashion. Since the set is large, there will
be a higher probability of selection error than if the set was small. Furthermore,
the probability of a false positive will be much higher than the probability of a
miss (failed selection), simply because there will be CandidateSetSize − 1 chances
for a false positive to occur, but there will always be only one chance of a miss,
regardless of set size. What happens in case there is a false positive? A recognition
response would be generated and a “word” response would be given. Even though
the response was due to a mistake, it will be coded as a correct response by the
experimenter and the RT, which would be that of a higher frequency word (hence
faster) would be saved. What happens in the case of a miss? The candidate set
will be exhausted and no response will be found, eliciting a “nonword” response.
Note however that the likelihood of this error occurring is constant across all words,
regardless of frequency or neighborhood composition. Therefore not only the likelihood of each error is different, but their outcomes are very asymmetrical.
With this in mind, what happens when a low frequency word coming from a
sparse neighborhood is to be recognized? In this case, the number of comparisons
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that will be necessary for a match to occur will be small, not because the entry
corresponding to the input will be at the top of the candidate set list (as it would
be in the case of a high frequency word), but simply because the candidate set will
be smaller. Therefore, the likelihood of errors occurring will be correspondingly
smaller. This means that there will be less chances that a higher frequency word
would be mistakenly selected, reducing the proportion of spurious RTs that are due
to faulty lexical access.
What happens in the case of high frequency words? Since this word will be
higher in the search list, the possibilities of a mistake will be lower: There will be
less chances for an error to occur simply because there will be fewer comparisons
necessary for establishing a match. Therefore, there will be much less chances that
a higher frequency word will be wrongly selected before the correct comparison is
attempted, reducing the proportion of spurious faster RT due to faulty access.
Finally, what happens in the case of pseudowords? A correct “nonword” response would only be possible after the exhaustive search of the candidate set. When
the candidate set is large, it will take longer to exhaustively search it than when
the set is small. Therefore, there is a natural tendency for N size to slow down processing. Moreover, in larger sets, the likelihood of selection errors would be larger.
Pseudowords are only subject to one kind of error: false positive. A false positive for
a pseudoword would result in a “word” response, and would be coded as an error.
Therefore, both a processing slow down and lower accuracy would be predicted for
pseudowords of high N size.
In summary, just by positing a fixed error rate in the selection mechanism, one
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would expect that, by chance alone, low frequency words with lots of neighbors would
have the highest proportion of unusually fast RTs due to spurious lexical access. As
far as the experimenter is concerned, however, this tendency will look exactly like
a facilitative effect of neighborhood size for low frequency words alone. Moreover,
this explains the inhibitory N effects found for pseudowords as well. However, this
account does not explain the trend that high frequency words have of displaying
inhibitory N effects (see Table 1.3).

Explaining facilitative N effects: Global familiarity
Keeping with (Balota & Chumbley, 1984, 1990)’s proposal of a familiarity–
based strategic component affecting performance in the lexical decision task, some
researchers have proposed that the facilitative N effects observed in this task are
explainable by a similar, or perhaps even the same, mechanism (eg. Perea & Rosa,
2000).
Balota and Chumbley (1984, 1990)’s proposal to explain the inconsistent findings about the frequency effect across different tasks was that strong frequency effects
are found in lexical decision tasks not because higher frequency words are accessed
faster, but because their higher familiarity allows them to be quickly classified as
“word” without need for precise lexical identification. These findings received empirical support from a variety of studies, beginning with Gernsbacher (1984, see
section 1.2.1.3 for more discussion), who was able to demonstrate that subjective
familiarity was able to explain all the conflicting results due to sublexical frequency
in the visual domain, and culminating with Balota et al. (2004)’s finding in a mega
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study that familiarity was a much better predictor of RT latency in the lexical decision task than was lexical frequency. It is not clear precisely what “subjective
familiarity” is, and this variable is normally interpreted as being a composite of different sources of information: Gernsbacher (1984)’s study suggests that subjective
familiarity subsumes to some extent sublexical frequency, and Balota et al. (2004)’s
results suggests that it also subsumes to some extent lexical frequency. It might very
well be the case then that the same variable might subsume lexical neighborhood
size. In the auditory modality, Bailey and Hahn (2001) showed that wordlikeness, a
subjective measure of phonetic sequence typicality, was influenced by both phonotactic probability and neighborhood density. Therefore, it is not implausible to
think that the same would hold for words in the visual domain. It is not difficult to
imagine that orthographic neighborhoods could be related to the notion of orthographic typicality, which in turn could be a dimension that is strategically exploited
in the lexical decision task to quickly classify the stimuli as “word” or “not word”
without relying exclusively on exhaustive lexical search and identification.
In this view, higher orthographic similarity would mean that the input looks
like a lot of other words (it is very word–like), which could serve as the basis for
a quick “word” response in the LDT. This account then proposes that, all else
being equal, higher neighborhood size would mean higher familiarity, which in turn
seems to determine a fast “word” response in the LDT independently of precise
lexical identification. In the case of already highly familiar high frequency words,
this might not make a difference, but when it comes to less familiar lower frequency
words that would require precise lexical identification for a “word” response, a boost
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in familiarity due to higher orthographic typicality might change their response
criterion. This would explain the prevalence of N size effects for low frequency
words.
In fact, at least one computational model of word recognition of the interactive
activation family (Grainger & Jacobs, 1996) propose two ways in which a “word”
response might be obtained. One would be through the regular identification route,
in which N size and frequency might play inhibitory roles due to the lateral inhibition
architecture of the system. Another way would be through the monitoring of overall
lexical activation through the network. Words in denser neighborhoods will cause
widespread lexical activity, and if this source of information is tracked and crosses
a threshold, then a “word” response might be output before lexical competition
determines a uniquely identified winner.
This mechanism would also predict the inhibitory effects of N on pseudowords,
given that pseudowords in dense neighborhoods will be more word–like, and might
change the response criterion by requiring that an exhaustive lexical search be performed before a “not word” decision is reached.

Discussion
In summary, the overall picture that emerges is that, contary the predictions
from most reading models, N size has consistent facilitative effects in the lexical
decision task. Effects of N frequency, on the other hand, seem to vary within and
across tasks and languages, and have been proven to be hard to obtain.
This fact poses a major problem for theories that propose lateral inhibition
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as a way of ensuring lexical identification in parallel activation models. No current
word recognition model can account for this pattern of results in terms of lexical
access routines. However, several researchers propose instead that this pattern of
findings only shows that lexical decision results must be interpreted carefully and
might not represent an accurate index of lexical access processes, rather reflecting
aspects of post–access decisional routines (Balota & Chumbley, 1984, 1990).

1.2.4 Phonological similarity effects in the auditory processing of
words
The abstract problem identified in the previous section (1.2.3) involving the
recognition of written words hold also for the recognition for spoken words. The
average adult has a vast lexicon of several tens of thousands of words, and yet
this knowledge database is structured around a small inventory of representational
units, called segments12 (Goldinger et al., 1989). Therefore, the same issues relating to efficient retrieval amongst numerous potentially confusable items in memory
that were identified with recognition of written words also apply to spoken word
recognition (P. A. Luce & Pisoni, 1998).
Likewise, the same solution offered to the problem of similarity in written word
recognition was also offered to the problem of recognizing spoken words. Two of the
most influential models of spoken word recognition, the Cohort Model (Marslen12

According to most phonological theories, segments are not atomic units, but have internal

structure and are therefore not the most fundamental unit of representation in the lexicon, but
most research in speech perception ignores subsegmental information in their models.
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Wilson, 1987a), and the Neighborhood Activation Model (NAM, P. A. Luce &
Pisoni, 1998; Goldinger et al., 1989) propose a two–stage access solution to lexical
retrieval. In both of these models, acoustic input first activates a set of possible
lexical candidates, which will then be evaluated until the identity of the stimulus
can be determined.
In the Cohort Model, the set of candidates is selected on the basis of acoustic–
phonetic consistency with the input. Word onsets have a privileged status according
to this model, because it is the onset that will determine the initial set of lexical
candidates (the cohort). In other words, once the onset of the stimulus is identified,
only words that match said onset will be activated. As more bottom–up sensorial information flows in and more of the phonetic structure of the input becomes
available, the initial cohort will progressively shrink in size, given that initial candidates that are not consistent with the input will be eliminated from the candidate
set. Recognition happens at the point in which only one candidate remains consistent with the input stimulus (called alternatively the uniqueness point or divergence
point). The size of the cohort can also be modulated by top–down information. For
instance, sentential information might eliminate certain candidates from the cohort
based on their lack of fit within the local context.
The Cohort Model makes two crucial claims, both of which have been empirically disputed. The first is that the size of the set of competitors should not
necessarily influence retrieval, since lexical candidates are not actively competing
with each other, but rather they are being activated to different degrees by the
input, and parallel–activation is done at no cost by the processing system. The
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second claim is that the initial set of lexical candidates should be primarily determined by the onset of the input. The first initial cohort is supposed to be the
primary decisional space in which selection occurs; other words that match the input in non–onset positions should not under normal circumstances be included in
the candidate set even if they provide a good match to the phonetic structure of
the input when the onset is ignored (no late entry in the candidate set). Both of
these claims have had some empirical support (see Marslen-Wilson, 1987a, for review), but have more recently been directly challenged. For instance, (P. A. Luce &
Pisoni, 1998) have reported that the competitor set size, even when the uniqueness
points of the stimuli are controlled, plays an important factor in lexical retrieval,
with larger competitor sets having demonstrably inhibitory effects in performance
on the perceptual identification, lexical decision and auditory naming (or shadowing) tasks. Moreover, Newman, Sawusch, and Luce (2005, experiment 2), building
on the earlier findings of competitor set size effects, have shown effects of lexical
competition on the processing of nonwords that could only be due to words that
were not members of the the onset–matching cohort. The authors presented one
group of subjects with two groups of nonwords that had overall the same degree
of lexical similarity, but differed in the amount of onset–matched neighbors they
possessed (their initial cohort). Newman et al. (2005) predicted that if onsets really have a privileged role in determining the set of lexical candidates for processing,
then one should expect to find similar effects of competitor set size to those reported
by P. A. Luce and Pisoni (1998) for the two groups of nonwords, since they differed
only in their initial cohort size. However, if onsets do not play a privileged role
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in determining the size of the competitor set, then no effects of candidate set size
should be observed for the two groups of nonwords, given that they are matched
for their overall lexical neighborhood size. Another group of subjects was given two
different sets of nonwords, which were matched for their cohort size (onset–matched
neighborhood size), but varied in their overall lexical neighborhood size. Newman
et al. (2005) predicted that the results from this group should be the mirror image
of the results from the first group. If onsets are the main determiners of candidate
set size, then here no effects of set size should be observed, since the cohort size
has been matched in the two sets of items. Conversely, if overall similarity is the
main determiner of the candidate set size, then effects of competition should be observed, given that the stimuli were varied in their overall lexical neighborhood size.
The results from the study were that when overall neighborhood size was controlled
(first group), no effects were seen in reaction time latencies in the lexical decision
task, even though the cohort size was explicitly manipulated. When cohort size
was matched but overall neighborhood size was manipulated (second group), on the
other hand, inhibitory effects in RT in the lexical decision task were observed for
the set of nonwords with higher neighborhood size.
Taken together, the results from P. A. Luce and Pisoni (1998) and Newman
et al. (2005) seem to suggest that (i) words compete for recognition (cf. inhibitory
effects of candidate set size based on formal similarity) and that (ii) the decisional
space in which lexical selection occurs is defined not by an onset–matched lexical
cohort but by a more general notion of overall similarity in which onsets do not have
a privileged role. These two set of results are also consistent with central claims
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made by the Neighborhood Activation Model (NAM; see P. A. Luce & Pisoni, 1998;
Goldinger et al., 1989).
The NAM posits that spoken word recognition proceeds in the following way:
First, the input speech signal activates acoustic–phonetic patterns in memory. These
patterns, in turn, activate in parallel a number of decision units (like in the classic
Logogen model by Morton, 1969). These decision units also monitor information
(such as lexical frequency) coming from higher lexical levels in long term memory
but also any contextual information present in short term memory that might be
relevant to establishing the lexical identity of the input signal. Moreover, the word
decision units monitor the overall activity in the system of units and the activation
level of their corresponding acoustic–phonetic patterns. On the basis of these sources
of information, they continually compute decision values. Given that each decision
unit monitors both specific acoustic–phonetic activation and system–wide lexical
activation, decisions about the identity of the stimulus are akin to detecting a specific
signal in a noisy environment. For instance, if a specific acoustic–phonetic pattern
strongly activates a specific word decision unit (call it unit x) while simultaneously
activating several other decision units, the specific activation of x will be evaluated
relative to the total lexical activation. If the “background” lexical activation is also
large, then even strong bottom–up activation might not be enough to make the
decision unit x cross the decision criterion. In other words, it is not the absolute
bottom–up activation received by a decision unit that determines whether the unit
outputs a decision about the identity of the input signal, but the relative activation
compared to other decision units.
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The most direct consequence of NAM is that similarity across lexical items
will generate larger candidate sets, which in turn will generate more lexical competition for recognition. Therefore, according to NAM, similarity will have, in most
situations, inhibitory effects on lexical access.
Quantification of acoustic–phonetic similarity amongst lexical items has been
operationalized in mainly two ways in the literature. Some researchers (e.g. Goldinger
et al., 1989) derive a similarity measure based on psychophysical data (confusion
matrices of individual segments collected for a number of experimental subjects, for
instance). Others have quantified similarity in terms of edit distance 13 of size 1 on
phonetic transcriptions; any words that can be matched by the addition, deletion
or substitution of a single segment to a given string are said to be similar to the
string. This metric, although admittedly coarse (see P. A. Luce & Pisoni, 1998),
is easier to compute on machine readable corpora (Greenberg & Jenkins, 1964, are
credited with the first proposal for this similarity metric for speech research), which
are commonly readily available to researchers.
Inhibitory effects of similarity in the recognition of spoken words have been
reported using both kinds of similarity metric in a number of experiments across a
range of different tasks, such as perceptual identification (eg. Goldinger et al., 1989;
Cluff & Luce, 1990; P. A. Luce & Pisoni, 1998), lexical decision (P. A. Luce & Pisoni,
1998; Vitevitch & Luce, 1999; Newman et al., 2005) and auditory naming (P. A. Luce
& Pisoni, 1998; Vitevitch & Luce, 1999), which demonstrates that NAM enjoys well
grounded empirical support.
13

also known as Levenshtein distance.
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However, a closer inspection of the literature reveals that the effects of lexical
similarity in the processing of speech are in fact not as reliable as previously thought.
In fact, lexical similarity displays disparate effects across tasks, across materials and
even across languages, directly calling into question models that propose lexical
competition as a means of implementing selection amongst a set of candidate items,
such as NAM. Table 1.4 summarizes a number of studies focusing on the effects of
lexical similarity in tasks classically used in spoken word recognition research.

1.2.4.1 Similarity effects across tasks in English
The general finding that lexical similarity has inhibitory effects on lexical processing finds some challenges in the auditory naming task, in which disparate results
are found according to whether or not the stimuli used are real words or pseudowords
and according to the similarity metric used.
Although auditory naming (also referred to as shadowing, or repetition) of
words has shown inhibitory effects of neighborhood size (Vitevitch & Luce, 1998,
experiment 1), it has failed to show inhibitory effects of neighborhood frequency 14
14

The term neighborhood frequency is used rather loosely in this context. This is because

different researchers have focused on different aspects of the frequencies of the neighbors. For
instance, P. A. Luce and Pisoni (1998) and Vitevitch and Rodrı́guez (2005) manipulated the
mean neighborhood frequency of their items, whereas Newman et al. (2005) have manipulated
the frequency–weighted neighborhood density of their items, while Mousty, Radeau, Peereman, and
Bertelson (1996) and Dufour and Frauenfelder (2007) have manipulated the presence and number
of higher frequency neighbors within their items’ neighborhoods (a metric that is commonly used
in the orthographic neighborhood literature).
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Table 1.4: Summary of empirical investigations of the effects of Phonological Neighborhood (PN) structure on speech perception. Unless dependent measure is mentioned, results refer to both reaction time latencies (RT) and error rates (ER). Gray
indicates studies in languages other than English.
Words
Pseudowords
Paper
Experiment PN Size
PN Freq. PN Size
PN Freq.
Perceptual Identification Task
Goldinger et al (1989)
Cluff & Luce (1990)
Luce & Pisoni (1998)
Amano & Kondo (1999)
Amano & Kondo (2000)
Dufour & Frauenfelder (2007)

E. 1A, 1B, 2
E. 1, 2, 3, 4
E. 1
E. 2
E. 2

Inhibit.a,b
Inhibit.a,b
Inhibit.
ER: Inh.c
ER: Inh.c
Inhibit.

—
—
Inhibit.
—
—
Inhibit.

—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—

RT: Inh.f
ER: Inh.f
Inhibit.j
Facilit.k
Inhibit.l
ER: Inh.
RT: Inh.
—
—
—
—
—

RT: Inh.
ER: Inh.g
—
—
—
ER: Inh.
RT: Inh.
—
—
—
Inhibit.
—

Auditory Lexical Decision Task
Luce & Pisoni (1998)

E. 2

Vitevitch & Luce (1999)

E. 3
E. 5i

Newman et al (2005)

E. 1
E. 2
E. 1
E. 1
E. 1
E. 1h

Amano & Kondo (1999)
Amano & Kondo (2000)
Ziegler et a (2003)
Mousty et a (1996)
Vitevich & Rodrı́guez (2005)

RT: Inh.e
ER: Fac.d
Inhibit.
Facilit.k
Inhibit.l
—
—
Null
Null
Inhibit.
—
Facilit.

RT: Inh.
ER: Inh.
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
Null
Facilit.

Auditory Naming Task (also referred to as Shadowing or Repetition)
Vitevitch et al. (1997)
Vitevitch & Luce (1998)
Vitevitch & Luce (1999)

E. 2i
E. 1j
E. 4i

Luce & Pisoni (1998)

E. 3

Yoneyama & Johnson (2001)
Mousty et a (1996)
Ziegler et a (2003)

E. 2h
E. 3A

—
Inhibit.
Facilit.k
Inhibit.n
RT: Inh.
ER: Inh.i
Facilit.
—
Inhibit.

a

—
—
—
—
RT: Null
ER: Null
—
Null
—

Facilit.m
Facilit.m
Facilit.k,m
Facilit.l,m
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
Null
—

PN defined by confusion matrices of segments. b No phonetic overlap. c Offline id. task. d Only
low–frequency (LF) stimuli included or effect significant only for LF words. e Only high–frequency
(HF) stimuli included or effect significant only for HF. f Only high neighborhood frequency (HNF)
stimuli included or effect significant only for HNF. g Only high neighborhood density (HND) stimuli
included or effect significant only for HND. h Cohort neighbors only. i Bisyllabic stimuli. j Duration
biased: DN shorter than SN. k When 1st syllable is from DN. l When 1st syllable is from SN.
m
Attributed to Phonotactic Probability.
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(P. A. Luce & Pisoni, 1998, experiment 3), which are reported for both perceptual
identification and lexical decision tasks (P. A. Luce & Pisoni, 1998, experiments 1
and 2).
The largest inconsistencies across studies, however, are found in the auditory
naming of pseudowords. In the lexical decision task, inhibitory effects of neighborhood size and neighborhood frequency have been reported for pseudowords (Newman
et al., 2005; P. A. Luce & Pisoni, 1998, experiment 2). Using the auditory naming
task, however, Vitevitch et al. (1997, Vitevitch & Luce, 1998, 1999) have reported
consistent facilitative effects in pseudoword shadowing for neighborhood size. These
effects have been interpreted as having their source not on later lexical competition
processes, but in earlier sublexical processing. However, some confounds have been
uncovered by Lipinski and Gupta (2005), who reported that the pseudoword stimuli
used by Vitevitch et al. (1997, Vitevitch & Luce, 1998, 1999) were biased in their
durations. When this confound was either statistically or experimentally controlled,
the facilitative effects in the shadowing of pseudowords gave rise to inhibitory effects (Lipinski & Gupta, 2005).
Although the series of studies reported by Lipinski and Gupta (2005) seems
at first to have resolved the inconsistencies found in the results of pseudoword shadowing tasks, Vitevitch and Luce (2005, experiment 1) still reported facilitative effects for pseudowords in dense neighborhoods when using duration–matched pseudowords15 . This set of results have been discussed in detail in section 1.2.2.2, but we
15

This effect was again interpreted as being due to phonotactic probability, not neighborhood

density.
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reproduce below (as table 1.5, and solely to facilitate the comparison of the various
results) the table summarizing the disparate results found across experiments and
tasks where putative effects of phonotactic probability have been reported to offset
the expected inhibitory effects of lexical competition.
Ultimately, the reports of task–specificity of lexically–based similarity effects
do not, by themselves, call into question in any significant way the theoretical account laid out by NAM and other spoken word recognition models that lexical competition based on formal similarity is what ensures correct identification within a set
of lexical candidates. More relevant theoretical challenges to the idea that lexically–
based similarity plays an inhibitory role in word identification, however, come from
the lack of robust cross–linguistic effects in tasks where inhibitory similarity effects
are found in English.

1.2.4.2 Cross–linguistic comparison of similarity effects across tasks

Perceptual identification task
The perceptual identification task is the only experimental task where all the
available evidence is consistent with the view that phonological similarity to a large
number of words inhibit spoken word recognition. Inhibitory effects of neighborhood
size were found for English (Goldinger et al., 1989; Cluff & Luce, 1990; P. A. Luce
& Pisoni, 1998), French (Dufour & Frauenfelder, 2007), and Japanese (Amano &
Kondo, 1999, 2000). Furthermore, inhibitory effects of neighborhood frequency were
found for English (P. A. Luce & Pisoni, 1998) and French (Dufour & Frauenfelder,
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Table 1.5: Summary of empirical investigations of the effects of Phonotactic Probability. Unless stated otherwise, (i) Dense Neighborhoods (DN) are confounded
with High Phonotactic Probability (HP), and Sparse Neighborhoods (SN) with Low
Phonotactic Probability (LP), (ii) Items are CVC monosyllables, (iii) RT is computed from onset of stimulus presentation and (iv) Facilitation is putatively due to
Phonotactic Probability, and Inhibition is putatively due to Neighborhood Density.
Paper

Experiments

Words

Pseudowords

Auditory Naming Task (also referred to as Shadowing or Repetition)
Vitevitch et al. (1997)
Vitevitch & Luce (1998)
Vitevitch & Luce (1999)

Exp. 2o
Exp. 1a / W, PW blocked
Exp. 4o,p / W, PW blocked

Lipinski & Gupta (2005)

Exp. 1a,d,f

Exp. 2a,b,d,f , 3a,d,g , 4a,b,d,g

Exp. 5a,e,f , 7a,e,g , 11a,g

Exp. 6a,e,f , 8a,e,g , 9f , 10c,f , 12c,g

Vitevitch & Luce (2005)

Exp. 1c,h
Exp. 2c,f

—
Inhibition
Facilitationi
Inhibitionj
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Facilitation
Facilitation
Facilitationi
Facilitationj
Facilitation
Facilitationk
Inhibition (trend)m
Inhibitionl
Facilitation
Nullm
Inhibitionl
Null
Inhibitionm
Inhibitionl
Inhibition
Inhibitionm
Inhibitionl
Facilitation
Null

Same–Different Judgment Task
Vitevitch & Luce (1999)
Luce & Large (2001)
Vitevitch (2003)

Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.

1a,d / W, PW blocked
2a,d
1r
2s
1Aa,d,q / More PW than W
1Ba,d,q / PW equal W
1Ca,d,q / Less PW than W

Inhibition
Null
Facilitation
—
Inhibition
Null
Facilitation

Facilitation
Facilitation
Null
Facilitation (marginal)
—
—
—

Auditory Lexical Decision Task
Vitevitch & Luce (1999)

a,d

Inhibition
Facilitationi
Inhibitionj

Exp. 3
Exp. 5o,p

Inhibition
Facilitationi
Inhibitionj

Semantic Categorization Task
Vitevitch & Luce (1999)

Exp. 6o,p

Facilitationi
Inhibitionj

a Pseudowords’

—
—

duration biased: HP significantly shorter than LP. b Stimuli equated for file duration (not true
duration).
equated for true duration. d Same pseudoword tokens from V&L(1998). e Same pseudoword
types, but different tokens, from V&L(1998). f Trial duration fixed at 1s. g Trial duration fixed at 4.5s. h Trials
duration was determined by subjects’ responses, until 3 s post–stimulus onset. i When 1st syllable is DN/HP.
j When 1st syllable is SN/LP. k RT computed from real stimulus onset. l RT computed from true stimulus offset.
m Statistical control /adjustment for stimuli’s duration. o Bisyllabic (CVC.CVC) stimuli used. p Word composed
from V&L(1999) CVC words, and pseudowords from V.etal.(1997). q Materials from V&L(1999). r Factorial design
(ND and PP crossed). s Reanalysis of Exp.1 with behavioral rather than statistical neighborhood metric.
c Stimuli
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2007).
Auditory lexical decision task
The effects of lexical neighborhood in the auditory lexical decision task seem
to vary cross–linguistically. The effect of neighborhood size in the lexical decision
of words has been reported to be inhibitory in English (P. A. Luce & Pisoni, 1998;
Vitevitch & Luce, 1999) and French (Ziegler, Muneaux, & Grainger, 2003), null in
Japanese (Amano & Kondo, 1999, 2000), and facilitative in Spanish (Vitevitch &
Rodrı́guez, 2005). The effect of neighborhood frequency in the lexical decision of
words has been reported to be inhibitory in English (P. A. Luce & Pisoni, 1998), null
in French (Mousty et al., 1996), and facilitative in Spanish (Vitevitch & Rodrı́guez,
2005).
When it comes to the processing of pseudowords, on the other hand, the little
data available point to more cross–linguistically robust results. The effect of neighborhood frequency has been reported to be inhibitory in both English (P. A. Luce
& Pisoni, 1998; Vitevitch & Luce, 1999; Newman et al., 2005), and French (Mousty
et al., 1996).
Auditory naming task
The effects of lexical neighborhood in the auditory naming task also seem
to vary cross–linguistically. The effect of neighborhood size in the shadowing of
words has been reported to be inhibitory in English (P. A. Luce & Pisoni, 1998;
Vitevitch & Luce, 1998, 1999) and French (Ziegler et al., 2003) but facilitative
in Japanese (Yoneyama & Johnson, 2001). However, the effect of neighborhood
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frequency in the shadowing of words has been reported to be null in both English (P. A. Luce & Pisoni, 1998) and French (Mousty et al., 1996).
When it comes to the processing of pseudowords, very little cross–linguistic
data is available for the auditory naming task. Some controversy exist as to whether
the effects of neighborhood size are facilitative or inhibitory in English (see discussion is section 1.2.2.2 for more details). The effects of neighborhood frequency in
the shadowing of pseudowords have been reported to be null in French (Mousty et
al., 1996).

Summary
The only task in which inhibitory effects of neighborhood size and frequency
are robustly found cross–linguistically is the perceptual identification task. Moreover, the disparity in the other tasks does not reveal any potentially suggestive
pattern across languages. For instance, French patterns with English in the results
of almost all tasks and manipulated variables, except on the role of neighborhood
frequency in the lexical decision task, in which one English study reports inhibitory
effects (P. A. Luce & Pisoni, 1998), and one French study reports null effects (Mousty
et al., 1996). Spanish seems to be the mirror image of English in the auditory lexical
decision task (Vitevitch & Rodrı́guez, 2005). Finally, Japanese only agrees with English in the perceptual identification task (Amano & Kondo, 1999, 2000), displays
different results (null) from both English (inhibitory) and Spanish (facilitative) in
the lexical decision task (Amano & Kondo, 1999, 2000), and diverges from English
and French in the auditory naming of words (Yoneyama & Johnson, 2001).
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Discussion
The cross–linguistic results can be interpreted in two different ways. The first
one is to take the robust findings of inhibitory effects of lexical similarity in spoken word recognition in the perceptual identification task as prima facie evidence
that this is the only task truly tapping into the lexical identification stage. In this
view, the results from the other tasks would have to be explained by a complex
interaction between task–demands and language–specific properties that have no
necessary relation with the processes of lexical identification. This interpretation is
theoretically appealing not only because it preserves the mechanistic explanation of
lexical competition due to lexical similarity, but also because it seems to point to
one particular experimental task that is optimally sensitive to the lexical identification stages in lexical processing. However, this position has the disadvantage of
calling into question the relevance of most of the other tasks in the study of spoken
word recognition, which would drastically reduce the amount of empirical evidence
potentially available to researchers.
The other possible interpretation for the apparent lack of robust cross–linguistic
effects of lexical similarity in spoken word recognition would be that yet–unspecified
language–specific properties interact in complex ways with different task–specific
demands. This view is unappealing if one wants to preserve the idea that lexical
selection happens via competition between similar words within a candidate set, because it removes any empirical basis for the idea of lexical selection via competition
due to lexical similarity. In other words, the idea of inhibitory effects of lexical sim-
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ilarity in word recognition might be true, but given the lack of a theoretical account
for the putative complex interaction between different language properties and different tasks demands, it means that we cannot know or test whether or not the idea
has empirical support. However, if one has good theoretical reasons to believe that
competition due to lexical similarity within the candidate set might not be correct
to begin with, then the lack of robust cross–linguistic evidence of inhibitory effects
of neighborhood size and frequency might be taken at face value as evidence against
the kind of theoretical proposal put forth by models such as NAM.
Finally, it must be acknowledged that the cross–linguistic evidence in this
domain is severely lacking, both in number of studies and range of cross–linguistic
variation. Given the small number of studies, there is always the possibility that
the controversial evidence is spurious, and it might obscure the true picture more
than illuminate it. Unfortunately, more cross–linguistic research is needed in order
to adjudicate amongst these alternatives.

1.2.5 Phonological similarity effects in the visual processing of words
The results reviewed so far generate an interesting problem. When it comes
to similarity effects, there seems to be a disparity in the kinds of results reported
according to the modality of presentation, at least in English. It has been shown conclusively that orthographic similarity (indexed by ON size) has a facilitative effect in
reading, whereas phonological similarity (as indexed by PN size) seems to have inhibitory effects in spoken word recognition (in English and French, not Spanish; see
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discussion in section 1.2.4). Moreover, the well established lack of orthographic typicality effects (indexed by orthotactic probability) in reading contrasts with several
reports of facilitatory effects of phonotactic probability in spoken word recognition
(but see section 1.2.2.2, for discussion on this topic).
This state of affairs is perhaps unexpected in light of a series of results implicating phonological re–coding at an early processing level in reading across a
variety of tasks, such as semantic categorization (eg. Van Orden, 1987; Van Orden,
Johnston, & Hale, 1988), naming (eg. Lukatela & Turvey, 1990, 1991; Lukatela,
Lukatela, & Turvey, 1993; Lukatela & Turvey, 1993, 1994a, 1994b), lexical decision (eg. Lukatela, Frost, & Turvey, 1998, 1999; Pexman, Lupker, & Reggin, 2002;
Holyk & Pexman, 2004), perceptual identification (eg. Brysbaert, 2001) and repetition blindness paradigms (eg. Bavelier & Potter, 1992; Bavelier, Prasada, & Segui,
1994). The cross–task nature of these effects strongly suggest that reading relies on
access to the phonological lexicon. Moreover, recent experimental evidence suggests
that the phonological representations that mediate lexical recognition through reading seem to be specified at the featural level (Lukatela, Eaton, Lee, & Turvey, 2001),
and even at the phonetic level (Abramson & Goldinger, 1997; Lukatela, Eaton, Sabadini, & Turvey, 2004). Lukatela et al. (2001) reported graded rhyme priming effects
in a lexical decision task according to the subsegmental featural distance between
the pseudoword prime (eg. ZEA vs VEA) and the target (SEA), with pseudowords
sharing all but one feature (ZEA) eliciting stronger priming effects than pseudoword
primes sharing less features (VEA). Abramson and Goldinger (1997) used pairs of
words that are lexically distinguished by a final consonant, which was either voiced or
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unvoiced (BAD vs BAT). However, these words are also phonetically distinguished
in the realization of the vowel, which, when pronounced, is significantly longer when
the subsequent consonant is voiced. Abramson and Goldinger (1997) showed effects
of vowel length in a series of lexical decision task experiments, even though the
stimuli were visually presented, indicating that the information about the phonetic
realization of the vowel in the words was available to the decision making process (see
also Lukatela et al., 2004).
Given the pervasive effects of phonological and even phonetic structures in
reading, the finding that formal similarity plays opposite roles in visual and auditory
word recognition is of potential theoretical interest, especially when the discrepant
effects of frequency of non–morphemic subparts in the two modalities (null in visual
word recognition, facilitative in auditory word recognition) is considered. The effects
of frequency of non–morphemic subparts is hypothesized to occur earlier in the
processing stream, as opposed to the effects of formal similarity, which are supposed
to occur at the level of lexical selection. Because disparate modality effects are
found for these two variables that span early and late aspects of lexical selection,
this suggests that different memory structures are used for a substantial part of the
recognition process according to the modality of input.
It is important to note, however, that the effects of orthographic similarity are
computed over orthographic representations alone. In languages in which orthography is not as transparent, such as English, it is possible that a word’s orthographic
neighborhood is only minimally overlapping with its phonetic neighborhood. If that
is the case, then it is in principle possible that the discrepant results of formal simi92

larity at the orthographic and phonetic level might be unified: Orthographic effects
are facilitatory, but Phonological effects are inhibitory, and they just happen to act
at different levels of processing. Moreover, given that there might be minimal overlap between orthographic and phonologic neighborhoods in languages like English,
orthographic effects might be easier to isolate in them than in languages with transparent orthographies. This could potentially resolve the cross–linguistic disparity
for the neighborhood frequency effect found in the visual word recognition literature,
in which English shows very contradictory effects (facilitation, null, and inhibition),
whereas languages with more transparent orthographies, such as Dutch and Spanish,
show mostly effects of inhibition (see sections 1.2.3 and 1.2.4 for discussion).
Evidence from a MEG study performed by Pylkkänen, Stringfellow, and Marantz
(2002) supports this idea. In this experiment, the authors adapted the materials
from a word recognition experiment in the auditory modality (Vitevitch & Luce,
1999), but opted for visual presentation. Therefore, these items were manipulated
for Phonological, not Orthographic Neighborhood density, but were presented visually, not auditorily. Contrary to the vast majority of other visual lexical decision
studies done in English, who report facilitative effects for dense orthographic neighborhoods, RT latencies in this experiment revealed an inhibitory effect of phonological neighborhood, as is commonly found in the auditory word recognition literature
(see 1.2.4 for discussion).
Unfortunately, this unifying explanation falls short in explaining a series of
other results that point in the opposite direction. For instance, a naming experiment
in French (a language with a not–so–transparent orthography, like English) reported
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Table 1.6: Summary of empirical investigations of the effects of Phonological Neighborhood structure on visual word recognition. Lexical decision data only.
Paper

Experiment

PN Size

Words
PN Freq.

Pseudowords
PN Size
PN Freq.

Experiments in English
Pylkkänen et al (2002)
Yates et al (2004)
Stockall et al (2004)
Yates (2005)

Exp. 1a,b,c,d
Exp.2a,b,c,d
Exp. 1a,b,c,e

Inhibition
Facilitation
Facilitation
Facilitationf
Facilitation

—
—
—
—
—

Inhibition
—
—
not reported
—

—
—
—
—
—

a

Controlled for Orthographic Neighborhood Size b Controlled for Orthographic Neighborhood Frequency. c Controlled for Average Phonological Neighborhood. d Controlled for Summed Bigram
Frequency. e Controlled for Positional Bigram Frequency. f Only low-frequency stimuli included or
effect significant only for low-frequency words.

by Peereman and Content (1997) revealed facilitative effects in a visual naming
task when the orthographic and phonological neighborhood of the items overlapped
substantially (the so–called phonographic neighborhood). Moreover, it was shown
that the facilitative effect found was the exclusive contribution of the words that
were in the phonographic neighborhood. Therefore, in this experiment, it is clear
that the PN is having a facilitative effect when the stimuli are presented in the
visual modality, whereas PN is normally reported to have inhibitory effects when
the stimuli are presented auditorily.
Finally, a series of three experiments (Yates, Locker, & Simpson, 2004; Stockall, Stringfellow, & Marantz, 2004; Yates, 2005) that also explicitly manipulated PN
(while controlling ON) using the visual lexical decision task also reported that PN
has facilitative effects in visual word recognition, the opposite of what is found when
the stimuli are presented auditorily (see table 1.6). Moreover, Yates (2005) shows
that when PN effects are controlled, no effect of ON is actually found. Yates (2005)
also present a small review of materials used in previous experiments and shows that
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in all the ones reviewed, ON was in fact highly correlated with PN, and speculated
that the facilitative ON effect found for visual word recognition in English could be
subsumed under a pure PN effect.
In summary, the evidence seems to suggest that phonological neighborhoods
do have qualitatively different effects in word recognition according to the modality
of stimulus presentation, suggesting that the way that phonological structures are
deployed in the course of lexical recognition is qualitatively different in reading and
hearing. Alternatively, it is possible that the kinds of lexical structures that are
contacted by reading and by hearing are in fact different at the level of retrieval.

1.3 Outline of Thesis
Chapter 2 describes an experiment whose goal is to identify an early neurophysiological correlate of lexical access. Specifically, previous experiments (Pylkkänen
et al., 2002; Stockall et al., 2004) have proposed that a particular MEG component
indexes lexical activation prior to lexical selection. However, these studies relied on
phonological similarity manipulations coupled with manipulation of the frequency
of non–morphemic subparts. As reviewed above, the role of phonological similarity
is dependent on the modality of presentation: it is facilitatory for visual presentation, but inhibitory for auditory presentation. The same holds for the frequency
of non–morphemic subparts: It elicits (controversial) facilitatory effects in auditory
presentation, while no effect is normally reported for visual presentation. Moreover,
the theoretical accounts for the two kinds of effects are qualitatively different: In
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the auditory word recognition literature, facilitative effects of non–morphemic subparts are interpreted as occurring at the lexical activation level, whereas inhibitory
effects of phonological similarity are interpreted as operating at the lexical selection
level. In the visual word recognition literature, on the other hand, the facilitative
effect due to orthographic and phonologic similarity is task–related, and does not
necessarily reflect lexical selection, but rather the results of speeded classification
strategies. Since the previous MEG experiments presented their materials visually,
it is unclear what interpretation the MEG component they describe should receive.
The experiment reported in chapter 2 explores the similarity effects for the same
set of items, presented in the two modalities, to investigate whether the MEG component explored by Pylkkänen et al. (2002) and by Stockall et al. (2004) can be
appropriately described as an index of lexical activation.
Chapter 3 describes a second MEG experiment which seeks to identify a neurophysiological correlate of lexical access, by capitalizing on repetition priming effects
to written stimuli. An experimental paradigm that is apparently selective to repetition of words (but not pseudowords) is used in trying to distinguish between two
sources of repetition priming effects that have been proposed in the literature: A
long–term memory retrieval source, based on lexical access, or a short–term memory
retrieval source, based on re–activation of an episodic memory trace formed upon
the first encounter with the item in the course of the experiment.
Chapter 4 describes a third MEG experiment that seeks to expand the results
of experiment 3 to American Sign Language, with the goal of exploring whether the
results reported in chapter 3 would be replicable with stimuli possessing a complex
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temporal structure, while still controlling for modality of presentation.
Chapter 5 summarizes the results of the three experiments and elaborates on
what conclusions can be drawn from them.
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Chapter 2
The role of frequency and similarity across modalities: Experiment 1
2.1 Introduction
Any theory of linguistic knowledge and linguistic behavior must posit a lexicon, a repository of information that is used in the different kinds of linguistic
computations our minds must perform in the course of language comprehension and
production. Understanding the workings of this mental structure and how it satisfies
the different requirements imposed by comprehension and production mechanisms
is therefore understandably a central research topic in psycholinguistics.
In order for language comprehension and production to occur at all, one must
assume that the information stored in the lexicon is properly retrieved. Different
units of representation have been proposed to compose the mental lexicon, such as
morphemes and idioms, but most of the research done in the field has assumed the
word 1 as the privileged unit of analysis (Balota, 1994). Therefore, recognizing words
and retrieving the information they store is considered to be a central process in
language comprehension, and it has received a commensurate level of attention in
the psycholinguistic community.
1

While the concept of word is intuitively accessible and easy to manipulate, there is considerable

disagreement in linguistic theories about what a word is, and whether it plays a central role in the
organization of the lexicon. However, for the present purposes, I will ignore this controversy.
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The main problem researchers in the area of word recognition identify is that
the way the lexicon is organized is very conducive to large scale perceptual confusability: an average adult is estimated to know between 30.000 to 50.000 different
words (Seidenberg & McClelland, 1990; Monsell et al., 1989), but the whole lexicon
is based on a small number of building blocks (around 40 phonetic segments for
spoken language) that are concatenated in different unique combinations to serve as
representational units (Goldinger et al., 1989; cf. Balota, 1994; Huntsman & Lima,
2002; Dehaene, Cohen, Sigman, & Vinckier, 2005 for similar arguments for the representation of written words in cultures that use alphabetical writing systems). This
entails that overlap of building blocks amongst different words is rampant in the lexicon, which means that for each word actually present in the input, there will be
several others partially compatible with it (and arguably partially activated by it)
to different degrees of fit. Yet, despite this potential perceptual confusability issue,
human word recognition is extremely fast (as fast as 250ms for spoken and written
words) and robust to noise.
However, despite the extreme speed of the process, and despite how early lexical access can occur in the processing stream, much of the research done in the field
has relied on reaction time latencies in lexical decision tasks as their primary source
of empirical evidence. These latencies normally figure in the range of 500-800ms
for written words and up to 1000ms for spoken words. Even though reaction time
latencies can and have been used to constrain and test different models of lexical
access, they have the drawback of only providing a snapshot of the process at the
output of the decision making routines. This is considered by some researchers to
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be a major problem in using reaction time latencies to tease apart different hypotheses about early stages of lexical access (eg. Balota & Chumbley, 1984), and
constitutes the main rationale underlying lexical decision research turning increasingly more often to high–temporal resolution electrophysiological techniques (such
as EEG and MEG), which can record brain activity from stimulus presentation up
to the behavioral response with milisecond accuracy.
In this chapter, I will report one MEG experiment designed to investigate
stages of lexical access in which mapping between sensory input and lexical representations occur, but also stages where selection mechanisms ensure convergence to
the (hopefully correct) response. In order to tap into these processes, I will attempt
to replicate and extend the findings of two previous studies (Pylkkänen et al., 2002;
Stockall et al., 2004), in which two different kinds of lexical variables were manipulated in simple lexical decision tasks. The first kind of variable, the frequency
of subunits that compose words (their phonotactic and orthotactic probability), is
thought to facilitate lexical activation of possible candidates. The second kind, lexical neighborhood size and frequency, is thought to influence selection within the
candidate set.
The ultimate goal of this work is to gain better understanding of early neural
correlates of lexical access across modalities such that they can be subsequentially
used to disentangle different hypotheses about lexical representations (cf. Pisoni &
Levi, 2007; Poeppel, Idsardi, & van Wassenhove, 2008 for discussion, and Almeida,
2005 for a proposal).
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2.2 Neural Correlates of Word Recognition
The use of electrophysiological techniques such as EEG has been successfully
and fruitfully used in lexical access research for over twenty–five years, since the
pioneering work of Kutas and Hillyard (1980, 1984), and although potential neural
correlates of word recognition have been identified, I will argue that the standard
lexically–induced response reported in the EEG literature (the N400) is in fact not
entirely adequate for research focused on the precise time course of lexical access.
Kutas and Hillyard (1980, 1984) reported an Event–Related Potential (ERP)
to sentence–final visual words whose amplitude was modulated by its semantic fit in
the context in which it was presented. This ERP was identified as a large negative
polarity deflection ocurring between 200ms and 600ms post stimulus onset. Since
its peak activity normally occurs at around 400ms, it was named N400 (cf. Kutas
& Federmeier, 2000, Van Petten & Luka, 2006 and Lau, Phillips, & Poeppel, 2008
for reviews).
Subsequent research has found that this ERP displays many of the characteristics we would expect a lexically–induced ERP to reflect. First, it is reliably
elicited by words or wordlike stimuli, either in sentential context (Van Petten & Kutas, 1990) and in isolation or pairs (Bentin, McCarthy, & Wood, 1985), but not for
non word–like written stimuli, like strings of consonants (Rugg & Nagy, 1987). Second, it is found across a variety of tasks (passive reading Kutas and Hillyard (1980,
1984), lexical decision (Rugg, 1983), semantic classification (Young & Rugg, 1992),
and repetition judgment (Rugg, Brovedani, & Doyle, 1992; Rugg, Cox, Doyle, &
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Wells, 1995; Wilding, 2000), suggesting a high degree of task–independence. Third,
the N400 seems to reflect meaning retrieval, given that (i) its amplitude inversely
correlates with how appropriate a word is in particular sentential contexts (Kutas
& Hillyard, 1980, 1984), and (ii) its amplitude is modulated in the same way that
lexical–level variables such as frequency (Smith & Halgren, 1987; Van Petten & Kutas, 1990), and semantic relatedness or identity of prime in word pair lists influence
recognition times at the behavioral level (Bentin et al., 1985; Holcomb, 1988, 1993;
Rugg, 1987, 1990): higher N400 amplitudes are found for lower frequency words,
which elicit longer RTs, and smaller N400 amplitudes are observed for semantic
relatedness or identity between prime and target words in pair lists, which in turn
elicit shorter RTs in behavioral tasks. Fourth, the ERP is found in both the visual
and auditory modalities of oral language (Holcomb & Neville, 1990, 1991; Bentin,
Kutas, & Hillyard, 1995) as well as for signed languages (Kutas, Neville, & Holcomb,
1987), suggesting a high–degree of modality independence.
However, there are two main reasons to think that the N400 is actually not
entirely adequate as a dependent measure to specifically tap into the precise time
course of lexical activation. First, the response is broad (it can span up to 400ms),
but only its amplitude is reliably manipulated, not its peak–latency (eg. Kounios
& Holcomb, 1992, p. 469). While this still allows the N400 to probe degrees of
relatedness of lexical items in memory and perhaps aspects of semantic processing,
it diminishes its usefulness as a tool for probing the fine–grained temporal structure
of lexical access. Second, and perhaps most importantly, is that despite an apparent
consensus in the field (eg. Kutas & Federmeier, 2000), there is to my knowledge no
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coherent functional interpretation of the N400 that is able to account for all the
facts. I will address this second concern in more detail in the following section.

2.2.1 The functional interpretation of the N400
The standard interpretation of the N400 is that it is a neural correlate of
post-lexical meaning processing (Kutas & Federmeier, 2000). This interpretation is
backed up by the fact that the N400 is elicited by words that don’t provide a good
fit to the local semantic context of the sentence, as well as by semantic priming
in word pairs. There is also reason to believe that the N400 is not necessarily a
lexically–induced response, since it is not uniquely elicited by lexical information.
Modulation of the N400 has been found for matching pictures (Barrett & Rugg,
1990; McPherson & Holcomb, 1999), line–drawings (Holcomb & McPherson, 1994),
faces (Barrett, Rugg, & Perrett, 1988; Barrett & Rugg, 1989; Bobes, Valdés-Sosa, &
Olivares, 1994) and other non–linguistic material (see Kutas & Federmeier, 2000 for
review). This has led some researchers to posit that the N400 reflects meaning
integration and semantic expectancy across different levels of processing.2
However, this view cannot readily accomodate two families of results in the
N400 literature: (i) lack of semantic fit effects in sentences with simple linguistic
operators, such as negation and different quantifiers, that can modify the truth
value of propositions by being inserted in what would otherwise be the exact same
2

Cloze probability, a variable that had been found to correlate with N400 amplitude modulation

in sentential contexts (Kutas, Lindamood, & Hillyard, 1984), served as a surrogate for these
elements in the literature regarding sentence comprehension.
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structure, and (ii) N400 priming effects for unconsciously perceived words.

Lack of N400 effects for semantic anomalies
Soon after the first descriptions of the N400 and its association with semantic
processing, Fischler, Bloom, Childers, Roucos, and Perry (1983) conducted a study
that found that for simple sentences like “a robin is a bird ” and “a robin is not
a bird ”, the N400 elicited by the final word in the two sentences was equivalent in
its temporal profile and morphology. The truth value of the sentences, however, is
exactly the opposite and therefore the semantic fit of the final word in the second
sentence should be very low. If the interpretation of the N400 as meaning processing
is correct, the false sentences should elicit an N400 effect, contrary to fact.
Moreover, the N400 amplitudes for both sentences were smaller than the ones
obtained by pairs like “a robin is a vehicle” and “a robin is not a vehicle”, which
were in turn identical to each other. This strongly suggests that the N400 in those
cases reflects the degree of association between the subject and the object of the
predicates, but not the actual integrated linguistic meaning of the sentence.
This effect was later replicated using different quantifiers by Kounios and Holcomb (1992), who reported lexical association, but not sentence meaning effects using materials like“[all/some/no] [dogs/apples] are [animals/fruit] ” and “[all/some/no]
[animals/fruit] are [dogs/apples] ”. These results have recently been replicated and
extended in French (Noveck & Posada, 2003), German (Drenhaus, Graben, & Frisch,
2006) and Spanish (Beltrán, Carreiras, Alvarez, & Santamarı́a, 2006), and are hard
to accomodate if one takes the N400 to reflect semantic or expectancy–based inte-
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gration.

N400 priming for unconsciously perceived words
One of the results that lent support to a semantic processing account of
the N400 response was the lack of semantic priming in masked priming environments (C. Brown & Hagoort, 1993). However, several subsequent studies revealed
that masked words that are unconsciously perceived can indeed elicit N400 semantic priming effects (Deacon, Hewitt, Yang, & Nagata, 2000; Kiefer, 2002; Kiefer &
Brendel, 2006; Kreher, Holcomb, & Kuperberg, 2006), as can words presented under
the attentional blink (Luck, Vogel, & Shapiro, 1996; Vogel, Luck, & Shapiro, 1998;
Rolke, Heil, Streb, & Hennighausen, 2001).
All the results reviewed above are striking under a strictly sentential meaning
processing or contextual integration account of the N400. This is especially true in
light of recent work reporting discourse–level N400 effects (St. George, Mannes, &
Hoffman, 1994; van Berkum, Hagoort, & Brown, 1999; van Berkum, Zwitserlood,
Hagoort, & Brown, 2003; Nieuwland & van Berkum, 2006; Swaab, Camblin, &
Gordon, 2004; Ledoux, Camblin, Swaab, & Gordon, 2006; Coulson & Wu, 2005;
Coulson, Federmeier, Van Petten, & Kutas, 2005). The obvious question then is
how come we have high-level contextual information and very low level subliminal
information eliciting N400 effects, but not simple linguistic manipulations, such as
negation and quantification, that are readily available and easy to interpret? If
anything, those should be the bread and butter of semantic integration, and not the
exception.
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Subliminal priming and the lack of semantic fit N400 effects in simple sentences
argue instead for a association/spreading activation account of the N400, a view that
has recently received new empirical support (Rhodes & Donaldson, 2006). This
interpretation was first proposed by Fischler and Raney (1989), who argued that
“. . . the reduction of N400 in linguistic contexts had little to do with
sentence structure or meaning, and was closely tied to the lexical association of prime and target words” (p. 38, cited in Kounios and Holcomb
(1992), p. 461)
Although this would in principle explain most, if not all, the semantically–anomalous
N400 effects, it still fails to explain several of the aforementioned discourse–related
N400 effects, in which lexical association was, intentionally or not, controlled for (St.
George et al., 1994; van Berkum et al., 2003; Nieuwland & van Berkum, 2006;
Coulson & Wu, 2005, to name a few particularly hard cases).
Therefore, the functional interpretation of the N400 still eludes a unified coherent account, and all we are left with is the generalization that it has “something to
do with meaning”. Therefore, even in the absence of the temporal coarseness issue,
the fact that a coherent interpretation of the N400 is currently lacking would definitely obscure any potential results one might find using this ERP as a dependent
measure.
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2.2.2 Using MEG to investigate early aspects of lexical access
Recent investigation using magnetoencephalography (MEG) has identified a
candidate response that shows very good prospects for the study of the precise
time course of lexical access (Pylkkänen & Marantz, 2003, for review). There are
three main reasons for this. The first is that this response, which peaks at around
350ms for visually presented words (therefore within the same temporal window of
the N400), has a much more narrow temporal window than its EEG counterpart,
and does not span the whole 250-300ms that the N400 does; in fact, the response
normally assumes the form of a very narrow peak of activity. The second reason
is that this component has been reported to be sensitive to much the same kind of
manipulations that the N400 is sensitive to, such as semantically anomalous sentential contexts (Helenius, Salmelin, Service, & Connolly, 1998; Halgren et al., 2002),
lexical frequency (Embick, Hackl, Schaeffer, Kelepir, & Marantz, 2001; Halgren
et al., 2002), stimulus repetition (Sekiguchi, Koyama, & Kakigi, 2000; Pylkkänen,
Stringfellow, Flagg, & Marantz, 2001) and multiple meaning ambiguities (Beretta,
Fiorentino, & Poeppel, 2005; Pylkkänen, Llinás, & Murphy, 2006). The third reason
is that it is the peak latency, and not its amplitude, that has been shown to systematically vary according to all these manipulations. Therefore, there is hope that
this component will allow research on lexical access to incorporate a more accurate
and precise temporal dimension.
Furthermore, MEG has the added benefit of being able to reveal something
about the underlying sources of activity, and could be useful in establishing spatio-
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temporal maps and profiles of different linguistic processes (Dhond, Buckner, Dale,
Marinkovic, & Halgren, 2001; Dhond, Marinkovic, Dale, Witzel, & Halgren, 2003;
Marinkovic et al., 2003; Dhond, Witzel, Dale, & Halgren, 2005, 2006; Halgren et al.,
2006).
Due to the fact that the M350 could prove to be a very useful window into
the time course of lexical access, we decided to focus our attention in this response.
Moreover, three recent studies underscored the potential of the M350 to serve as an
index of activity in early lexical activation stages. Pylkkänen et al. (2002), building
on work of Vitevitch et al. (1999), was able to show that the M350 latency tracks
solely ease of lexical activation, which is thought to be dependent on the frequency
of sublexical constituents, but not lexical selection, which is thought to be affected
by lexical neighborhood frequency, and was found to be tracked by reaction time
latencies. Stockall et al. (2004) replicated and extended these results, with a very
similar design, and Fiorentino and Poeppel (2007) found M350 latency manipulation
for compound words of exact same lexical frequency based on the frequency of their
constituents being high or low, regardless of the behavioral outcome. These results
strongly suggest that the M350 is indeed tracking lexical activation routines, but
not decisional processes.
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2.3 Neighborhood Density and Phonotactic Probability influences in
Word Recognition
As noted in the introduction, lexical access is often conceptualized as a perceptual confusability problem. Given the small number of building blocks used to store
lexical representations and the large number of words in the lexicon, this entails that
words will normally have a high degree of partial overalp with other words in terms
of the sub-units that compose them. The questions that arises then is what kind
of effect (if any) does similarity have in the processing of words? Does similarity
inhibit processing due to the possible competition amongst candidates? Or on the
contrary, does it have a facilitatory effect (for instance, familiarity), due to possible
synergistic effects of highly overlapping sub–units?
In this sense, lexical neighborhoods are of high theoretical interest because
they provide a way of quantifying the similarity space for words. With such a
metric, it is possible to investigate how much of an effect (either inhibitory or facilitatory) similarity might have in lexical processing. On this point, different models
make different predictions about what the effects of similarity might be. Models of
lexical access have historically espoused the idea that the process of lexical retrieval
rests primarily on either parallel search or multiple simultaneous activation of independent units (cf. Morton, 1969; Coltheart et al., 1977; Rumelhart & McClelland,
1981, 1982, but see Forster, 1976 for a serial search proposal).
These models normally require a selection stage where, amongst all the possible
alternatives, only one (and hopefully the right) candidate is selected (see Marslen109

Wilson, 1987a, 1989; P. A. Luce & Pisoni, 1998; P. A. Luce, Goldinger, Auer, &
Vitevitch, 2000 for auditory word recognition and Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989;
Grainger & Jacobs, 1996 for visual word recognition). Further, most of these models assume that the mechanism that ensures convergence to the final decision is
competition between the different candidates (sometimes called lateral inhibition).
Therefore, all else being equal, these models uniformly predict that words with few
neighbors should be recognized faster than words with lots of neighbors. Likewise,
all else being equal, neighbors of lower frequency should impair recognition less
than neighbors of higher frequency. In summary, it is a straightforward prediction
of most multiple activation–based models that effects of lexical competition should
occur, and that more competition (either in terms of number or frequency of competitors) should inhibit recognition. To the extent that inhibition effects from both
neighborhood size and neighborhood frequency have been reliably found in spoken
word recognition (Goldinger et al., 1989; Goldinger, Luce, Pisoni, & Marcario, 1992;
P. A. Luce & Pisoni, 1998), these models have some empirical support.
However, Vitevitch et al. (1997) have recently found that nonwords with highly
frequent sub–units (co-occurrences of phonemes that compose the word) were named
more quickly and accurately than nonwords with less frequent sub–units. This result
was surprising given the high degree of correlation between phonotactic probability
and neighborhood size that is reported for different languages. Therefore, this could
be an example where similarity between words might not impair recognition, but
actually facilitate it. However, these researchers posited that this facilitatory effect
was instead due to sublexical processing, and didn’t originate from lexical processing
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per se. Given that a parametric independent manipulation of phonotactic probability and neighborhood density was deemed impossible by the authors (due to the
aforementioned high correlation between phonotactic probability and neighborhood
density), they decided to follow up on the issue in a series of studies (Vitevitch &
Luce, 1998; Vitevitch et al., 1999) adopting a different strategy. They used materials
in which these both phonotactic probability and neighorhood frequency were highly
correlated, but in which the use of different tasks (naming, same–different judgment
and lexical decision) would bias subjects’ mode of processing to focus either at a
sublexical or lexical level.
Vitevitch and Luce (1998); Vitevitch et al. (1999) were able to show then that
when tasks were biased towards sublexical processing, facilitatory effects in latencies
and accuracy in both the naming and same–different judgment tasks were found for
nonwords with high phonotactic probability, even though these very same words
also had more frequent neighbors. However, when the experimental task was biased
towards lexical processing (lexical decision task), then the standard inhibition effect
was found again for both words and nonwords with more frequent neighbors. These
authors then concluded that the locus of the two different effects were at two distinct
processing levels, and one can still maintain that neighborhood size and frequency
has inhibitory effects due to lexical competition.
Assuming a version of the activation–selection paradigm, Pylkkänen et al.
(2002) interpreted Vitevitch and Luce (1998); Vitevitch et al. (1999) results as an
indication that phonotactic probability might facilitate lexical activation of multiple
possible candidates, and in situations where lexical processing or competition is
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not so strong (as in the processing of nonwords), these facilitatory effects might be
visible at the behavioral level. These researchers hypothesized then that since effects
of facilitation of phonotactic probability and inhibition due to lexical competition
seem to be in principle dissociable and act at different levels of representation, one
might be able to observe them in earlier periods of the processing stream if one uses
the right tools.
By using MEG and converting a subset of Vitevitch and Luce (1998); Vitevitch et al. (1999)’s materials to written form, Pylkkänen et al. (2002) were able
to show that although reaction time latencies displayed the standard neighborhood
frequency inhibition effect, the latency of the electrophysiological response elicited
by written words (the M350) was modulated in exactly the opposite way, displaying
a facilitatory effect for words and nonwords with highly probable sub–units, even
though they also had more neighbors than words with lesser probable sub–units.
It is worth stressing that the latter also had smaller neighborhoods, and were responded to faster than their counterparts at the behavioral level. Pylkkänen et al.
(2002) interpreted these results as a demonstration that the M350 selectively tracks
lexical activation without the effects of lexical competition. The electrophysiological
results were later replicated by Stockall et al. (2004) in a similar, albeit extended
manipulation of lexical frequency, phonotactic probability and neighborhood density.
These results, if correct, imply that we now have a powerful tool that allows
us to look at the fine temporal structure of lexical access. However, before these
results can be taken at face value, some discussion of the potential problems of the
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studies is warranted.
First of all, it is worth keeping in mind that the original Vitevitch and Luce
(1998); Vitevitch et al. (1999)’s results were found for auditory word recognition,
while Pylkkänen et al. (2002)’s and Stockall et al. (2004)’s were found for visually
presented stimuli. This unfortunately introduces problems for the interpretation of
the results.
Although compelling given the nature of their predictions and findings, Pylkkänen
et al. (2002)’s behavioral results are somewhat surprising in the light of an extensive
line of research that investigates the effect of neighborhoods for written words. For
instance, unlike phonological neighborhood size, orthographic neighborhood size has
either been found to systematically fail to cause inhibition (Coltheart et al., 1977)
or has been found to elicit the exact opposite effect, i.e., facilitation for items with
more neighbors (Andrews, 1989, 1992; Snodgrass & Minzer, 1993; Sears et al., 1995;
Forster & Shen, 1996; Sears, Lupker, & Hino, 1999; Siakaluk, Sears, & Lupker, 2002;
Huntsman & Lima, 2002; Sears et al., 2006).
Inhibitory effects of orthographic neighborhood frequency, on the other hand,
are only occasionaly found in English (Huntsman & Lima, 1996; Perea & Pollatsek, 1998), and has also been found to elicit null or facilitatory effects (Sears et al.,
1995; Sears, Lupker, & Hino, 1999; Huntsman & Lima, 2002; Sears et al., 2006).
In fact, most of the evidence supporting the existence of inhibitory orthographic
neighborhood frequency comes from other languages, such as French, Spanish and
Dutch (see Andrews, 1997; Sears, Hino, & Lupker, 1999; Perea & Rosa, 2000 for
reviews). Finally, Balota et al. (2004), using an innovative approach to word recog113

nition, performed a large scale hierarchical regression analysis on reaction time and
naming latencies on 2,428 words, directly comparing a large number of variables that
have been shown to influence reading and naming times. They reported facilitatory
effects of orthographic neighborhood size for low frequency words, but no reliable
effect of facilitation nor inhibition for high frequency words3 .
One possible and potentially interesting interpretation for this pattern of results is that, by virtue of simply adapting Vitevitch and Luce (1998); Vitevitch et al.
(1999) materials, Pylkkänen et al. (2002) actually performed the first experiment in
which written words had their phonological neighborhood frequency controlled. Research of neighborhood effects in reading has practically entirely ignored the issue of
whether or not phonological neighborhoods might actually play a role in visual word
recognition. This might stem from the fact that, given the extremely complicated
way English orthography maps into phonetics, many researchers do not believe that
reading (at least in English) involves a mandatory phonological recoding stage (see
summary of arguments in Balota, 1994), and can therefore be autonomously studied
without reference to phonology.
A unifying argument could be made then that the reason why one consistently fails to find reliable inhibitory orthographic neighborhood frequency effects
in English is due to the fact that phonology is indeed accessed in reading. Given
that English orthography does not map straightfowardly to phonology, there could
3

Westbury and Buchanan (2002, p. 1) note, this unpervasivenss of high frequency words in

displaying different kinds of effects while low frequency words do is entirely compatible with the
rest of the literature for written word recognition in English.
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be considerable mismatch between orthographic neighborhoods of English words
and their phonological neighborhoods. In other languages where phonology is more
transparently represented in the orthography, phonological and orthographic neighborhoods of words will mostly overlap. Incidentally, it is precisely in these languages
that effects of neighborhood inhibition are found for written words. If one claims
that the source of all those effects is in the phonological neighborhoods, one is then
able to unify all the discrepant inhibitory effects found across languages and modalities: one finds reliable inhibitory neighborhood effects in spoken word recognition
because phonological neighborhoods are always at play in the auditory modality.
One finds reliable inhibitory neighborhood frequency effects in languages with transparent orthographies because orthographic neighborhoods in these languages mirror
phonological neighborhoods, and since phonological forms are accessed in reading,
phonological neighborhoods exert their inhibitory effect. Finally, the mixed pattern of orthographic neighborhood effects in English is found because orthographic
neighborhoods of English words do not necessarily match their phonological neighborhoods. Pylkkänen et al. (2002)’s behavioral results then are entirely compatible
with a direct prediction of this hypothesis: once phonological neighborhood frequency is controlled, English should start behaving like other languages.
Furthermore, this proposal would also be compatible with the tacit assumption
upon which Pylkkänen et al. (2002)’s phonotactic facilitation results rests: that
reading activates phonological units. Without positing this, there is no clear way
in which to understand their phonotactic probability facilitation effect. There is to
my knowledge no evidence for facilitatory orthotactic effects in reading available in
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the literature (but see Westbury & Buchanan, 2002).
Unfortunately, the little evidence on the relationship between orthographic
and phonological neighborhoods in reading that is available in the literature goes entirely against this hypothesis. Yates (2005; Yates et al., 2004) has found facilitatory
phonological neighborhood effects in English for written words. Moreover, Ziegler
and Perry (1998), Peereman and Content (1997) and Grainger, Muneaux, Farioli,
and Ziegler (2005) found that when orthographic neighborhoods included phonological neighbors in French, facilitatory neighborhood effects were found for visually
presented words. On that note, it is interesting to notice that Stockall et al. (2004)
themselves failed to find phonological neighborhood size inhibition effects on reaction time latencies for their visually presented words. Instead, they reported a null
neighborhood size effect for high frequency words and a facilitatory effect for low
frequency words.
Therefore, the fact that Pylkkänen et al. (2002) did find inhibitory effects of
phonological neighborhood frequency in reading is surprising and goes against most
of the reported results in the field. Given the importance of their findings, this issue
merits further investigation.
Another potential problem that was introduced by Pylkkänen et al. (2002)’s
translation of (Vitevitch & Luce, 1998; Vitevitch et al., 1999) materials from auditory form to visual representation is that stimuli length ceased to be controlled:
Low probability/density items were significantly longer in their visual form than high
probability/density items. Although Pylkkänen et al. (2002) do acknowledge this
fact, they assume that this is actually biasing the materials against their hypothesis
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of longer reaction times for high probability/density words. This logic assumes that
length has inhibitory effects in visual word recognition and works as follows: all else
being equal, low probability/density items should be responded to faster than high
probability/density items. However, if the low probability/density items are longer
than high probability/density items, and length is inhibitory, then the predicted
difference in reaction times due to phonotactics might disappear purely due to the
effect of length.
This reasoning is problematic for three reasons. First, it assumes that length
is inhibitory. Although several inhibitory results have indeed been found, there is
great discrepancy in results reported in the literature (see New, Ferrand, Pallier, &
Brysbaert, 2006 for a review), and null effects and even facilitatory effects have also
been found. For instance, New et al. (2006) report facilitatory effects of length for
short words (3 to 5 letters), null effects for middle sized words (5 to 8 letters), and
inhibitory effects only for long words (8 to 11 letters). In a similar fashion, Balota et
al. (2004) report facilitatory effects for high frequency words in university students
(as opposed to elders) performing lexical decision tasks. They also report null effects
for middle range frequency words. Balota et al. (2004)’s results are particularly
important because only monosyllabic words were used in their experiment, and
therefore the length effect is entirely independent from the effect of syllabic length,
much like (Vitevitch & Luce, 1998; Vitevitch et al., 1999) materials in their written
form.
The second reason to think that length being biased in Pylkkänen et al.
(2002)’s materials is a problem is that, even though the authors do not make the di117

rect connection, the main effect of length is entirely confounded with their reported
main effect of probability. In other words, it is impossible to rule out based on their
data alone the interpretation that the effect they find on the M350 is due to phonotactic probability rather than orthographic length. This is a serious concern for the
interpretation of their data, since recent electrophysiological studies have shown how
word length has surprisingly early effects (60–100ms) that can persist for quite some
time (from 200 to 600ms), and interact with other lexical level variables, such as frequency (Assadollahi & Pulvermüller, 2003; Wydell, Vuorinen, Helenius, & Salmelin,
2003; Hauk & Pulvermüller, 2004). A possible counter argument to that concern,
however, is that Stockall et al. (2004) did report a phonotactic probability main
effect on the M350, and orthographic length was controlled in their materials.
Finally, the last issue with Pylkkänen et al. (2002)’s study has to do with their
conclusion and whether or not it is consistent with their results. They concluded
that the M350 tracks lexical activation but not lexical competition. However, they
did report that lexicality interacted with probability, but the effect was marginal.
However, they only tested 10 people, and the effect was marginal at p = 0.05. It is
very likely that, had more subjects been tested, the interaction would turn out to
have been significant. If this is true, then it seems that Pylkkänen et al. (2002) have
to account for why lexicality would be interacting with probability in pre-decisional,
lexical activation stages, where only potential candidates are being generated.
In summary, both studies that reported M350 modulation due to phonotactic
probability (Pylkkänen et al., 2002; Stockall et al., 2004) present very interesting
results, but also challenging problems that raises questions about the interpretation
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of their results. On the one hand, the fact that they used a different modality for
their stimuli rather than the one used by the original studies they based their work
on (Vitevitch & Luce, 1998; Vitevitch et al., 1999) complicates the interpretation
of the results in two ways. First, competition effects in the visual modality are not
routinely found, especially in English. Second, it is not yet clear that (a) accessing
phonology from reading is a mandatory step in visual word recognition, (b) that
the effects of phonology on reading, which are mostly facilitatory, are similar to the
effects of phonology in spoken word recognition, which seem to be mostly inhibitory.
In the absence of a clear phonological activation, one could claim that the effect
found by Pylkkänen et al. (2002) was due not necessarily to phonotactic probability,
but to orthotactic probability. However, such effects have not been reported in the
literature about visual word recognition. Moreover, one of the studies (Pylkkänen
et al., 2002) has a potentially damaging visual word length confound.
Given the theoretical interest that a pre-decisional measure of lexical activation
has for models of written and spoken word recognition, and in the light of all these
considerations, we decided to replicate the design of Vitevitch and Luce (1998);
Vitevitch et al. (1999) and Pylkkänen et al. (2002) and extend the results to the
auditory modality, while addressing the issues raised for the confounds for the visual
modality.
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2.4 Modality of presentation and the effects of Neighborhood Density
and Phonotactic Probability
The first problem identified in the studies by Pylkkänen et al. (2002) and Stockall
et al. (2004) is that when it comes to neighborhood effects, phonological units unexpectedly seem to have largely opposite influences according to the modality of stimulus presentation. For spoken words, inhibitory effects for larger and more frequent
neighborhoods are found, whereas for written words, facilitatory effects are found
for larger number of neighbors, and conflicting results are found for neighborhood
frequency. By choosing to change the modality of the presentation of their stimuli,
the interpretation of their results became muddled by these conflicting effects that
modality of stimulus presentation seem to have on lexical competition. The only
way to address this issue is to try to replicate Pylkkänen et al. (2002)’s findings in
both modalities at the same time and see how convergent or divergent they are for
the same set of materials. This problem is further complicated by recent studies
(eg. Ziegler et al., 2003) showing that orthography actually plays a modulatory role
in the recognition of auditorily presented words. Therefore, if one wishes to attempt
a direct comparison between auditory and visual word recognition, great attention
should be given in the construction of the materials. For instance, one should choose
visual words with very transparent pronunciations and straightforward mapping to
phonology.
The second issue we wanted to address relates to the confounding effect of
length in Pylkkänen et al. (2002). Although one could in principle argue this issue
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was settled since Stockall et al. (2004) controlled their materials for orthographic
length and still found the same M350 modulation that Pylkkänen et al. (2002)
did, there are good reasons to think otherwise. Orthographic length in Stockall
et al. (2004) was only controlled in their conditionwise average. In other words,
while Stockall et al. (2004)’s materials were all strictly matched for phonetic length
(they were all CVC words and nonwords), they were allowed to vary in orthographic
length (3 to 5 characters), and only the averaged length was controlled across lists.
However, given the nature of electrophysiological experiments, which require artifact
rejection on top of error rejections, up to 30% of trials for any given condition could
be thrown out for each subject. The data that is averaged across participants then
could end up being, in the worst case scenario, 60% different. This fact, together
with the observation that means are very non–robust measures of location of any
distribution of values (see for instance Wilcox, 1997, chapter 1 for a particularly
dramatic illustration) makes it very possible that real differences might simply not be
detected if one relies on simple null hypothesis testing in order to assess whether the
differences between two populations of values is statistically significant4 . Therefore,
variables such as orthographic length, that were only matched on their average over
complete lists, could very well turn out to be uncontrolled and biased in unkonwn
ways in the data that actually ends up being averaged. In order to sidestep this
issue, one should control orthographic length in the same way that phonetic length
was.
4

In fact, it is a statistical fallacy to assume that a lack of a statistically significant result between

two populations implies equality of the populations. See (Tryon, 2001) for details.
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Finally, in order to increase our chances of replicating the Pylkkänen et al.
(2002) and Stockall et al. (2004) results in both visual and auditory modality simultaneously, we need to make sure that both orthotactic and phonotactic probability
are indeed very distinct in our materials. Due to all these constraints, we were
unable to find enough CVC words per condition such as to obtain an adequate
signal–to–noise ratio required by an MEG experiment. Therefore, we chose to use
slightly longer words (CV.CVC).
With such materials, we expected to be able to replicate Pylkkänen et al.
(2002) and Stockall et al. (2004)’s results, and extend their findings to the auditory
modality, which still has not been extensivley done in MEG (see Bowles & Poeppel,
2005 for the only other attempt to investigate spoken word recognition using MEG).

2.4.1 Methods
Participants
20 native English speakers (8 women) participated in the experiment (Mean
age: 21, age range: 18-28). All were right-handed (Oldfield, 1971), had normal or
corrected to normal vision, and reported no history of hearing problems, language
disorders or mental illness. All participants gave their written informed consent to
take part in the study, which was approved by the University of Maryland Institutional Review Board. Subjects were paid for their participation.
Design
A 2x2 design with Lexicality (levels: word vs non–word) and Phonotactic/Orthotactic
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Probability / Neighborhood Density (Probability/Density) (levels: High/Dense vs
Low/Sparse) as factors was used, yielding the following four experimental conditions: (1) High Probability / Dense Neighborhood words, (2) Low Probability /
Sparse Neighborhood words, (3) High Probability/ Dense Neighborhood non–words,
(4) Low Probability / Sparse Neighborhood non–words.

Materials
Forty-two items in each condition were used. All were five letters long in
their visual form and five segments long in their phonetic form (as transcribed by
the Carnegie Mellon Pronouncing Dictionary v0.6, 1998). The frequency counts
used were from the CELEX database (Baayen et al., 1995). The CELEX database
(Baayen et al., 1995) was used for two main reasons. First, it has been shown that its
frequency counts are more predictive of RT latencies in the lexical decision task than
the frequency counts from the older Kučera and Francis (1967) counts (Balota et
al., 2004). Second, the CELEX database (Baayen et al., 1995) collected frequencies
over written and spoken corpora, and our experiment has both written and spoken
word recognition sections. All experimental items were of CV.CVC syllabic structure, with first syllable stress. Word items were all primarily nouns and adjectives,
according to their frequency count in the CELEX database (Baayen et al., 1995).
Nonword items, due to their syllabic structure, could have other pronunciations in
their visual form rather than the one intended by the experimenters and therefore
three native speakers were asked to read them aloud; all used the pronunciation that
matched the string of segments intended by the experimenters.
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Auditory stimuli were recorded in a sound attenuated room by a female native
English speaker into a digital recorder at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz, and saved as
16-bit mono WAV format. The stimuli were low-pass filtered at 10 kHz, subsequently
edited into individual sound files, whose duration and RMS amplitude were equated
across conditions, and then gated on and off using 10 ms cosine-squared ramps.

Lexical frequency: Lexical frequency (in log) was controlled for words across
the Probability/Density bin. Equality of the frequency means of the High/Dense
condition (x̄ = 7.8, SE = 0.2) with those of the Low/Sparse condition (x̄ = 7.8,
SE = 0.2) was assessed by generating a 95% Confidence Interval for each condition
via the bias corrected and accelerated bootstrap (BCa) method (Efron & Tibshirani,
1993) based on 10000 bootstrap samples. There was almost perfect overlap in their
confidence intervals (see figure 2.1), and therefore we considered the two means
statistically equal (Tryon, 2001).

Phonotactic and Orthotactic Probability: One of our goals was to directly
compare the recognition process of the same set of stimuli varying only on their
modality of presentation. Therefore, we had to manipulate both the orthotactic
and the phonotactic probabilities of our materials. Orthotactic probability refers to
the co–occurence frequency of subsets of characters that comprise the word in its
orthographic form. Phonotactic probability refers to the co-occurence frequency of
subset of segments (or phones) that comprise the word in its phonetic form. We
used three subset sizes (also know as n–grams): unigrams, bigrams and trigrams,
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Mean Word Frequency per Condition in
Materials

Mean log(Frequency)

9

8.5

8
High / Dense

Low / Sparse

7.5

7

Figure 2.1: Materials: Mean lexical frequency of High/Dense and Low/Sparse words.
The bars denote 95% Confidence Intervals derived by BCa bootstrap (10000 samples). Since their overlap is almost perfect, we can consider the two mean lexical
frequency of the two conditions statistically equivalent, and therefore claim that
lexical frequency was controlled in our materials.
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referring respectively to a subset of size one (one character or segment), two (a
sequence of two characters or segments) and three (a sequence of three characters
or segments).
Moreover, there are a number of dimensions along which one could compute
phonotactic and orthotactic probabilities. We chose to use both type and token
counts, both in position–independent and position–dependent contexts. Type counting consists in determining how many other words in the corpus share a specific set
of characters / segments. Token counting consists in adding the log–frequency of
the other words in the corpus that share a specific set of characters / segments5 .
Position–dependent counts take into consideration not only the set of characters
/ segments, but also their position in the word. Position–independent counts take
into consideration only the set of characters / segments, independent on the position
they occur in the word.
For instance, consider the word cat. Suppose we are calculating the overall
orthotactic probability of this word, and we are analyzing its bigrams. This word
has two bigrams ca and at. Consider the first bigram, ca. If we are establishing
how frequent this bigram is by type counting, we would look for other words that
share the same bigram. For each word we find, like cap and can, we would add 1
to our count. By the end of the count, we will have the number of words that share
the bigram ca with the word cat. If we are establishing how frequent this bigram is
by token counting, we do the same thing, but instead of adding 1 to our count, we
add the corpus frequency of the words (log–frequency) that share the bigram under
5

This serves as a surrogate to counting every instance of the word in a corpus
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consideration (for instance, we would add 6.4 for cap and 8.5 for can). Furthermore,
if we are limiting ourselves to Position–Dependent counting, we would only consider
matches for the bigram ca of cat other words that have the same bigram in the
same position. In our example the words cap and can would count as matches, but
not the words Jamaica or local. If we are counting in a Position–Independent way,
however, all of the aforementioned words would count as matches for the bigram ca
in cat.
Therefore, for each n–gram size we used, we had four different ways of computing orthotactic and phonotactic probability, and all were explicitely manipulated
across the Probability conditions. Thus, items in the High Probability bin had both
significantly higher phonotactic and orthotactic probabilities than their counterparts
in the low probability bin according to type and token unigram, bigram and trigram
counts, both in their position–dependent and position–independent variety, totaling 12 different dimensions of phonotactic probability and Neighborhood Density
(see tables 2.1 and 2.2 for more details). Statistical significance was established
by multiple one–tailed t–tests for each relevant contrast (High vs Low words and
High vs Low nonwords). P –values were adjusted by Holm’s method for multiple
comparisons (Holm, 1979).
Moreover, effort was put into matching these same parameters for items in the
same phonotactic and orthotactic probability bin. Therefore, words and non–words
in each probability bin were highly similar in their phonotactic and orthotactic
composition.
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Orthographic
Phonetic

Orthographic
Phonetic

PI-Type counts
364 (p = 0.031)
221 (p = 0.001)

PI-Token counts
25333 (p < 0.001)
20446 (p < 0.001)

PD-Type counts
69 (p = 0.031)
88 (p = 0.002)

PI-Token counts
1852 (p = 0.031)
1350 (p = 0.001)

Trigrams

PI-Type counts PD-Type counts
4956 (p < 0.001) 838 (p = 0.002)
3294 (p < 0.001) 1109 (p < 0.001)

Bigrams

PD-Token counts
354 (p = 0.031)
531 (p = 0.002)

PD-Token counts
4509 (p = 0.003)
6926 (p < 0.001)

PI-Type counts PD-Type counts
PI-Token counts PD-Token counts
Orthographic 24320 (p < 0.001) 7061 (p < 0.001) 119813 (p < 0.001) 36825 (p < 0.001)
Phonetic 18105 (p < 0.001) 6206 (p < 0.001) 111768 (p < 0.001) 38549 (p < 0.001)

Unigrams

Table 2.1: Materials: Phonotactic Probability for WORDS. Each score represents the mean difference between the Probability
levels, and is obtained by subtracting the Low Probability mean from its corresponding High Probability mean, for each
particular n–gram. Thus, each score in the table quantify the difference between Probability conditions. Values larger than zero
indicate that the High Probability mean is larger than the Low Probability mean. The larger the value, the larger the difference.
Statistical significance for each difference score was verified by multiple one–tailed t–tests for the appropriate contrasts (High vs
Low words). The p–values for each comparison are displayed in parentheses. All p–values are adjusted for multiple comparisons
by Holm’s method (Holm, 1979). All p–values were significant at the α = 0.05 level, except those marked by an asterisk (*).
Legend: Position–Independent Type counts refers to the summed amount of other words that share n-grams with a particular
word. Position–Dependent Type counts refers to the summed amount of other words that share n-grams in the same position
with a particular word. Position–Independent Token counts refers the summed frequency of all tokens that share n-grams with
a particular word. Position–Dependent Token counts refer to the summed frequency of all tokens that share n-grams in the
same position with a particular word.
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PI-Type counts
5188 (p < 0.001)
3217 (p < 0.001)

PI-Type counts
244 (p = 0.065*)
190 (p = 0.001)

Orthographic
Phonetic

Orthographic
Phonetic

PI-Token counts
26580 (p < 0.001)
19868 (p < 0.001)

PD-Type counts
114 (p = 0.001)
69 (p = 0.001)

PI-Token counts
1179 (p = 0.065*)
1160 (p = 0.001)

Trigrams

PD-Type counts
1124 (p= 0.001)
1247 (p< 0.001)

Bigrams

PD-Token counts
583 (p = 0.001)
415 (p = 0.001)

PD-Token counts
6001 (p= 0.001)
7803 (p< 0.001)

PI-Type counts PD-Type counts
PI-Token counts PD-Token counts
Orthographic 27379 (p < 0.001) 7315 (p < 0.001) 135336 (p < 0.001) 35921 (p < 0.001)
Phonetic 17733 (p < 0.001) 5292 (p < 0.001) 109128 (p < 0.001) 32758 (p < 0.001)

Unigrams

Table 2.2: Materials: Phonotactic Probability for NONWORDS. Each score represents the mean difference between the Probability levels, and is obtained by subtracting the Low Probability mean from its corresponding High Probability mean, for
each particular n–gram. Thus, each score in the table quantify the difference between Probability conditions. Values larger
than zero indicate that the High Probability mean is larger than the Low Probability mean. The larger the value, the larger
the difference. Statistical significance for each difference score was verified by multiple one–tailed t–tests for the appropriate
contrasts (High vs Low nonwords). The p–values for each comparison are displayed in parentheses. All p–values are adjusted for
multiple comparisons by Holm’s method (Holm, 1979). All p–values were significant at the α = 0.05 level, except those marked
by an asterisk (*).Legend: Position–Independent Type counts refers to the summed amount of other words that share n-grams
with a particular word. Position–Dependent Type counts refers to the summed amount of other words that share n-grams in
the same position with a particular word. Position–Independent Token counts refers the summed frequency of all tokens that
share n-grams with a particular word. Position–Dependent Token counts refer to the summed frequency of all tokens that share
n-grams in the same position with a particular word.

Neighborhood Density: Similarity neighborhoods were also manipulated in
both their orthographic and phonetic dimensions. Two measures of neighborhood
density were estimated for each modality: the number of words in the corpus that
could be found by either adding, deleting or substituting one character or segment
from a given word (Coltheart et al., 1977; Vitevitch et al., 1999), and the summed
log–frequency of these same words. We refer to the first measure as the neighborhood
size, and to the second measure as the neighborhood frequency 6 of a word. Thus,
items in the dense neighborhood (DN) bin had a significantly larger number of
orthographic and phonetic neighbors which were also significantly more frequent
than their counterparts in the sparse neighborhood (SN) bin (see table 2.3 for more
details). Statistical significance was established by multiple one–tailed t–tests for
each contrast (Dense vs Sparse words and Dense vs Sparse nonwords). P –values were
adjusted by Holm’s method for multiple comparisons (Holm, 1979)7 . Moreover, the
size and frequency of the neighborhoods was kept constant across words and non–
words within each neighborhood bin.

6

Technically, this measure is called the frequency weighted neighborhood density, and it incor-

porates both information about neighborhood density and neighborhood frequency.
7

The neighborhoods and phonotactic and orthotactic comparisons were all carried out simul-

taneously, and all the p–values were adjusted accordingly
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Number of Neighbors Summed Frequency of Neighbors
Orthographic
3 (p = 0.001)
15 (p = 0.001)
Phonetic
4 (p < 0.001)
20 (p < 0.001)

Differences in Lexical Neighborhoods

NONWORDS – Neighborhoods: Mean Differences (Dense − Sparse)

Number of Neighbors Summed Frequency of Neighbors
Orthographic
3 (p = 0.001)
18 (p = 0.001)
Phonetic
3 (p < 0.001)
21 (p < 0.001)

Differences in Lexical Neighborhoods

WORDS – Neighborhoods: Mean Differences (Dense − Sparse)

Table 2.3: Materials: Neighborhood Densities. Each score represents the mean difference between the Density levels. In other
words, each score is obtained by subtracting the Sparse Neighborhood mean from its corresponding Dense Neighborhood mean,
for each particular estimate of neighborhood size. Therefore, each score in the table counts as a difference score between
Density conditions. Values larger than zero indicate that the Dense mean is larger than the Sparse mean. The larger the
value, the larger the difference. Statistical significance for each difference score was verified by multiple one–tailed t–tests
for the appropriate contrasts (Dense vs Sparse words and Dense vs Sparse nonwords). The p–values for each comparison are
displayed in parentheses. All p–values are adjusted for multiple comparisons by Holm’s method (Holm, 1979). All p–values
were significant at the α = 0.05 level, except those marked by an asterisk (*).

Uniqueness Point: Uniqueness point refers to the point where a given string of
characters or phonemes becomes unambiguous, i.e., compatible with only one entry
in the mental lexicon. We tried to make the Uniquenss Point of our materials always
be at the end of the word. The mean Uniqueness Point was always controlled across
conditions in both their orthographic and their phonetic form (see table 2.4 for details). Statistical equivalence of the means was assessed by deriving 95% Confidence
Intervals for each condition via the bias corrected and accelerated bootstrap (BCa)
method (Efron & Tibshirani, 1993), based on 10000 bootstrap samples. There was
almost perfect overlap in their confidence intervals (see figures 2.2), and therefore
we considered the two means statistically equal (Tryon, 2001). However, a word of
caution is warranted about the relevance and interpretation of the Uniqueness Point.
The Uniqueness Point is not the same thing as the Recognition Point. It has been
known for a long time that speakers can reliably recognize spoken words with only
partial information (Marslen-Wilson, 1973; Marslen-Wilson & Tyler, 1975, 1980), so
the Uniqueness Point should be taken as an index of how much possible ambiguity
there is in the signal, not as an index of how much ambiguity there actually is.
Moreover, the way we computed Uniqueness Points was very coarse. For instance,
according to our metric, virtually all singular nouns would have their Uniqueness
Point at the end of the word due to the simple fact that most nouns have plural
forms. Whether or not this is a problem or a feature of our way of quantifying
Uniqueness Points depends on how plurals and singular nouns are represented. If
plurals and singulars are independently represented in the lexicon, then one should
expect competition between the two entries, and therefore considering plurals in our
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Table 2.4: Materials: Mean Uniqueness Points.
Mean Orthographic UP
High/Dense
Low/Sparse

Word
5
4.9

Nonword Word
5
4.9
4.9
4.9

Orthographic Uniqueness Point
5.1
Mean Uniqueness Point

Mean Uniqueness Point

4.9

Nonword
4.9
4.9

Phonetic Uniqueness Point

5.1

5

Mean Phonetic UP

High / Dense
High / Dense
Low / Sparse Nonword
Word
Word
Low / Sparse
Nonword

4.8

4.7

4.6

5
High / Dense
Word
4.9

High / Dense
Nonword

Low / Sparse
Word

Low / Sparse
Nonword

4.8

4.7

4.6

Figure 2.2: Materials: Orthographic Mean Uniqueness Point for each experimental
condition. The bars denote 95% Confidence Intervals derived by BCa bootstrap
(10000 samples). Since their overlap is almost perfect, we can consider all condition
means to be statistically equivalent, and therefore claim that Uniqueness Point was
controlled in our materials.
way of quantifying Uniqueness Points is warranted. If plurals and singulars are represented under one entry alone, then we might expect that competition between the
forms would not arise, and therefore our way of computing Uniqueness Points might
be biased. On this issue, there is a lot of cross–linguistic discrepant results reported
in the literature (Baayen et al., 1997; Domı́nguez et al., 1999; New et al., 2004), but
there is evidence that singulars and plurals are indeed independently represented in
the lexicon at least for English (Sereno & Jongman, 1997, but see Alegre & Gordon,
1999 for some qualifications about this claim).
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Procedure
Subjects were placed horizontally in a dimly lit magnetically shielded room
(Yokogawa Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) and were screened for MEG artifacts due
to dental work, and excessive eye-blinking. A scout scan was performed with the
purposes of verifying the presence of identifiable MEG responses to 1 kHz and 250 Hz
pure tones (M100) and determining adequate head positioning inside the machine.
Stimulus presentation and experiment control was carried out by the DMDX
program (Forster & Forster, 2003). In both sections of the experiment (visual and
auditory), each presentation of a word or non-word was preceded by the display of
a fixation point projected onto the center of a rear-projection screen for 1s. In the
auditory section, subjects were asked to keep their eyes closed to reduce the likelihood of eye-blinking artifacts. The interstimulus interval pseudorandomly varied
between 400 and 1500ms in both sections.
Subjects were instructed to decide whether each stimulus item was a real word
or not (lexical decision), and to respond as quickly and accurately as possible using
a button box placed in their right hand. Visual stimuli remained on the screen for
3000ms or until subjects responded. Auditory stimuli were always played in their
entirety, and subjects were given 3500ms from the onset of presentation to respond.
Accuracy and reaction times from the onset of stimulus presentation were recorded.
Auditory stimuli were presented binaurally at 60–70dB SPL over E-A-RTONE® 3A
(Aearo Company Auditory Systems, Indianapolis, IN) earphones attached to E-ARLINK® foam plugs inserted into the ear canal. Visual stimuli were presented
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using the Courier New font (size 12), in yellow over a black background.
Subjects were first given a practice session of 8 items to help familiarize them
with the task. Each section of the experiment was administered in two blocks, in
between which participants could take a break. The order of presentation of sections
was counter-balanced across subjects. Stimuli presentation was randomized within
each section. A distractor face viewing task was inserted between sections, and
lasted approximately 25 minutes.

MEG data acquisition and analysis
MEG recordings were conducted using a 160–channel axial gradiometer wholehead system (Kanazawa Institute of Technology, Kanazawa, Japan). Data were
sampled at 500 Hz and acquired continuously with a bandwidth between DC to
200 Hz. In order to remove external sources of noise artifacts a time–shift PCA
filter (de Cheveigné & Simon, 2007) was used. Epochs with artifacts exceeding ±2
pT in amplitude were removed before averaging. Incorrect behavioral responses
and trials where subjects failed to respond were also excluded from both behavioral
and MEG data analysis. Subjects with behavioral error rates larger than 10% were
excluded from any further analysis. Data from one subject was eliminated based on
this criterion. Subjects whose data had less than 30 trials (70%) in any condition
surviving error and artifact rejection were also excluded from further analysis. Data
from three other subjects were eliminated based on this criterion. Data from 16
subjects remained, with 9.5% of the data from the visual modality section and 10%
from the auditory modality section being discarded. Following averaging, data were
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baseline corrected using a 100ms prestimulus interval and were lowpass filtered at
20 Hz.
For each subject, five sensors in the source (outgoing magnetic field) and five
sensors in the sink (ingoing magnetic field) were chosen to represent the M350 component based on which sensors best captured the dipolar fields on the left hemisphere
when all trials of each condition for the subject were averaged together. For the visual section, we followed the literature, and only the first root mean square (RMS)
peak across the chosen 10 channels for each stimulus condition was analyzed. The
latency, amplitude, rise time (time from valley to peak) and overall peak duration
(time from the valley preceding the first peak to the valley following the peak) were
recorded and used in the data analysis.
For the auditory section, a similar procedure was attempted. However, the
auditory evoked response displayed several peaks starting from around 250ms and
persisting until around 800ms, with mostly the same dipole distribution. Moreover,
the number of peaks was not necessarily consistent across conditions for individual
subjects. Therefore, selecting only the first peak in the 300-420ms window with the
right dipolar field, as was done for the visual section, would not yield consistent
results. Instead, we visually inspected the RMS wave of all the four conditions for
each subject, identified the M100 response for each condition, and then proceeded
from there, inspecting for each condition each subsequent peak and its distribution, looking for analogues in the other conditions. Peaks that (i) were very salient
in all four conditions, (ii) were optimally spatially selected in terms of the dipolar
distributions of the 10 selected channels, and (iii) were considered to be analogues
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Table 2.5: Mean reaction time latencies (in ms) for each experimental section. Standard Errors are presented betweeen parentheses.
Behavioral Results (N = 16)
Visual
High / Dense
Low / Sparse

Auditory

Word Nonword
Word Nonword
647 (22) 687 (19) 1007 (17) 1082 (23)
670 (21) 671 (16) 1012 (20) 1039 (20)

of each other based on their comparative temporal morphology since the M100 response were selected for analysis. Like in the visual section, their latency, amplitude,
rise time and overall duration were recorded and used in the data analysis.

2.4.2 Results
2.4.2.1 Behavioral
Separate Lexicality X Probability repeated–measures ANOVAs were performed
on subjects’ mean reaction times for each modality section (visual and auditory).
Table 2.5 shows the mean results for both sections.
Visual section
The main effects of Lexicality (F(1,15)= 2.3414; ns) and Probability/Density
(F (1, 15) = 0.3098; ns) did not reach statistical significance, but the interaction
between them did (F (1, 15) = 12.662; p = 0.003). Two post-hoc comparisons (two–
tailed paired t–tests, Bonferroni corrected p–values) revealed that reaction times for
words in the High/Dense bin (x̄ = 647ms) was statistically different from the mean
reaction time for words in the Low/Sparse bin (x̄ = 670ms; mean difference= 16ms;
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Auditory section

850

1150

Visual section

High Probability / Density
Low Probability / Density

1050

RT (in ms)

1000

700
650

900

500

550

950

600

RT (in ms)

750

1100

800

High Probability / Density
Low Probability / Density

Word

Non−Word

Word

Non−Word

Figure 2.3: Mean reaction times (in ms) for each modality of presentation. Error
bars show Standard Errors.
t(15) = 2.5442, p = 0.044), the same being true for non–words as well, but in the
opposite direction, with High/Dense nonwords (x̄ = 687ms) being responded to
slower than nonwords in the Low/Sparse condition (x̄ = 671ms, mean difference=
22ms; t(15) = 2.5575, p = 0.045). A summary of the results is presented in figure 2.3.

Auditory section
The effects of Lexicality (F (1, 15) = 11.671; p = 0.004) and Probability/Density
(F (1, 15) = 15.511; p = 0.001) were statistically significant, as well as their interaction (F (1, 15) = 10.873; p = 0.004). Two post-hoc comparisons (two–tailed
paired t–tests, Bonferroni corrected p–values) revealed that reaction times for non–
words in the High/Dense condition (x̄ = 1082ms) were statistically different from
reaction times for non–words in the Low/Sparse condition (x̄ = 1039ms; mean
difference= 43ms; t(15) = 3.8378, p = 0.0032), which was not the case in for words
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in the two Probability conditions (mean difference= 5ms; t(15) = 0.9728, ns), as
can be seen in figure 2.3.

2.4.2.2 MEG: M350
Separate Lexicality X Probability repeated–measures ANOVAs were performed
on subjects’ M350 peak latencies, amplitudes, rise times and overall durations, for
each modality section (visual and auditory).

Visual section
The data for the M350 peak analysis of the visual section is summarized in
table 2.6. None of the main effects or interactions turned out significant, as can be
seen below:

Peak Latency: Main effects of Lexicality (F (1, 15) = 2.7611, ns) and Probability (F (1, 15) = 2.1429, ns) were not significant, and neither was their interaction
(Lexicality x Probability, F (1, 15) < 0.0001, ns). See figure 2.4 for a comparison
between reaction time latencies and the M350 latencies.

Peak Amplitude: Main effects of Lexicality (F (1, 15) = 0.3999, ns) and Probability (F (1, 15) = 0.1277, ns) were not significant, and neither was their interaction
(Lexicality x Probability, F (1, 15) = 1.294, ns).

Peak Rise Time: Main effects of Lexicality (F (1, 15) = 0.1271, ns) and Probability (F (1, 15) = 0.2667, ns) were not significant, and neither was their interaction
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Time (in ms)

Visual Section
750
700
650
600
550
500
450
400
350
300
250
Word

Non-Word

Word

M350

Non-Word
RT

High-POP/DN

Low-POP/SN

Figure 2.4: Visual section mean M350 latencies and mean reaction times (in ms).
Error bars show Standard Errors.
(Lexicality x Probability, F (1, 15) = 0.0776, ns).

Overall Peak Duration: Main effects of Lexicality (F (1, 15) = 0.0089, ns)
and Probability (F (1, 15) = 0.17, ns) were not significant, and neither was their
interaction (Lexicality x Probability, F (1, 15) = 0.5995, ns).

Auditory section
The data for the M350 peak analysis of the auditory section is summarized in
table 2.7. None of the main effects or interactions turned out significant, as can be
seen below:
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Table 2.6: Visual section M350 peak analysis. Standard Errors are presented in
parentheses. Legend: H/D=High Probability / Dense Neighborhood, L/S =Low
Probability / Sparse Neighborhood, Lat.=Peak Latency, Ampl.=Peak Amplitude,
Rise=Peak rise time, Dur.=Overall Peak Duration.

Visual M350 Peak analysis – Different parameters
Lat. (in ms)

Ampl. (in pT)

Rise (in ms)

Dur. (in ms)

Word
N-Word Word
N-Word Word N-Word Word
N-Word
H/D 375 (14) 371 (12) 136 (11) 145 (13) 68 (6) 71 (7)
122 (8) 128 (13)
L/S 381 (12) 376 (14) 139 (10) 137 (14) 66 (7) 67 (8)
125 (16) 117 (10)

Time (in ms)

Auditory Section
1150
1050
950
850
750
650
550
450
350
250
Word

Non-Word

Word

M350

Non-Word
RT

High-POP/DN

Low-POP/SN

Figure 2.5: Auditory section mean M350 latencies and mean reaction times (in ms).
Error bars show Standard Errors.
Peak Latency: Main effects of Lexicality (F (1, 15) = 2.1799, ns) and Probability (F (1, 15) = 1.0299, ns) were not significant, and neither was their interaction
(Lexicality x Probability, F (1, 15) = 0.2297, ns). See figure 2.5 for a comparison
between reaction time latencies and the M350 latencies.
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Table 2.7: Auditory section M350 peak analysis. Standard Errors are presented
in parentheses. Legend: H/D=High Probability / Dense Neighborhood, L/S =Low
Probability / Sparse Neighborhood, Lat.=Peak Latency, Ampl.=Peak Amplitude,
Rise=Peak rise time, Dur.=Overall Peak Duration.

Auditory M350 Peak analysis – Different parameters
Lat. (in ms)

Ampl. (in pT)

Rise (in ms)

Dur. (in ms)

Word
N-Word Word
N-Word Word N-Word Word
N-Word
H/D 428 (14) 436 (11) 132 (15) 136 (12) 60 (6) 64 (9)
99 (9) 101 (8)
L/S 433 (14) 447 (10) 133 (15) 136 (12) 54 (5) 74 (12) 102 (8) 113 (12)

Peak Amplitude: Main effects of Lexicality (F (1, 15) = 0.382, ns) and Probability (F (1, 15) = 0.006, ns) were not significant, and neither was their interaction
(Lexicality x Probability, F (1, 15) = 0.032, ns).

Peak Rise Time: Main effects of Lexicality (F (1, 15) = 1.7572, ns) and Probability (F (1, 15) = 0.0589, ns) were not significant, and neither was their interaction
(Lexicality x Probability, F (1, 15) = 1.7447, ns).

Overall Peak Duration: Main effects of Lexicality (F (1, 15) = 0.3953, ns)
and Probability (F (1, 15) = 0.5088, ns) were not significant, and neither was their
interaction (Lexicality x Probability, F (1, 15) = 0.4149, ns).

2.4.3 Discussion
Behavioral results – Visual section
In the visual modality, our results replicated the standard neighborhood size
facilitatory effect that is commonly found in the literature on English visual word
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recognition (see Andrews, 1997 and Perea & Rosa, 2000 for reviews). Moreover, since
in our materials neighborhood size and neighborhood frequency were correlated, and
neighborhood frequency is reported to have inhibitory effect on recognition (at least
in other languages), we would not have been surprised to find a null or inhibitory
effect of neighborhood frequency, since the inhibition would offset the facilitation
boost given by neighborhood size. That is however not what we find for words in
our data. Therefore this experiment adds to the long list of studies that fail to find
inhibitory effects of neighborhood frequency for written words in English (Sears et
al., 1995; Sears, Lupker, & Hino, 1999; Sears, Hino, & Lupker, 1999; Huntsman &
Lima, 2002; Sears et al., 2006).
Moreover, since phonological and orthographical neighborhoods were correlated as well in our materials, we can compare them to the results reported by Yates
(2005, Yates et al., 2004) for English. Yates (2005, Yates et al., 2004) controlled
orthographic neighborhood and manipulated only the phonological neighborhood
size of his written words, and did report a facilitatory effect of neighborhood size.
Our results are compatible with these, since we also found facilitatory neighborhood
size results. However, orthographic neighborhood size was confounded with phonological neighborhood size in our materials, so any claims that our effect is a direct
result of phonological neighborhood size are definitely not warranted.
On the other hand, Peereman and Content (1997), Ziegler and Perry (1998),
and Grainger et al. (2005) found that when orthographic neighborhoods included
phonological neighbors in French, facilitatory neighborhood effects were found for
visually presented words. It is unclear whether this effect is due to the overlap con143

sistency between the two kinds of neighborhoods (are both neighborhoods inhabited
by the same words, or different words?), or whether the phonological neighborhood
size alone is driving the effect in these languages, like Yates, (2005 Yates et al.,
2004) reported for English. Our data cannot answer this question without a thorough evaluation of the phonological–orthographic consistency of our neighborhoods.
However, we found the same pattern of results they report.
Furthermore, our results are also partially compatible with Stockall et al.
(2004)’s, who reported a facilitatory effect of phonological neighborhood in the
recognition of visually presented words in the low frequency range.
The picture that emerges from the result of all these studies is that, at least
in English, phonological neighborhood size and frequency do not seem to compete
with the effects of orthographic neighborhood size and frequency. Pylkkänen et al.
(2002)’s behavioral result remains to my knowledge the only study to have found
inhibitory phonological neighborhood frequency effects in visually presented words.
We did however find the exact opposite effect for our nonwords. This does
replicate Pylkkänen et al. (2002)’s behavioral findings for nonwords, and indicate
that perhaps there is a yet unknown asymmetry in the way phonological neighborhoods influence recognition of visual words and nonwords.

Behavioral results – Auditory section
Although our nonword data does replicate the inhibitory effect of neighborhood
size and frequency in auditory word recognition (eg. Goldinger et al., 1989, 1992;
P. A. Luce & Pisoni, 1998), we failed, much to our surprise, to replicate it in our
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word data, finding instead a null effect.
After careful analysis of some of the results in the literature, however, we
came under the impression that even in the auditory domain, the inhibitory neighborhood size and frequency effects are not so well established, especially when it
comes to reaction time latencies in auditory lexical decision task. Many of the studies that report inhibitory effects of phonological neighborhood size and frequency
use disparate dependent measures, and there are often discrepancy and inconsistencies between them. Some studies find effects of inhibition only in error rates,
but not in reaction time latencies (Cluff & Luce, 1990). Vitevitch et al. (1999), for
example, finds inhibition effects for words in naming latencies, but not in speeded
same–different judgment tasks, which P. A. Luce and Large (2001) do find. Even
more puzzling, Vitevitch et al. (1999, experiment 3) report a main inhibitory effect
of neighborhood frequency for reaction time latencies in the recognition of words
and nonwords, much like we did. However, they do not report the planned comparisons within each lexicality bin, as they do for all their other experiments. Given
their graphs, there is a possibility that this main inhibition effect might be like
ours, driven exclusively (or mainly) by the nonword results. Finally, in a recent
study Vitevitch and Rodrı́guez (2005) found facilitatory effects of neighborhood
size and family in spoken word recognition in Spanish. This suggests that to the
extent that the neighborhood inhibition effect for spoken words is real, it is weaker
and less reliable than what has been previously suggested (e.g. P. A. Luce & Pisoni,
1998).
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M350 data
We were expecting to replicate Pylkkänen et al. (2002)’s and Stockall et al.
(2004)’s studies and find reliable phonotactic and orthotactic probability effects in
our electrophysiological data in both modalities. Regardless of how the behavioral
data turned out, we anticipated large probability effects, due to the magnitude
of the manipulation of this variable in our materials, and simultaneous control of
possible interefering factors. However, instead of finding a robust facilitatory effect
on the M350 latency, we failed to find in either modality of presentation any effect of
phonotactic and orthotactic probability in any of the four different M350 parameters
we analyzed. In fact, the M350 latency looks exactly the same across conditions in
our experiment. This strongly suggests that contrary to Pylkkänen et al. (2002)’s
interpretation, the M350 is indeed not tracking phonotactic probability.
It is somewhat surprising that no effect of lexicality has been observed in the
M350 latency, since effects of lexical frequency have been reported to modulate the
peak of the response (Embick et al., 2001). However, Stockall et al. (2004) has also
failed to observe a lexical frequency–induced modulation of the M350 latency.
Our results do not replicate Pylkkänen et al. (2002) and Stockall et al. (2004),
and we have at least two reasons to favor our results over theirs. First, their results
could be due either to uncontrolled variables (such as Orthographic Length, that
is confounded with Phonotactic Probability in Pylkkänen et al. (2002)), or to a
condition–wise averaged controlled variable ended up uncontrolled and biased due
to the fact that artifact and error rejection procedures can discard large portions of
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the materials. The second (and perhaps most important) reason is that it is very
hard to accomodate the central assumption that phonotactic probability will play
an effect in reading in the exact same way that it does in auditory word recognition
with the findings reported in the literature that phonology affects reading in the
opposite way it affects spoken word recognition. We believe our study had less
possible sources of interference and more power to detect a phonotactic probability
effect (if there was one), due to both our attempt to use auditorily presented words,
and our careful manipulation of sublexical probability in our materials.

2.5 General Discussion and Future Directions
This work has focused on a very specific topic, a putative neural correlate of
word recognition. Given the potentially central role that such a dependent measure
could have in current research in lexical access, and the possibilities that it would
offer to researchers interested in the nature of lexical representations and how they
are retrieved and put to use, we felt justified in trying to replicate and extend
to the auditory modality the exciting results reported by Pylkkänen et al. (2002)
and Stockall et al. (2004), and while doing so, we tried to solve some problems
and inconsistencies we observed in their results and other current findings in the
behavioral literature.
However, the final result was complicated. First, our word data was entirely
compatible and in line with previous findings in the visual word recognition literature, whereas our auditory data added more ambiguity to a series of conflicting
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findings previously reported about the effect of neighborhood density and frequency
in the recognition time of spoken words. Our nonword data in both modalities
seemed to pattern with the standard claims that neighborhood size and frequency
inhibit recognition. At present we do not have any explanation for this, but we
do note that several studies have identified variables that interact with lexical frequency (eg. Westbury & Buchanan, 2002; Andrews, 1997) in both linear and nonlinear ways (New et al., 2006), and this could be a source of some of the discrepancy
between our word and nonword data (and perhaps in fact of much of the discrepancy
in the literature).
However, if that is the case, then it becomes extremely difficult to perform
any kind of factorial parametric investigation of lexical properties, especially in
electrophysiological experiments where artifact and error rejection can exclude large
portions of materials, thereby greatly increasing the risk of eliminating conditionwise
averaging controls over materials that are scant to begin with. This concern is not
new (Cutler, 1981), and perhaps it is time that approaches such as the ones proposed
by Baayen (2004) and Balota et al. (2004) of using more sophisticated modeling in
multiple regression designs become more widespread (see Max & Onghena, 1999;
Baayen, 2004 for reviews, and Hauk et al., 2006, Hauk, Pulvermüller, Ford, MarslenWilson, & Davis, 2009, and Solomyak & Marantz, 2009 for similar proposals for
analysis of electrophysiological data)8 .
8

Indeed, most of the experiments about lexical properties such as neighborhood frequency rely

on different lists of materials for each condition. Each word has inherently different and unique
characteristics, and for any arbitrary grouping of words, differences are to be expected. Therefore,
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Moreover, our MEG data found absolutely no effect of phonotactic and orthotactic probability in the M350. We propose that this response does not track
phonotactic probability at all. On a more positive note, we were able to identify
and study an auditory correlate of the M350 response, which strongly suggests that
this response is independent of the modality of input. Moreover, the auditory M350
is very reliably elicited, which is encouraging for future studies.

it is not surprising at all that differences between conditions will be found in this kind of experiment.
The crux of the matter is that any such difference is only interpretable to the extent that all other
possibly confounding variables have been controlled. However, in the case of word recognition, the
list of variables that has been shown to influence performance is huge, but only a handful are ever
controlled in any single experiment. Perhaps that is why results are so discrepant across languages
and manipulations. If we can sidestep this kind of design, perhaps we will get data that is more
easily interpretable.
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Chapter 3
Memory representations in word recognition: Experiment 2
3.1 Introduction
It has long been known that repeated presentations of words in a lexical decision task improve performance for repeated items when compared to their first
occurrence (eg. Forbach, Stanners, & Hochaus, 1974; Scarborough et al., 1977).
This phenomenon is normally referred to as the repetition priming effect. A classic
assumption in psycholinguistic theories of word recognition is that repetition priming reflects facilitation in retrieving information from long–term memory (i.e., the
lexicon). It is often assumed that this facilitation is a direct byproduct of small
structural changes in the access of the orthographic codes supporting visual word
recognition. For instance, in Morton, 1979’s classic logogen theory, when a word
is retrieved from the lexicon, its activation level is modified; when a word is later
repeated, this subsequent presentation benefits from the modified activation level
brought about by the previous one.
Repetition effects are also investigated in electrophysiological studies. Repetition effects for written words are standardly reported in the 250ms–650ms poststimulus onset window in the ERP literature (e.g. Rugg, 1987; Van Petten, Kutas,
Kluender, Mitchiner, & McIsaac, 1991; Besson & Kutas, 1993, 1993; Rugg, Cox, et
al., 1995). The ERP repetition effect consists of more positive going waveforms for
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repeated words than those observed for their first presentation. Its magnitude is
undiminished for lags zero to as many as 19 between the first and second presentation (Bentin, 1989; Nagy & Rugg, 1989), but it dissipates under 15 minutes (Rugg,
1990), similar to what has been reported in behavioral studies (Forbach et al., 1974).
However, it is also known that not only words, but legal nonwords (pseudowords) and, in some circumstances, even illegal nonwords (nonwords) elicit behavioral repetition effects (Feustel, Shiffrin, & Salasoo, 1983; Salasoo, Shiffrin, &
Feustel, 1985; Logan, 1988; Bowers, 1994). By definition, these strings do not have
long–term memory representations. Therefore, the repetition effect for nonwords
cannot have its locus in the modification of long–term memory representations, as
is commonly proposed for words. Several models accommodate repetition effects of
nonwords by proposing that the facilitation for their repeated presentation is due
to the retrieval of the episodic memory trace formed in the first encounter with
the item (Feustel et al., 1983; Salasoo et al., 1985; Logan, 1988; Wagenmakers,
Zeelenberg, Steyvers, Shiffrin, & Raaijmakers, 2004).
The fact that repetition effects of nonwords can be accounted by appealing
to retrieval of episodic memory traces rather than change in some aspect of long–
term memory representations (such as the words’ resting activation levels) raises the
possibility that episodic encoding could also be at play in the case of repetition of
words. Indeed, some researchers do propose that repetition effects of words can and
should be explained in terms of episodic memory trace retrieval, and that there is
little evidence or theoretical necessity for positing that modification of access conditions for long–term memory representations have anything to do with the repetition
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effect for words (see Tenpenny, 1995 for review).
Other researchers claim that there are indeed different mechanisms underlying the repetition effects found for words and pseudowords (Morton, 1979; Bowers,
1996; Wagenmakers et al., 2004), and that these mechanisms are dissociable experimentally by varying tasks or task demands (see Bowers, 2000 for review).
One such dissociation was demonstrated by Pallier, Colomé, and SebastiánGallés (2001), who reported behavioral repetition effects for words, but not pseudowords. Pallier et al. (2001) investigated highly fluent early Spanish and Catalan
bilinguals who had nonetheless either Spanish or Catalan as their dominant language. Catalan has phonological contrasts that Spanish lack, like the distinction
between /e/ and /E/, and this difference in the phonological inventory of the two
languages has been demonstrated to have perceptual consequences: Highly fluent
early bilinguals whose dominant language was Spanish failed to show, across a wide
range of tasks, the ability to distinguish Catalan–specific contrasts, despite extensive exposure to and highly proficient command of the language (Bosch, Costa, &
Sebastián-Gallés, 2000; Pallier, Bosch, & Sebastián-Gallés, 1997; Sebastián-Gallés &
Soto-Faraco, 1999). Pallier et al. (2001) used an auditory lexical decision task where
Catalan words and pseudowords were sometimes repeated within 8 to 20 intervening
presentations to two groups of highly proficient early Catalan–Spanish bilinguals,
all born and raised in Barcelona or its metropolitan region. The first group had
been raised in a Catalan speaking household until they were sent to kindergarten,
at which time they started receiving a bilingual Catalan and Spanish education.
The second group had been raised in a Spanish speaking household prior kinder152

garten, at which time they started receiving the same bilingual education delivered
to the first group. The Catalan words and pseudowords used in the experiment
could be either part of a Catalan–specific minimal pair (like /neta/ ‘granddaughter’
vs /nEta/ ‘clean, feminine’) or a part of a minimal pair based on a phonological
contrast common to both Catalan and Spanish (like /tia/ ‘aunt’ vs. /dia/ ‘day’).
Within 8 to 20 intervening presentations from a critical item, subjects encountered
either a minimal pair of that item (that could be Catalan–specific or shared with
Spanish) or a second presentation of the same item. Pallier et al. (2001) reported
that the two groups exhibited repetition effects only to Catalan words, but not
pseudowords, suggesting that the task was indeed tapping lexical level representations. Moreover, speakers in the group that had Spanish as their dominant language
showed a similar reaction time reduction to what had been found for repeated words
in the Catalan–specific minimal pairs (eg. neta/ . . . /nEta/), but not for minimal
pairs based on phonological contrasts present in both Catalan and Spanish (eg.
/tia/ . . . /dia/). Catalan speakers on the other hand, only showed repetition effects for the repeated–word condition, and never for the minimal pair condition.
The fact that the repetition effect in the lexical decision task was specific to words
and and was not observed for pseudowords is compatible with the view that repetition effects of words and pseudowords might be subserved by different mechanisms.
Moreover, the fact that facilitation effects of the same magnitude of repetition effects were found for Catalan–specific minimal pairs only in the Spanish–dominant
group suggests that the mechanisms underlying medium term repetition priming tap
into long term phonological memory representations rather than episodic acoustic
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memory traces.
The repetition effect of nonwords has also been observed in ERP research, both
in immediate priming paradigms (Deacon, Dynowska, Ritter, & Grose-Fifer, 2004)
and short–term priming contexts (Rugg, Cox, et al., 1995 used a sporadic lag of 6),
and it shows very similar neural signatures to the repetition of words, although with
slightly later onsets in short-term priming contexts (e.g., Rugg, Cox, et al., 1995);
within immediate priming contexts, repetition of words and pseudowords alike elicit
smaller evoked potentials within the 300-500ms window (Deacon, Grose-Fifer, et al.,
2004). The similarity in the immediate repetition effects of words and pseudowords
has also been replicated in MEG for the same time window (Pylkkänen, Stringfellow,
Flagg, & Marantz, 2000).
However, Sekiguchi, Koyama, and Kakigi (2001), using a lag of 8 intervening presentations in a short-to-medium term repetition priming paradigm, reported
word–specific reduction in the amplitude of the MEG evoked response over left
hemisphere sensors in the 300-500ms post-stimulus onset window for the second
presentation when compared to the first. Given the way the evoked response fractionated the lexical status of the stimuli, Sekiguchi et al. (2001) concluded that its
neural sources subserve the mental lexicon (i.e, long term memory storage of words),
but not general visual episodic memory traces.
Moreover, the fact that the lag used by Sekiguchi et al. (2001) is very similar
to the low range of lags used by Pallier et al. (2001) and that Pallier et al. (2001) also
reported behavioral word-specific repetition priming effects suggests that mediumterm priming seems to be a paradigm that offers selective sensitivity to lexical status
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in long–term memory as opposed to sensitivity to recent trace formation in episodic
memory. Here, however, a caveat is warranted: Pallier et al. (2001)’s experiment
was done auditorily and collected only lexical decision data, whereas Sekiguchi et al.
(2001)’s used visual word presentation and did not collect behavioral lexical decision
data. Therefore, their results are not directly comparable.
In order to ascertain whether or not medium–term repetition priming is indeed
selective to word stimuli (as opposed to pseudowords), we designed an MEG experiment very similar to the behavioral one reported by Pallier et al. (2001), in which
subjects made lexical decisions to every item. However, instead of using auditory
stimuli, words were presented visually, as in the experiment reported by Sekiguchi
et al. (2001). This design allows us to directly test the prediction that medium–
term priming is selectively sensitive to word repetition as opposed to pseudoword
repetition, both at the behavioral and electrophysiological levels.

3.1.1 Methods

Participants
22 native English speakers (11 women) participated in the experiment (Mean
age: 20, age range: 18-24). All were right-handed (Oldfield, 1971), had normal or
corrected–to–normal vision, and reported no history of hearing problems, language
disorders or mental illness. All participants gave their written informed consent to
take part in the study, which was approved by the University of Maryland Institutional Review Board. Subjects were paid for their participation.
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Design and Materials
A list of 108 high–frequency words (all predominantly noun) and 108 pseudowords was created. A medium–lag repetition paradigm was implemented in which
each word and pseudoword was presented twice in a standard lexical decision task.
The lag between the first and second presentations for each item varied pseudorandomly between 9 and 25 items. The first presentation of each item was considered
to be the Prime condition and the second presentation the Target condition.

Procedure
Subjects were placed horizontally in a dimly lit magnetically shielded room
(Yokogawa Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) and were screened for MEG artifacts due
to dental work and excessive eye blinking. A scout scan was performed with the
purposes of verifying the presence of identifiable MEG responses to 1 kHz and 250 Hz
pure tones (M100) and determining adequate head positioning inside the machine.
Stimulus presentation and experiment control was carried out by Presentation® software (Version 10.3, www.neurobs.com). Subjects were instructed to decide whether each stimulus was a real word or not, and to respond as quickly and
accurately as possible using a button box placed in their right hand. Each presentation of a word or pseudoword was preceded by the display of a fixation point
projected onto the center of a rear-projection screen, which was then substituted
by a blank screen, and subsequently by the stimulus presentation. Fixation point
duration was randomly varied between 500 and 600 milliseconds. The duration of
the blank screen between the fixation point and the presentation of the stimulus
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varied randomly between 250 and 350 milliseconds. Items remained on the screen
for 3000ms or until subjects responded, and accuracy and reaction times from the
onset of stimulus presentation were recorded. The intertrial interval was randomly
varied between 300 and 750 milliseconds.
Subjects were first given a practice session of 12 items (half words and half
pseudowords, neither of which were included in the experimental list) to help familiarize them with the task. The experiment was administered in four blocks,
in between which participants could take a break. The order of presentation of
blocks was counter-balanced across subjects. The experiment lasted approximately
35 minutes.

MEG data acquisition and analysis
MEG recordings were conducted using a 160–channel axial gradiometer wholehead system (Kanazawa Institute of Technology, Kanazawa, Japan). Data were
sampled at 1000 Hz and acquired continuously with a bandwidth between DC to
200 Hz. In order to remove external sources of noise artifacts, a time–shift PCA filter
was used (de Cheveigné & Simon, 2007). Furthermore, epochs in which amplitudes
exceeded ±2pT were further excluded from both behavioral and MEG data analysis.
Three subjects were excluded due excessive artifacts, and one subject was excluded
due to technical problems during data acquisition.
Incorrect behavioral responses and trials where subjects failed to respond were
also excluded from both behavioral and MEG data analysis. Data from three subjects were excluded from any further analysis due to an error rate larger than 15%.
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Only items for which both Prime and Trial level presentations survived the
exclusion criteria reported above were selected for further analysis. 85% of epochs of
the remaining 15 subjects survived this procedure. Following averaging, data were
baseline corrected using a 100 ms prestimulus interval. No digital filter was applied
to the data that underwent analysis.

3.1.2 Results
3.1.2.1 Behavioral
A factorial two–way repeated–measures ANOVA was computed for participants’ reaction times, with Lexicality (levels: Word vs. Pseudoword) and Order of
Presentation (levels: 1st (or prime) vs. 2nd (or target)) as factors. A main effect of
Lexicality was observed (F (1, 14) = 23.295; p < 0.001), with Words being responded
to faster than Pseudowords (M eanW ords = 656 ms, M eanP seudowords = 708 ms). A
main effect of Order of Presentation was also observed (F (1, 14) = 17.596; p <
0.001), with second presentations being responded to faster than first presentations
(M ean1st = 703 ms, M ean2nd = 661 ms). The interaction between Lexicality and
Order of Presentation was not significant (F (1, 14) = 0.3952; ns).
Two planned comparisons were performed, in order to ascertain whether or
not the repetition effect was observed for both Words and Pseudowords. We defined
a repetition effect as the reaction-time decrease between the first and the second occurrences of an item. For each item, we subtracted from the reaction time to the first
occurrence the reaction time to the second. Therefore, a positive value indicates fa-
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Figure 3.1: Mean Repetition Effect. Error bars represent 95% parametric CIs.
cilitated performance to the second presentation compared to the first. Conversely,
a negative value indicates inhibited performance in the second presentation. Independent one-sample two-sided t-tests were conducted for each Lexicality level.
A significant effect of repetition was obtained both for words (t(14) = 2.104; p =
0.001; mean = 38ms) and pseudowords (t(14) = 3.05; p = 0.009; mean = 47ms). Results from exact permutation tests (Edgington & Onghena, 2007) for each condition
led to the same conclusions.
The mean repetition effect for each of our two Lexicality levels (Word and
Pseudoword) is plotted on Figure 3.1. The 95% confidence intervals displayed are
based on the parametric one-sample t-test ran for each condition, but confidence
intervals obtained via the bias corrected and accelerated (BCa) bootstrap (Efron &
Tibshirani, 1993) using 10000 replications lead to the same conclusions concerning
significance.
Due to our experimental design, a decrease in RT for the second presenta159
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Figure 3.2: RT over the course of the experiment for individual subjects. Lines
represent best fit linear trend.
tion could in principle be due to an overall effect of practice with the task (see
Wagenmakers et al., 2004, p. 1194, Logan, 1988, exp. 3, Smith & Oscar-Berman,
1990, Baayen, 2004, p. 13). Therefore, what at first inspection looks like a repetition priming effect might be due to factors independent of repetition. If, however,
practice or accommodation to the task was the source of the significant decrease in
RT from the first presentation to the second, we would expect to see subjects’ RT
trending down during the course of the experiment. As shown in figure 3.2, only
6 subjects (S008, S011, S014, S016, S019, S020) out of 15 showed such trend, the
remaining 9 subjects showing a flat RT profile or a linear increase in RT during the
experiment. A new factorial two–way repeated–measures ANOVA was computed for
only those 9 participants who showed no evidence of a linear RT decrease throughout
the experiment. The main effect of Lexicality was significant (F (1, 8) = 19.64; p =
0.002), with Words being responded to faster than Pseudowords (M eanW ords = 660
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ms, M eanpseudowords = 712 ms). Crucially, the main effect of Order of Presentation
was also significant (F (1, 8) = 7.6; p = 0.02), with second presentations being responded to faster than first presentations (M ean1st = 702 ms, M ean2nd = 670 ms).
The interaction between Lexicality and Order of Presentation was not significant
(F (1, 8) = 0.09; ns). Exact permutation tests1 (Edgington & Onghena, 2007) focusing on the effect of repetition within each Lexicality level (Word vs Pseudowords)
showed a significant repetition effect for Words (t(8) = 2.61; p = 0.014), but only a
marginal effect for Nonwords (t(8) = 1.7; p = 0.07).
Finally, in order to establish more clearly how much of a confound this putative longitudinal practice or accommodation effect actually is, a mixed effect model
having Subjects and Items as random variables and Lexicality, Order of Presentation and their interaction as fixed effects was fit to the data of the fifteen subjects,
coding the linear order in which each item was presented in the experiment as a
covariate (Baayen, 2004; Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008; Baayen, 2008). Markov
chain Monte Carlo sampling2 (10000 replications) of the parameters of the fitted
model revealed that the effects of Lexicality (t = 5.914, p < 0.001) and Order
1

When the sample size is as small as is the case with this subset of the data, parametric tests

are not guaranteed to be valid, whereas exact permutation tests are (See Edgington & Onghena,
2007; Ludbrook, 1994; Ludbrook & Dudley, 1998; Ludbrook, 2008; Berger, 2000; Hunter & May,
2003, for extensive arguments)
2

This resampling procedure derives what is called the posterior distributions of the parameters

of the model. The posterior distributions can then be used to estimate p values and confidence
intervals for the different parameters in the model. The results reported here were based on the
resampling of the t statistics of the fixed effect variables
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of Presentation (t = −4.821, p < 0.001) were significant, but their interaction
(t = −0.694, p = 0.49) was not. Words were responded to on average 55 ms faster
than pseudowords, and 2nd presentations were responded to on average 37 ms faster
than 1st presentations. Crucially, the effect of linear order of items in the experiment
was significant (t = −3.186, p = 0.015). However, the effect of linear order was only
0.07 ms (70 microseconds). This means that, on average, subjects were, for each
presentation, 0.07 ms faster when compared to the previous one. The maximum
lag between repetitions in this experiment was 25 presentations, which means that
the worst average contamination on the legitimate repetition effect due to longitudinal practice effects would be 1.75 ms, which is barely above the sensitivity of the
equipment responsible for recording subjects’ RT data.

Discussion
A reliable repetition effect was found for both Words and Pseudowords in our
experiment. Different analytical methods showed that subjects display repetition
effects independent of a linear decrease in their reaction times through the course
of the experiment, and therefore our results cannot be solely attributed to accommodation to the task. Nonetheless, a statistically significant decrease in response
latencies through the experiment was detected, but its actual contributions to the
experimental results was negligible.
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Figure 3.3: Different partitions of the sensor space.

3.1.2.2 MEG: Hemisphere Analysis
In the first set of analysis, following Sekiguchi et al. (2001), we selectively
computed the RMS of all the channels in the left (total = 76 channels) and in the
right hemispheres (total = 74 channels), as shown in figure 3.3. Unlike in the findings
of Sekiguchi et al. (2001), however, visual inspection of the resulting grand averages,
shown in figure 3.4 does not indicate any effect of repetition for the Word condition
in the left hemisphere, but does reveal a bilateral trend for repeated instances of
Pseudowords having lower RMS amplitude than their first presentations; in the left
hemisphere, this is observed in a long window from around 250ms until 600ms,
whereas in the right it is only observed in the 400-500ms window.
Statistical analysis were carried out in two temporal windows of interest: 150–
250ms and 300–500ms. These windows correspond to the latency ranges of classic
evoked potentials N/M170 and N400(m), for which some functional interpretation
exist: The former is associated with lower-level visual processing, whereas the latter is associated with semantic processing. A three-way factorial repeated-measures
ANOVA was conducted with Lexicality (Words vs. Pseudowords), Order of Presen-
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Figure 3.4: Results of the RMS analysis of each hemisphere, for Word and Pseudoword conditions.
tation (1st vs. 2nd ) and Hemisphere (Left vs. Right) as repeated factors for each
temporal window of interest .
Hemisphere Analysis: 150–250ms window
For the 150–250ms window, the only statistically significant factor was the
main effect of Order of Presentation (F (1, 14) = 6.1385; p = 0.027), with second presentations eliciting higher amplitudes than their corresponding first presentations
(M ean1st = 55.067 pT, M ean2nd = 57.144 pT). Two two–way repeated–measures
ANOVAs were then carried out, one for each hemisphere, with Lexicality (Words
vs. Pseudowords) and Order of Presentation (1st vs. 2nd ) as factors. In the left
hemisphere, the main effect of Order of Presentation (1st vs. 2nd ) was marginally
significant (F (1, 14) = 2.9869; p = 0.1), with the second presentations eliciting
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higher amplitudes than their corresponding first presentations (M ean1st = 56.954
pT, M ean2nd = 58.759 pT). No other main effect or interaction reached statistical significance. In the right hemisphere, the main effect of Order of Presentation
was significant (F (1, 14) = 5.6354; p = 0.032), with second presentations eliciting
higher amplitudes than their corresponding first presentations (M ean1st = 53.181
pT, M ean2nd = 55.528 pT). Moreover, the main effect of Lexicality was marginally
signficant (F (1, 14) = 3.023; p = 0.1), with Words eliciting higher amplitudes than
Pseudowords (M eanW ords = 55.345 pT, M eanP seudowords = 53.364 pT). Planned
comparisons between the first and second presentations of Words and between the
first and second presentations of Pseudowords were conducted for each hemisphere,
but none reached statistical significance. In order to assess the presence of a pure
lexical effect, planned comparison between the first presentation of words and the
first presentation of pseudowords was also conducted, but no comparison was statistically significant.

Hemisphere Analysis: 300–500ms window
The three–way repeated–measures ANOVA for this window did not reveal any
statistically significant main effect or interaction. Planned comparisons for Order
of Presentation were conducted for Words and Pseudowords in each hemisphere.
The only comparison that approached significance was the Order of Presentation of
Pseudowords in the left hemisphere, where second presentations elicited marginally
significant lower amplitudes than their corresponding first presentations (t(14) =
1.7111; p = 0.1; M eanP seudowords1st = 66.366 pT, M eanP seudowords2nd = 62.461 pT;
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Mean difference = 3.905 pT). The planned comparisons between the first presentation of Words and the first presentation of Pseudowords did not reveal any significant
difference in neither hemisphere.

Discussion
Repetition of words and pseudowords modulated the RMS of all channels from
the left and the RMS of all channels from the right hemisphere. In our first temporal window of interest, the modulation by stimulus repetition (an increase in
amplitude for the second presentation when compared to the first) was observed in
the three–way omnibus ANOVA and in the two-way within–hemisphere ANOVAs.
However, the fact that the effect was not observed in the relevant planned comparisons (Word 1st vs. Word 2nd ; Pseudoword 1st vs. Pseudoword 2nd ) in neither
hemisphere strongly suggests that the effect itself is very small. In our second temporal window of interest (300–500 ms), the modulation of the RMS amplitude by
stimulus repetition was only observed marginally in the left hemisphere for nonword
items.
The lexical status of the stimuli had a small impact on the RMS amplitudes
in the 150–250 ms window in the right hemisphere alone, being detected in the
within–hemisphere ANOVA, but not on the planned comparison.
These results stand in contrast with Sekiguchi et al. (2001)’s, who reported
significant left-hemisphere amplitude reduction associated with repetition of words,
but not pseudowords, in both the 200–300 ms window and the 300–500 ms window.
Our results reveal only small bilateral effects of repetition of words and pseudowords
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in the 150–250 ms window, and left hemisphere pseudoword–specific effects of repetition in the 300–500 ms. However, a number of differences must be noted between
our experiment and Sekiguchi et al. (2001)’s. In Sekiguchi et al. (2001), the lag
between presentations was fixed at 8, whereas in ours, the lag varied between 9 and
25. Moreover, in Sekiguchi et al. (2001), subjects were instructed to passively read
the stimuli for a later recall task, whereas in ours they were instructed to perform
a lexical decision for each item. And finally, Sekiguchi et al. (2001)’s left and right
hemisphere analysis involved only 36–37 channels, whereas in ours it involved 74–76
channels. If the repetition and lexicality effects are small or very localized, it is then
entirely plausible that they fail to be detected when so many channels are being
taken into account. In order to explore this issue, we performed a second set of
analysis, this time dividing the sensor space into quadrants.

3.1.2.3 MEG: Quadrant Analysis
In this set of analysis, the sensor space was divided as equally as possible
into four quadrants, as show in figure 3.3. The Left and Right Anterior quadrants
included 38 channels each, and the Left and Right Posterior ones included 36 each.
Separate repeated–measures ANOVAs were conducted for each temporal window of
interest in the Anterior and Posterior sites, with Lexicality (Word vs. Nonword),
Order of Presentation (1st vs. 2nd) and Hemisphere (Left vs. Right) as within–
subjects factors.

Quadrant Analysis: 150–250ms window
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In the Anterior region, a significant main effect of Order of Presentation was
observed (F (1, 14) = 8.573; p = 0.01), with second presentations eliciting higher
amplitudes than their corresponding first presentations (M ean1st = 39.099 pT;
M ean2nd = 42.476 pT). No other significant main effect or interaction was observed.
Individual repeated–measures ANOVAs with Lexicality (Word vs. Pseudoword) and
Order of Presentation (1st vs. 2nd ) conducted in the Anterior region split by hemisphere revealed that the main effect of Order of Presentation was reliable both in
the left (F (1, 14) = 5.2749; p = 0.037; M ean1st = 40.840 pT, M ean2nd = 44.859
pT) and in the right hemispheres (F (1, 14) = 7.2522; p = 0.017; M ean1st = 37.357
pT, M ean2nd = 40.094 pT). Moreover, a marginally significant main effect of Lexicality was observed in the right hemisphere only (F (1, 14) = 4.0405; p = 0.064),
with Words eliciting higher amplitudes than Pseudowords (M eanW ords = 40.250
pT, M eanP seudowords = 37.201 pT). No other significant main effect or interaction was observed. Post–hoc analysis revealed that Order of Presentation was
significant for Words in the Left Anterior region (t(14) = −2.3403; p = 0.035),
with second presentations eliciting higher amplitudes than first presentations (Mean
difference= 4.950 pT), and was marginally significant in the Right Anterior region
(t(14) = −1.9719; p = 0.069), with the difference between presentations going in the
same direction as in the left hemisphere (Mean difference = 4.436 pT). No significant
effect was found for Pseudowords in either hemisphere.
In the Posterior region, only a marginally significant interaction between Order
of Presentation and Hemisphere was found (F (1, 14) = 3.3109; p = 0.09). Separate
repeated–measures ANOVAs with Lexicality (Word vs. Pseudoword) and Order
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Figure 3.5: Results of the RMS analysis of each quadrant for the Word condition.
of Presentation (1st vs. 2nd ) as factors were computed for the Posterior region
of each hemisphere, and revealed no significant main effect or interaction on the
left, but a marginally significant main effect of Order of Presentation on the right
(F (1, 14) = 2.96; p = 0.1), with second presentations eliciting higher amplitudes
than first presentations (M ean1st = 65.540 pT, M ean2nd = 66.743 pT). Post–hoc
analyses determined that Order of Presentation was not statistically significant for
neither words nor pseudowords.

Quadrant Analysis: 300-500ms window
A marginally significant interaction between Lexicality and Hemisphere was
observed in the three–way repeated–measures ANOVA in the Anterior region (F (1, 14) =
3.0025; p = 0.1), due to the fact that the amplitude of words in the left hemisphere
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Figure 3.6: Results of the RMS analysis of each quadrant for the Pseudoword condition.
was larger than in the right, which was similar to the amplitudes of pseudowords
elicited in both hemispheres. No main effect was significant. No significant main
effect or interaction was found in the Posterior region.
Discussion
Once the sensor space is divided into sections that are of similar size to the
ones used by Sekiguchi et al. (2001), we see clear bilateral repetition effects in the
150-250ms window, as seen in the within–hemisphere ANOVAs, and these seem to
be the contribution of the Anterior channels only. Moreover, the repetition effect is
word–specific, as determined by the post–hoc tests, and seem to be more reliable in
the left hemisphere.
This is an interesting finding, for three reasons. First, this temporal window
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was chosen because it encompasses the peak latency of the M170. However, the
M170 is normally observed in posterior areas (e.g. Tarkiainen, Helenius, Hansen,
Cornelissen, & Salmelin, 1999; Tarkiainen, Cornelissen, & Salmelin, 2002; Liu,
Higuchi, Marantz, & Kanwisher, 2000; Liu, Harris, & Kanwisher, 2002), whereas our
effect is primarily due to activity recorded by anterior channels. Second, stimulus
repetition is normally associated with amplitude reduction for repeated presentations, but we observe a repetition–related amplitude increase instead. Finally, the
temporal window where repetition effects are normally observed in both EEG and
MEG is the 300–500 ms one, instead of the 150–250 ms one. Sekiguchi et al. (2001)
did report a significant effect in the 200–300 ms window, however, and this is close
to our window of interest, but they nonetheless also reported repetition effects in
the 300-500 window, which we fail to observe in our data.
There is also a notable discrepancy between the results of this quadrant analysis and the previous hemisphere analysis: whereas the latter established the presence
of a left–lateralized nonword–specific repetition effect in the 300–500 ms window,
the former did not detect such an effect.
In order to explore the issue further, and also to probe in more detail the
nature of the early anterior repetition effects, we further divided the sensor space
into six sextants.
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Figure 3.7: Results of the RMS analysis of each sextant for Word condition.

3.1.2.4 MEG: Sextant Analysis
In this set of analysis, the sensor space was divided as equally as possible into
six parts (sextants). The Left and Right Anterior sextants included 26 channels
each, the Left and Right Medial sextants included 25 channels each, and the Left and
Right Posterior ones included 25 channels each (see figure 3.3). Separate repeatedmeasures ANOVAs were conducted for each temporal window of interest in the
Anterior, Medial and Posterior sites, with Lexicality (Word vs. Pseudoword), Order
of Presentation (1st vs. 2nd ) and Hemisphere (Left vs. Right) as within-subjects
factors. The grand–average results for each sextant is shown in figure 3.7 (for Words)
and 3.8 (for PseudoWords).

Sextant Analysis: 150–250ms window
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In the Anterior region, only a significant main effect of Order of Presentation was found (F (1, 14) = 5.7416; p = 0.031), with second presentations eliciting
higher amplitudes than first presentations (M ean1st = 33.005 pT, M ean2nd = 35.996
pT). Separate two-way ANOVAs performed for the Anterior region within only the
left and only the right hemispheres determined that the Order of Presentation effect was reliable in the left hemisphere (F (1, 14) = 5.0295; p = 0.042), but only
marginally significant in the right (F (1, 14) = 3.2557; p = 0.093), with second
presentation amplitudes being higher than first presentation in both hemispheres
(M ean1st Lef tAnterior = 32.873 pT, M ean2nd Lef tAnterior = 36.906 pT, M ean1st RightAnterior =
33.137 pT, M ean2nd RightAnterior = 35.085 pT). Post-hoc tests determined the Order
of Presentation was specific to Words (tLef t (14) = −2.1312; p = 0.05; tRight (14) =
−1.9791; p = 0.07), with Order of Presentation comparisons for Nonwords failing
to reach significance in both hemispheres. Moreover, a marginal main effect of
Lexicality was also found in the right hemisphere ANOVA in the Anterior region
(F (1, 14) = 3.0942; p = 0.1), with Words eliciting higher amplitudes than Nonwords
(M eanW ordsRightAnterior = 35.843 pT, M eanP seudowordsRightAnterior = 33.936 pT), but
post-hoc tests determined this was due to second presentations of words having
higher amplitudes than second presentations of nonwords (t(14) = 2.0056; p =
0.065).
In the Medial region, a significant main effect of Order of Presentation was
found (F (1, 14) = 13.968, p = 0.002), with second presentations eliciting higher amplitudes than first presentations (M ean1st = 52.021 pT, M ean2nd = 55.772 pT).
A marginal main effect of Hemisphere was also observed (F (1, 14) = 3.9331, p =
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Figure 3.8: Results of the RMS analysis of each sextant for Pseudoword condition.
0.07), with left hemisphere displaying overall higher amplitudes than the right
(M eanLef t = 58.594 pT, M eanRight = 49.199 pT). Within–hemisphere two–way
repeated–measures ANOVAs having Lexicality (Word vs. Pseudoword) and Order
of Presentation (1st vs. 2nd ) as factors revealed that the Order of Presentation effect
was reliable in both hemispheres, as it approached significance in the left (F (1, 14) =
4.5035; p = 0.05), and was significant in the right (F (1, 14) = 14.827; p = 0.002),
with second presentation amplitudes being higher than first presentation amplitudes
in both hemispheres (M ean1st Lef tAnterior = 56.914 pT, M ean2nd Lef tAnterior = 60.274
pT, M ean1st RightAnterior = 47.129 pT, M ean2nd RightAnterior = 51.270 pT). A significant main effect of Lexicality was also observed in the right hemisphere (F (1, 14) =
4.8617; p = 0.045), with Words displaying overall higher amplitudes than Pseu-
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dowords (M eanW ords = 50.721 pT, M eanP seudowords = 47.678 pT). Post–hoc analysis revealed that the Order of Presentation comparison was word–specific in the left
hemisphere (t(14) = −2.6493, p = 0.02), but not in the right, where Order of Presentation was statistically significant for Pseudowords (t(14) = −2.8336; p = 0.01)
and approached significance for Words (t(14) = −2.1052; p = 0.06).
In the Posterior region, only the interaction between Order of Presentation
and Hemisphere approached significance (F (1, 14) = 3.1914; p = 0.096), and this
was due to the left hemisphere eliciting overall higher amplitudes than the right.
Repeated–measures ANOVAs within each hemisphere having Lexicality (Word vs.
Pseudoword) and Order of Presentation (1st vs. 2nd ) as factors did not reveal any
significant effect or interaction in neither hemisphere.

Sextant Analysis: 300-500ms window
In the Anterior region, only the interaction between Lexicality and Hemisphere
was revealed to be significant (F (1, 14) = 4.8646; p = 0.045), but this was due to
the left hemisphere eliciting overall lower amplitudes than the right hemisphere.
Repeated–measures ANOVAs within each hemisphere having Lexicality (Word vs.
Pseudoword) and Order of Presentation (1st vs. 2nd ) as factors did not reveal any
significant effect or interaction in neither hemisphere.
In the Medial region, a main effect of hemisphere was found (F (1, 14) =
7.5561; p = 0.016), with the left hemisphere registering higher amplitudes than the
right one (M eanLef t = 68.997 pT, M eanRight = 58.043 pT). Repeated–measures
ANOVAs within each hemisphere having Lexicality (Word vs. Pseudoword) and
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Order of Presentation (1st vs. 2nd ) as factors did not reveal any significant effect
or interaction in the left hemisphere, but a significant main effect of Lexicality
was observed (F (1, 14) = 4.8617; p = 0.045), with Words eliciting higher amplitudes than Pseudowords (M eanW ords = 50.721 pT, M eanP seudowords = 47.678 pT).
A main effect of Order of Presentation was also found (F (1, 14) = 14.827; p =
0.002), with second presentations eliciting overall higher amplitudes than first presentations (M ean1st = 47.129 pT, M ean2nd = 51.270 pT). Post–hoc analyses revealed that the Order of Presentation effect was marginally significant for Words
(t(14) = −1.7293; p = 0.1), but was not statistically significant for Pseudowords
(t(14) = −0.0776; p = 0.94).
In the Posterior region, no main effect or interaction was shown to be significant. Within–hemisphere ANOVAs with Lexicality (Word vs. Pseudoword) and
Order of Presentation (1st vs. 2nd ) as factors did not reveal any significant main
effect or interaction.

Discussion
The sextant analysis confirmed the early bilateral lexically–specific repetition
effects in the 150–250ms window in anterior sites found in the quadrant analysis,
and it also extended it by showing that a bilateral repetition effect is found in medial
sites as well. However, the repetition effect in the medial region was word–specific
only in the left hemisphere. Moreover, small word–specific repetition effects were
also observed in the 300–500 ms time window in the medial region, but only on the
right hemisphere.
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3.1.3 General Discussion and conclusions
At the behavioral level, true repetition effects were found for both words
and pseudowords. Although this does not replicate the word–specific repetition
effect found by Pallier et al. (2001), it does replicate data obtained in other written word recognition studies using the repetition priming paradigm with variable
lags. Scarborough et al. (1977) reported an experiment using the lexical decision
task in which both words and pseudowords were repeated within 0, 1, 3, 7, or 15
intervening trials. In this experiment, both words and pseudowords exhibited a repetition effect. Even though (i) the design used in the present experiment was much
closer to the one used by Pallier et al. (2001) and (ii) the lags in our experiments
were much larger and more variable than the ones used in Scarborough et al. (1977),
our results are more similar to the latter than to the former. It is not presently clear
why Pallier et al. (2001) was able to show word–specific repetition effects at the
behavioral level but we did not. Two plausible alternatives come to mind in order
to explain this apparent disparity in the outcomes of the two experiments. The first
is that the difference lies in the modality of presentation: Pallier et al. (2001) used
auditory presentation, whereas we used visual presentation in our experiment. The
other alternative would be that the difference in outcome is due not necessarily to
the modality of presentation, but to the temporal structure of the stimuli: Speech
unfolds in time in a highly transient manner, whereas a printed word on a screen is
presented in its full form from the outset, in a static and temporally stable manner
for generally over 500 ms in a lexical decision task.
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There are three ways in which these two hypothesis could be further explored.
The first one would be to try to replicate the current study auditorily. Although
this might provide a closer comparison to Pallier et al. (2001)’s study, it does not
in itself distinguish between the two possible hypothesis. The second possibility
would be to try to make the visual presentation of written words approximate the
temporal dynamics of speech by presenting stimuli only briefly on the screen. The
third alternative would be to actually make use of linguistic materials that have
naturally very similar temporal dynamics to speech but is transmitted through the
visual modality. Sign Languages are the obvious candidates, given how they are the
closest analogue to speech in the visual modality there is. If the current experiment
is adapted to American Sign Language and still finds repetition effects for both
words and pseudowords, then this would lend more credence to the idea that the
difference between the results obtained by Pallier et al. (2001) and by us is indeed
about the specific modality of presentation. If, however, such an experiment finds a
pattern of results similar to the one reported by Pallier et al. (2001), then this would
be evidence that it is something about the temporal structure in the presentation of
the stimuli that underlies the difference between our current results and those found
by Pallier et al. (2001). This experiment will be carried out in the next chapter of
this dissertation.
At the electrophysiological level, there are two main findings in this experiment. The first one is that, like Sekiguchi et al. (2001), a true lexical repetition
effect is indexed by brain activity recorded by MEG. However, the word–specific
repetition effects found in our experiment are slightly earlier than the ones reported
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by Sekiguchi et al. (2001): Our results are found 150–250 ms post–stimulus onset,
whereas the earliest effects found by Sekiguchi et al. (2001) were in the 200-300 ms
post–stimulus onset window. Moreover, the word–specific repetition effect reported
by Sekiguchi et al. (2001) consists in reduced amplitudes for 2nd when compared to
1st presentations, whereas our repetition effects are in the exact opposite direction.
The second major finding in the present experiment is the lack of repetition effects
in the 300–500ms post–stimulus onset time window, which is the time window where
repetition effects are most commonly found in ERP and MEG research (N400 or
N400m effects).
This set of findings begs the question of whether our results can be reconciled
with previous reports from the MEG and ERP literature. First, let’s consider the
early bilateral anterior repetition effect. Although it is not often reported in the
literature, a similar response seems to exist in ERP as well. In a study also dealing
with the effects of word repetition, Van Petten et al. (1991) reported, somewhat
surprised, “an earlier [than the N400] effect of repetition. In the region of 180 to
300 msec, repeated words elicited a more positive peak than did new words.” (Van
Petten et al., 1991, p. 136). The scalp distribution of the effect is also consistent
with our and Sekiguchi et al. (2001)’s findings: “the difference wave clearly shows
the early peak to have more of an anterior scalp distribution than the negativity
which follows [which normally has a centro–parietal distribution].” (Van Petten et
al., 1991, p. 136). Finally, when characterizing the response in light of previous
findings, Van Petten et al. (1991, p. 140) notes that “the early (peaking at 200msec)
enhanced positivity” due to word repetition has been reported before, but has been
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“rather elusive and not subject to experimental control”. However, they note that
in all the earlier cases that they could find (eg. Rugg, 1987; Nagy & Rugg, 1989)
the earlier effect was found for immediate repetition and that “the initial reports
described an early repetition effect that was of opposite polarity to that reported
here, an apparent diminution of the P2 with repetition rather than an enhancement.”
Therefore, the ERP response described by Van Petten et al. (1991) indexing
word repetition seems to be the exact ERP analogue of the response we found in
our experiment: It responds to the same experimental manipulation (repetition),
it occurs in the same time window (peak at 200 ms) and it has the same scalp
distribution (frontal or anterior). Moreover, the direction of the effect deviates in
the exact same way from previous reports. In the case of Van Petten et al. (1991), the
early reponse was characterized as a P2 enhancement for the repeated presentation,
whereas previous reports described a P2 decrease for the repeated presentation. In
the same vein, assuming that the early response found by Sekiguchi et al. (2001) was
akin to the one we found in our experiment, we were puzzled by the fact that the
direction of the repetition effect found in our experiment was exactly the opposite
of what had been described by Sekiguchi et al. (2001): We found an increased early
response for the repeated words, whereas Sekiguchi et al. (2001) reported a decrease
of activity for repetition. The reason for this discrepancy, that remained mysterious
to Van Petten et al. (1991), seems to become clearer now with the addition of the
findings of the current experiment: Both Van Petten et al. (1991) and our study
used a variable lag between repetitions, whereas all the other experiments used some
sort of fixed lag, and it is not unreasonable to propose that this could be the cause
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of the variation in the reported results.
Now that we have established that the early effect we found is in fact compatible with previous findings in the ERP and MEG literature, what can one conclude
from it? The fact that it responds selectively to the repetition of words seems to
suggest that it is some sort of lexical level processing that is being indexed. This
idea receives support from an ERP study by Rugg, Doyle, and Wells (1995), in
which repetition of visually presented words elicited early frontal effects starting at
around 240 ms. Repetition of pseudowords, on the other hand, did not elicit such
effects: “evidence was found for early–acting repetition–sensitive processes specific
to words. The absence of such early repetition effects for nonwords, especially evident in the visual-visual condition, suggests that word and nonword repetitions do
indeed have different processing consequences.” (Rugg, Doyle, & Wells, 1995, p. 222;
see also the subtraction waveforms in figure 2, where a clear peak is found in frontal
electrodes for the repetition of visually presented words are around 200 ms, with the
subtraction waveforms in figure 5, where no such peak is found for the repetition
of visually presented pseudowords). Further evidence for this interpretation comes
from a masked priming experiment by Misra and Holcomb (2003), which reported
P2 enhancement effects for immediate word repetition, both in cases where the first
presentation was unmasked and in cases where the first presentation was very briefly
presented (33, 55, or 66 ms) under masked conditions. Given that the masking parameters were calibrated to elicit chance performance on conscious recognition from
subjects, Misra and Holcomb (2003) concluded that the P2 component reflects not
only controlled but automatic processes as well. Finally, in a sentence processing
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experiment, Dambacher, Kliegl, Hofmann, and Jacobs (2006) reported strong effects
of lexical frequency, but not predictability, in the P2 component at fronto–central
electrodes (see also Barnea & Breznitz, 1998; Hepworth, Rovet, & Taylor, 2001, for
more ERP results linking P2 with lexical processing), leading the authors to link
P2 to word recognition procedures.
Given the results of the current experiments and the results of previous experiments reviewed above, an interesting hypothesis can be advanced: The cognitive
processes indexed by this early component (P2 and its MEG counterpart,
call it P2m) are related to retrieving or manipulating lexical information
in long term memory, as opposed to episodic information in short term
memory. This would explain the lexical selectivity found in our experiment as well
as the ones reported by Sekiguchi et al. (2001) and Rugg, Doyle, and Wells (1995).
Moreover, the simultaneous sensitivity to frequency effects and imperviousness to
sentential predictability reported by Dambacher et al. (2006) combined with the automaticity of processing shown by the masked priming results reported by Misra and
Holcomb (2003) are all compatible with relatively automatic processes of retrieval /
selection of long term memory representations based on bottom up evidence. However, it is unclear whether this component indexes access to a modality independent
lexical entry, or to modality–specific representations such as an orthographic lexicon, but the data from cross–modal repetition priming reported by Rugg, Doyle,
and Wells (1995), suggests the latter.
It is very encouraging that the early anterior bilateral effect we found can be
linked so directly with access to long–term memory representations, but we still
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have to discuss the second part of our findings, namely, the lack of repetition effects
in the 300–500 ms time window (ie. lack of an N400 effect). How can this null
effect be reconciled with the current evidence on repetition effects in ERP and
MEG? A proposal that seems promising is to link this to the variable lag used in
our experiment. All the other experiments dealing with word repetition used fixed
or short variable lags between the first and second presentations. It is a known
fact that the N400 is sensitive to predictability manipulations in sentences (Kutas,
1993; Kutas & Federmeier, 2000; Dambacher et al., 2006), with predictions that
are successfully fulfilled exhibiting a decrease of activity compared to baseline. The
same could be proposed here for the word repetition experiments: The use of fixed or
short variable lags in a repetition priming paradigm would create a high expectation
for word repetition and the right environment for these predictions to be successfully
fulfilled regularly and within a short period of time. Under this view, the N400 effects
normally reported for word repetition would not so much be due to repetition per se,
but to the high predictability that repetition of items would have in those paradigms.
When a longer and much more variable lag between presentations is used, as in our
experiment, this would reduce the possibility of predictions of specific repetitions
being fulfilled successfully with any regularity, and this would eliminate the chances
of eliciting the N400 effect3 . Convergent evidence from fMRI that this is a plausible
3

Do not confuse the suppression of the N400 effect with the suppression of the N400 component.

Under the variable lag conditions, the N400 component would still be elicited for each visual or
auditory stimulus presentation. The claim is simply that under large and unpredictable variable
lag conditions, the N400 components of no experimental condition would be differentially affected,
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explanation for the lack of the N400 effect in our experiment comes from a study
by Summerfield, Trittschuh, Monti, Mesulam, and Egner (2008), in which it was
shown that repetition suppression was a function of how predictable the repeated
stimulus was. Nonetheless, a possible counter argument to this reasoning could be
offered in the following lines: Van Petten et al. (1991)’s study, like ours, dealt with
repetition of words under large and variable lags (in fact, much larger than ours:
the average lag in their “short lag” condition was 14 intermediate presentations,
which was close to average of 18 intermediate presentations in our experiment; the
average lag in their “long lag” condition was 228!), and yet still reported large N400
effects for repeated word presentations. However, a possible explanation for this
disparity is that Van Petten et al. (1991) used real natural texts, and not a simple
random list of words. Therefore, it is possible that the N400 effects found for the
repetition of words in Van Petten et al. (1991) is not due to stimulus repetition at
all, but to their higher predictability in their contexts of appearance. Natural texts
tend to be composed of sentences and discourse settings in which contextual support
commonly increases as the text progresses from beginning to the end. In the same
vein, the N400 has been reported to vary as a function of simple position in the
sentence, putatively due to later positions having higher contextual support than
early positions (see Kutas & Federmeier, 2000, for review); after all it is as a rule
easier to predict the end of an ongoing sentence than the beginning of a new one. If
that is the case, then the N400 results reported by Van Petten et al. (1991) would
be simply the same kind of N400 effects that one finds when comparing a word in an
thereby eliminating the N400 effect.
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early position within a sentence with a word in a later position in the same sentence
or discourse setting; word repetition here is potentially purely incidental.
In summary, the results obtained in this experiment not only are compatible with existing findings on word repetition and recognition in the MEG and
ERP literature, but they seem to suggest (i) that automatic contact with putative
modality–specific access representations of lexical items in long term memory happens around 200 ms post–stimulus onset in the case of reading, and (ii) that the
N400 effect is indeed related to fulfilled expectations at some post–lexical processing
level. It would be interesting to further investigate under what conditions the N400
effect can be made to appear and disappear as a function of predictability of word
presentations within different tasks. It remains to be investigated whether auditory
word recognition can also be shown to elicit lexically–specific responses in pre N400
time windows.
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Chapter 4
Memory representations in word recognition: Experiment 3
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter of this dissertation (chapter 3), we reported an experiment that used a medium–distance repetition priming paradigm due to its apparent
selective sensitivity to the repeated retrieval of words, as opposed to the retrieval
of other general memory representations. However, contrary to our expectations,
the behavioral results failed to show word–specificity: both words and pseudowords
displayed repetition effects. The MEG results, on the other hand, showed the presence of an early (pre–N400) component that was sensitive only to the repetition of
written words. Moreover, no N400 repetition effect was reported, contrary to what
is normally found in repetition priming paradigms. We hypothesized that this lack
of N400 effect is due to the use, in our experiment, of longer and more variable lags
between presentations of relevant items (primes and targets) than what is normally
reported.
The goal of the current study is to expand on the results of the experiment
reported in chapter 3. At the behavioral level, we are interested in why we were unable to replicate the word–specific repetition effect reported by Pallier et al. (2001).
One hypothesis would be that the change in the modality of presentation (from
auditory to visual) is the cause of the disparity between the results of the two ex186

periments. Another alternative would be that it is not necessarily the change in
modality, but the change in the temporal structure of the stimuli (unfolding in time
vs static) that is the cause of the different results across the experiments. In order
to further explore the issue, the current study will use the exact same design than
the one used in the experiment reported in chapter 3, but will be performed using
American Sign Language. Signs are visually presented by nature, but they have a
similar temporal structure to speech. This manipulation therefore will allow us to
answer whether it is the difference in the time structure of the stimuli that is the
cause of the discrepant results from Pallier et al. (2001) and our last experiment
(chapter 3).
At the electrophysiological level, we are interested in determining whether a
sign–specific repetition effect can be found when ASL stimuli are used instead of
written words. Namely, if word–specific effects can be found in both written and
sign language with a similar scalp / sensor space distribution, and perhaps in a pre–
N400 time window, then this strongly suggests that the effect found in experiment
3 is truly lexical, i.e. independent of the access representation used to retrieve
lexical content. However, if no such effect can be found, then this would suggest
that the effect found in experiment 3 is indicative of contact with specific access
representations, but not necessarily with the central lexicon.
Finally, we are interested in establishing whether the elimination of the N400
due to the variable lag can be replicated using a different kind of stimuli. Signers
have been show to display N400 effects to sign language presentation (eg. Kutas et
al., 1987; Tanaka & Nagashima, 2006), much like hearing people show N400 effects
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to speech and written language. Therefore the initial assumption in our experiment
would be that the ASL stimuli we will use should elicit N400–like responses. However, if no N400 effect is found for repetition even when signs are used instead of
written words, then this strongly suggests that our tentative explanation for the
absence of the N400 effect in the experiment in chapter 3 is in the right track.

4.1.1 Methods

Deaf Participants
Thirteen deaf ASL signers (8 women) participated in the experiment (Mean
age: 28, age range: 21–39). Nine out of the thirteen subjects had learned sign
language from birth, either from parents or older siblings and relatives who were
themselves native users. Three out of the thirteen subjects were born hearing into
hearing families, and had acquired English as their first language. This subgroup
started learning and using ASL consistently only after losing their hearing, all before
age 6. This kind of population has been reported to attain near–native command
of the second language (Mayberry, Lock, & Kazmi, 2002; Mayberry & Lock, 2003);
and at least one study has reported that a second language can completely replace
a first language both in terms of linguistic performance and their known neural underpinnings if the language transition occurs before 8 years of age (Pallier et al.,
2003). Only one out of the thirteen subjects in our study could be argued to have
had impoverished early language exposure. This participant lost their hearing at
10 months of age, learned cued speech first, and only started to learn and use ASL
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consistently at age 6. Several studies have shown that this kind of population does
not attain native–level command of ASL in several performance metrics (e.g. Mayberry & Fischer, 1989; Newport, 1990; Mayberry & Eichen, 1991). All participants
were right-handed (Oldfield, 1971), had normal or corrected to normal vision, and
reported no history of language disorders or mental illness. All participants were
students, staff or alumni of Gallaudet University, and they all gave their written
informed consent to take part in the study, which was approved by both the University of Maryland and Gallaudet University Institutional Review Boards. Subjects
were paid for their participation and compensated for their travel time.
Hearing Participants
Sixteen hearing English speakers participated in the experiment (Mean age:
20, age range: 18–22). All were right–handed (Oldfield, 1971), had normal or corrected to normal vision, and reported no history of language disorders or mental
illness. None knew any American Sign Language. All participants were students
at University of Maryland, College Park and gave their written informed consent
to take part in the study, which was approved by both the University of Maryland
and Gallaudet University Institutional Review Boards. Subjects were paid for their
participation.
Design and Materials
A 2x2 design with Lexicality (levels: sign/pseudosign) and Order of Presentation (levels: 1st /2nd ) as factors was used, yielding the following four experimental
conditions: (1) 1st Presentation of Signs, (2) 2nd Presentation of signs, (3) 1st Pre189

sentation of pseudosigns, (4) 2nd Presentation of pseudosigns. The experimental list
was constructed in the following manner: A list of high–frequency English nouns
was extracted from the Cobuild Corpus and a subset of 120 that were judged to be
clearly nouns in ASL as well was selected. The set of 120 pseudo–signs was created
by changing one “phonological” parameter (cf. Stokoe, Casterline, & Croneberg,
1965; Battison, 1974; Sandler, 1989; Liddell & Johnson, 1989; Brentari, 1990) for
each item in the sign list. The parameters that were manipulated were direction
of movement, handshape and point of articulation. Twelve of these items (half
signs, half pseudosigns) were selected to be practice trials. A medium lag repetition paradigm was implemented in which each of the remaining 108 signs and 108
pseudosigns was presented twice in a standard lexical decision task (see previous
experiment). The lag between the first and second presentations for each item varied pseudorandomly between 9 and 25 items. The signs were recorded by a female
native ASL user, sitting in a chair in front of a gray panel background. The recordings were performed at Gallaudet University, and were imported into an iMac and
subsequently transferred to a Pentium IV PC running Adobe Premiere (7.0) for
Windows, which was used to splice each individual stimulus into its own file. Each
individual gesture (sign and pseudosign) was clipped three frames before the onset
of the hand movement, which always started on the signer’s lap, and ended when
the signer put her hand back on her lap.

Procedure
Subjects were placed horizontally in a dimly lit magnetically shielded room
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(Yokogawa Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) and were screened for MEG artifacts due
to dental work, and excessive eye-blinking. For the hearing group, a scout scan was
performed with the purposes of verifying the presence of identifiable MEG responses
to 1 kHz and 250 Hz pure tones (M100) and determining adequate head positioning
inside the machine.
Stimulus presentation and experiment control was carried out by Presentation® software (Version 10.3, www.neurobs.com). Deaf participants were instructed
to decide whether each stimulus was a real sign or not (lexical decision), and to respond as quickly and accurately as possible using a button box placed in their right
hand. The hearing group was instructed to guess to the best of their ability whether
each stimulus was a real sign or not in ASL. Each trial consisted in the presentation
of a a black fixation point over a gray background projected onto the center of a
rear-projection screen, followed by the presentation of a sign or pseudosign. The
gray background color was chosen to be as close as possible to the gray background
in the video files, to avoid a sudden change in overall contrast, which could induce
eye blinks. A black paperboard mask was placed over the screen where the stimuli
were presented to frame the area where the video of the signer appeared. Fixation
point duration was randomly varied between 250 and 750 miliseconds. The videos
were always presented in their entirety, and subjects were instructed to respond
before the offset of the presentation. Accuracy and reaction times from the onset
of stimulus presentation were recorded. Responses that occurred after the offset of
the video were not recorded, and were coded as time–outs. The intertrial interval
was randomly varied between 500 and 750 miliseconds. Subjects were first given
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a practice session of 12 items to help familiarize them with the task. The experiment was administered in four blocks, in between which participants could take a
break. The order of presentation of blocks was counter-balanced across subjects.
The experiment lasted approximately 40 minutes.

MEG data acquisition and analysis
MEG recordings were conducted using a 160-channel axial gradiometer wholehead system (Kanazawa Institute of Technology, Kanazawa, Japan). Data were
sampled at 1000 Hz and acquired continuously with a bandwidth between DC to
200 Hz. In order to remove external sources of noise artifacts, a time–shift PCA
filter was used (de Cheveigné & Simon, 2007).
For deaf participants, incorrect behavioral responses and time–outs were excluded from both the behavioral and MEG data analyses, as were epochs in which
amplitudes exceeded ±2pT. Only items for which both 1st and 2nd presentations
survived the exclusion criteria reported above were selected for further analysis.
Data from one deaf participant was excluded because of equipment malfunction.
Data from three other deaf subjects were excluded from any further analysis due
to an overall error rate larger than 15%; 85% of the epochs of the remaining 9 deaf
subjects underwent data analysis.
For hearing participants, only time–outs were excluded from behavioral and
MEG data analyses, as were epochs in which amplitudes exceeded ±2pT. Only
items for which both 1st and 2nd presentations survived these exclusion criteria were
selected for further analysis. Data from three hearing participants was excluded
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due to excessive time–outs (> 25%), and data from another four participants was
excluded because of excessive eye blink and moving artifacts. From the remaining
9 hearing participants, 83% of the data underwent analysis.
For both groups, the surviving epochs were selectively averaged. The averaged
data was baseline corrected using a 100 ms prestimulus interval. No digital filter
was applied to the averaged data.

4.1.2 Results
4.1.2.1 Behavioral Results
Sign vs Pseudosign discrimination
The performance of the two groups in the Lexical Decision Task was analyzed using Signal Detection methods in order to ascertain whether subjects accurately and reliably discriminated between signs and pseudosigns. A0 scores (a
non–parametric sensitivity index that is independent of response bias, like d0 ) were
computed for each subject in each group. The results are plotted in figure (4.1).
The closer the A0 scores are to 1, the better the discrimination. Conversely, the
closer the A0 scores are to 0.5, the closer they approximate chance performance.
The difference in the discrimination performance between the two groups was assessed by performing a two sample permutation test on the A0 scores, which yielded
a significant effect (t(8) = 30.556, p < 0.001), with subjects in the Deaf groups
exhibiting significantly higher A0 scores than subjects in the Hearing group.
Unsurprisingly, figure (4.1) strongly suggests that language experience plays
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Figure 4.1: Discrimination between Signs and Pseudosigns (in A0 scores) for each
group.
a determinant role in the ability of subjects to correctly discriminate between real
ASL signs and pseudosigns. Deaf participants’ A0 scores are all very close to 1,
which indicate very good discrimination, whereas hearing participants have their A0
scores very close to 0.5, which indicates near chance performance. It is nonetheless important to note that, despite much worse discrimination performance when
compared to the deaf group, the hearing group does not perform at chance, even
though they were all ASL naı̈ve, as determined by pre–experimental screening and
post–experimental debriefing. This suggests that there are perhaps some cues in the
way the pseudosigns are articulated that might have allowed some hearing subjects
to discriminate between the two classes of stimuli.

Reaction Time data
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A repeated–measures ANOVA was computed for participants’ reaction times,
with Group (Deaf vs Hearing) being a between–subjects factor, and Lexicality
(levels: Word vs. Pseudoword) and Order of Presentation (levels: 1st (or prime)
vs. 2nd (or target)) as within–subjects factors. Figure (4.2) show the mean RT
per condition for each group. A main effect of Group was observed (F (1, 16) =
7.8732; p = 0.013), with the Deaf group being on average 162 ms faster than
the Hearing group (M eanDeaf = 1309 ms; M eanDeaf = 1471 ms). Group also
interacted significantly with Lexicality (F (2, 16) = 18.930, p < 0.001), but only
marginally significantly with Order of Presentation (F (2, 16) = 4.3476, p = 0.05).
The significant interaction between Group and Lexicality was due to the fact that
Deaf participants responded to signs faster than to pseudosigns (M eanDeaf Signs =
1272 ms; M eanDeaf P seudosigns = 1347 ms), whereas Hearing participants exhibited
the reverse pattern (M eanHearingSigns = 1486 ms; M eanHearingP seudosigns = 1456
ms). The marginally significant interaction between Group and Order of Presentation was due to the fact that Deaf participants had a stronger decrease in RT
from the 1st to the 2nd presentation than did participants in the Hearing group
(Dif fDeaf :1st −to−2nd = 131 ms; Dif fHearing:1st −to−2nd = 83 ms). The three–way interaction between Group, Lexicality and Order of Presentation was also significant
(F (2, 16) = 8.5177; p = 0.01), and was due to the fact that, in the Deaf group,
pseudosigns elicited a stronger RT decrease from 1st to 2nd presentation than did
signs (Dif fSigns:1st −to−2nd = 115 ms; Dif fP seudosigns:1st −to−2nd = 146 ms), with the
reverse pattern was observed in the Hearing group (Dif fSigns:1st −to−2nd = 101 ms;
Dif fP seudosigns:1st −to−2nd = 65 ms). The main effect of Lexicality was marginally
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Figure 4.2: Mean RT (in ms) for the deaf and hearing groups.
significant (F (2, 16) = 3.370; p = 0.085), with Signs being responded to in average 22 ms faster than Pseudosigns (M eanSigns = 1379 ms; M eanP seudosigns = 1401
ms). The main effect of Order of Presentation was also significant (F (2, 16) =
85.7296, p < 0.001), with 2nd presentations being responded to in average 107 ms
faster than 1st presentations (M ean1st = 1444 ms; M ean2nd = 1337 ms).
Further factorial two–way repeated–measures ANOVA were computed for each
group of participants (Deaf and Hearing) separately. These had Lexicality (levels: Word vs.

Pseudoword) and Order of Presentation (levels: 1st (or prime)

vs. 2nd (or target)) as factors. For the Deaf group, the main effects of Lexicality (F (1, 8) = 11.577, p = 0.009) and Order of Presentation (F (1, 8) = 133.27,
p < 0.001) were significant. Overall, Signs were responded to 75 ms faster than Pseu-
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dosigns (M eanSigns = 1272 ms; M eanP seudosigns = 1347 ms), and 2nd presentations
were responded to in average 131 ms faster than 1st presentations (M ean1st = 1375
ms; M ean2nd = 1244 ms). The interaction between Lexicality and Order of Presentation was not significant for the Deaf group. Two planned comparisons were
further performed in order to ascertain whether the repetition effect was observed
for both Signs and Pseudosigns. We defined a repetition effect as the reaction-time
decrease between the first and the second occurrences of an item. For each item, we
subtracted from the reaction time to the first occurrence the reaction time to the
second. Therefore, a positive value indicates facilitated performance to the second
presentation compared to the first. Conversely, a negative value indicates inhibited
performance in the second presentation. Independent one–sample two–sided t–tests
were conducted for each Lexicality level. A significant effect of repetition was obtained both for signs (t(8) = 7.061, p < 0.001, mean = 115 ms) and pseudosigns
(t(8) = 10.614, p < 0.001, mean = 147ms). Since the number of observations was
small (N = 9) and this could raise concerns about the appropriateness of parametric
t–tests (Wilcox, 1997, 2003), the planned comparisons were also performed as exact
permutation tests (Edgington & Onghena, 2007; Ludbrook & Dudley, 1998), which
do not depend on the many assumptions that need to be satisfied for the standard
parametric tests to be considered valid (eg. random sampling, normal distribution
of values, reasonably large sample size, etc)1 . Under the null hypothesis of no treat1

These tests used the same t statistic used in the parametric tests, but instead of deriving

the p value from existing significance tables, statistical significance was assessed directly from the
empirical distribution of t statistic under the null hypothesis
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ment effect, the results obtained in the study are assumed to be purely incidental.
In the case of our planned comparisons, which are being computed over difference
scores; a null hypothesis of no treatment effects should predict that the mean of the
difference scores should be zero. Under this hypothesis, the arithmetic sign (+ or −)
of each difference score in the dataset is incidental (i. e., not related to experimental
manipulation), and could have been just as well reversed (this would equivalent to
swapping the RT from the first presentation with the RT from the second). Therefore, if the null hypothesis is true, then the observed data set is just one amongst
the many possible sets that could have been obtained in which the arithmetic sign
of each observed difference score could have been different. More precisely, if the
sign of each observed difference score is reversible under the null hypothesis, and
the sample size N = 9, then there are 29 = 512 possible data sets that could have
been observed. By exhaustively enumerating them, we create what is called the
permutation set. By computing the t statistic for each one of the data sets in the
permutation set, we derive the empirical distribution of the t statistic under the null
hypothesis. Statistical significance was then assessed by calculating what proportion
of the 512 permuted data sets produces a t statistic as large or larger than the one
obtained in the observed data set. A low proportion implies that the probability of
obtaining the observed data set by pure chance is low. If that probability is < 0.05,
then we can state that the result is statistically significant. These permutation tests
led to the same conclusions regarding statistical significance than what was found
by using parametric tests (pSign = 0.02, pP seudosign < 0.001)2 .
2

It is important to notice that the p value obtained by this kind of procedure is exact, i. e. the
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Figure 4.3: Planned Comparisons: Repetition Effect for Signs and Pseudosigns for
the deaf and hearing groups. The error bars represent 95% confidence intervals,
obtained via BCa bootstrap (10000 replications).
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For the Hearing group, the main effects of Lexicality (F (1, 8) = 9.1149,
p = 0.017) and Order of Presentation (F (1, 8) = 16.961, p = 0.003) were significant.
Overall, Signs were responded to 30 ms slower than Pseudosigns (M eanSigns =
1486 ms; M eanP seudosigns = 1456 ms), and 2nd presentations were responded to
in average 83 ms faster than 1st presentations. Furthermore, the interaction between Lexicality and Order of Presentation was significant for the Hearing group
(F (1, 8) = 9.7957, p = 0.01), and this was due to the fact that the RT reduction for 2nd presentations was stronger for Signs (Dif fSigns:1s t−to−2nd = 101 ms)
than for Pseudosigns (Dif fP seudosigns:1s t−to−2nd = 65 ms). The same two planned
comparisons performed for the Deaf group were performed for the Hearing group,
in order to ascertain whether the repetition effect was observed for both Signs and
Pseudosigns, and therefore two independent one–sample two–sided t–tests were conducted for each Lexicality level. A significant effect of repetition was obtained both
for signs (t(8) = 5.6058, p < 0.001, mean = 101 ms) and pseudosigns (t(8) = 2.7498,
p = 0.026, mean = 65ms). Exact permutation tests (Edgington & Onghena, 2007;
Ludbrook & Dudley, 1998) led to the same conclusions regarding statistical significance (pSign < 0.001, pP seudosigns = 0.014). Figure 4.3 displays the planned
p value is the true probability of the result under the null hypothesis, and not just an approximation based on theoretical distribution functions (eg. normal distribution) that require that some
assumptions about the distribution of the results and the size of the sample be met in order to be
valid. Therefore, even with a small sample size such as the one in this experiment, it is possible,
by using permutation methods, to make a statistically valid statement about the probability of
the results, even when parametric methods would have to be used very cautiously and would only
provide approximate results.
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Figure 4.4: RT over the course of the experiment for individual subjects in the deaf
and hearing groups. Lines represent best fit linear trend.
comparisons for both the Deaf and Hearing group.
However, as in the experiment reported in Chapter 3, a decrease in RT for
the second presentation compared to the first could in principle be due to an overall
effect of practice with the task (see Wagenmakers et al., 2004, p. 1194, Logan, 1988,
exp. 3, Smith & Oscar-Berman, 1990, Baayen, 2004, p. 13). Therefore it is important
to ascertain whether or not factors independent of repetition, such as practice with
the task, can provide an alternative explanation for this pattern of results. In order
for practice or accommodation to the task to be the source of the significant decrease
in RT from the first presentation to the second, a downward trend in subjects’ RT
should be observed in the course of the experiment. The experiment–wise trends
for each individual subject is shown in figure 4.4.
In the Deaf group, four out of nine subjects exhibited a general downward
trend in their RT throughout the experiment (D007, D011, D012, D013) in one
or both of Lexicality conditions. Exact permutation tests were performed in the
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data from the five subjects that did not exhibit a trend of decreasing RT in the
course of the experiment, and the results still point to a significant repetition effect
for signs (t(4) = 4.845, p < 0.001) and pseudosigns (t(4) = 9.148, p < 0.001).
Furthermore, a mixed effect model having Subjects and Items as random variables
and Lexicality and Order of Presentation as fixed effects was fit to the data of the
nine deaf subjects, coding the linear order in which each item was presented in
the experiment as a covariate (Baayen, 2004; Baayen et al., 2008; Baayen, 2008).
Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling (10000 replications) of the parameters of the
fitted model revealed that the effects of Lexicality (t = 4.05, p < 0.001) and Order of
Presentation (t = −18.21, p < 0.001) were still significant, but that effect of linear
order of items in the experiment was not (t = −0.66, p = 0.5357)3 .
In the Hearing group, seven subjects out of nine exhibited the downward trend
in at least one condition (H002, H003, H008, H009, H010, H011, H013). Since there
are only two subjects in the Hearing group that do not display a linear decreasing
trend in their RT through the experiment, it is impossible to perform a planned
comparison targeting only them. The same mixed effect model fit for the Deaf
group was fit for the nine subjects in the Hearing group. Markov chain Monte Carlo
sampling (10000 replications) of the parameters of the fitted model revealed that
the effects of Lexicality (t = −2.2, p = 0.0325), Order of Presentation (t = −8.17,
3

This resampling procedure derives what is called the posterior distributions of the parameters

of the model. The posterior distributions can then be used to estimate p values and confidence
intervals for the different parameters in the model. The results reported here were based on the
resampling of the t statistics of the fixed effect variables
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p < 0.001) were significant. Moreover, contrary to what was observed in the Deaf
group, Linear Order (t = −4.45, p < 0.001) was also significant for the Hearing
group.
Discussion
Deaf participants showed nearly perfect discrimination between signs and nonsigns in this experiment. Hearing participants, on the other hand, showed near
chance level performance in the task. However, a reliable repetition effect was found
for both signs and pseudosigns in our experiment, for deaf and hearing participants.
This repetition effect was found to be independent of longitudinal practice effects
for both groups of participants. Deaf participants did not show any longitudinal
practice effect, whereas hearing participants did. This indicates that the facilitation
in performance for the second presentation of items in the deaf group has mainly
one source (repetition), whereas the facilitation found in the hearing group has two
different sources (repetition and practice). This implies a role of recent memory
representations in the performance of the task, at least for the hearing group.

4.1.2.2 MEG Data – Deaf Group
Given that reliable bilateral word–specific repetition effects were found in the
experiment described in chapter 3 when the sensor space was divided into quadrants,
the same analysis will be performed here. The time–windows from 150–250 ms, 300–
500 ms, 600–800 ms and 800–1000 ms will be chosen for amplitude analyses.
150–250ms
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Figure 4.5: Results of the RMS analysis of each quadrant for the Word condition:
Deaf group.

Figure 4.6: Results of the RMS analysis of each quadrant for the Pseudoword condition: Deaf group.
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Separate three–way repeated measures ANOVAs were performed for the Anterior and Posterior quadrants (defined as in the experiment described in chapter 3),
with Lexicality (Sign vs Pseudosign), Order of Presentation (1st vs 2nd ) and Hemisphere (Left vs Right) as factors (see Table 4.1 for results). For the Anterior Quadrant, the main effect of Lexicality was marginally significant, with Signs eliciting
lower amplitudes than Pseudosigns (F (1, 8) = 3.5916, p = 0.095, M eanSign = 40.8
fT, M eanP seudosign = 43.7 fT). The three–way interaction between Lexicality, Order of Presentation and Hemisphere was significant (F (1, 8) = 7.0875, p = 0.029).
This was due to the fact that, in the right hemisphere, 1st presentations of Pseudosigns elicited lower amplitudes than 2nd presentations, with the reverse being true
for Signs. In the left hemisphere, however, this pattern was not found, and 1st
presentations elicited lower amplitudes than 2nd presentations for both Signs and
Pseudosigns. Separate two–way repeated measures ANOVAs were calculated for
each Hemisphere with Lexicality and Order of Presentation as factors, but no significant main effect or interaction was found. Post-hoc tests were run for condition
in the Order of Presentation factor, but no test turned out significant.
For the Posterior Quadrant, the interaction between Order of Presentation
and Hemisphere was marginally significant (F (1, 8) = 3.6789, p = 0.09), due to the
fact that the difference in amplitudes between the Left and Right hemispheres was
st
larger for 1st than 2nd presentations (1st
Lef t = 55.6 fT, 1Right = 49.1 fT, difference
nd
= 6.5 fT; 2nd
Lef t = 52.2 fT, 2Right = 49.2 fT, difference = 3 fT). No other main effect

or interaction was significant. Separate two–way repeated measures ANOVAs were
calculated for each Hemisphere with Lexicality and Order of Presentation as factors,
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Table 4.1: Deaf group results: 150–250ms.
Left Hemisphere
Anterior

Right Hemisphere

1st
Sign 39.2
Pseudosign 44.2

2nd
1st
42.9 42.2
45.1 40.9

2nd
39
44.7

Sign
55
Pseudosign 56.3

51.8
48
52.7 50.1

48.2
50.2

Posterior

but no significant main effect or interaction was found. Post-hoc tests were run for
condition in the Order of Presentation factor, but no test turned out significant.

300–500ms
Separate three–way repeated measures ANOVAs were performed for the Anterior and Posterior quadrants (defined as in Experiment 1), with Lexicality (Sign
vs Pseudosign), Order of Presentation (1st vs 2nd ) and Hemisphere (Left vs Right)
as factors (see Table 4.2 for results). For the Anterior Quadrant, the three–way interaction between Lexicality, Order of Presentation and Hemisphere was marginally
significant (F (1, 8) = 4.9712, p = 0.056). This was due to the fact that, in the
right hemisphere, 1st presentations of Pseudosigns elicited lower amplitudes than
2nd presentations (M eanP seudosign−1st = 41.7 fT, M eanP seudosign−2nd = 44.2 fT,
dif f erence = 2.5 fT), while 1st and 2nd presentations of Signs elicited similar
amplitudes (M eanSign−1st = 44.9 fT, M eanSign−2nd = 43.8 fT, dif f erence = 1.1
fT). In the left hemisphere, however, this pattern was reversed: 1st presentations
of Signs elicited lower amplitudes than 2nd presentations (M eanSign−1st = 35.4
fT, M eanSign−2nd = 40.6 fT, dif f erence = 5.2 fT), while 1st and 2nd presen206

tations of Pseudosigns elicited similar amplitudes (M eanP seudosign−1st = 37.2 fT,
M eanP seudosign−2nd = 37.6 fT, dif f erence = 0.4 fT). Separate two–way repeated
measures ANOVAs were calculated for each Hemisphere with Lexicality and Order
of Presentation as factors, but no significant main effect or interaction was found.
Post-hoc tests were run for each condition in the Order of Presentation factor, but
no test turned out significant.
For the Posterior Quadrant, the main effect of Order of Presentation was
marginally significant (F (1, 8) = 4.7166, p = 0.06), with 1st presentations eliciting
lower amplitudes than 2nd presentations (M ean1st = 47.5 fT, M ean2nd = 50.4 fT,
dif f erence = 2.9 fT). No other main effect or interaction was significant. In order to
ascertain whether the main effect of Order of Presentation was reliably elicited in the
two hemispheres, separate two–way repeated measures ANOVAs were calculated for
each Hemisphere with Lexicality and Order of Presentation as factors. No significant
main effect or interaction was found in the right hemisphere. However, the main
effect of Order of Presentation was marginally significant in the left hemisphere
(F (1, 8) = 4.0543, p = 0.08), with 1st presentations of eliciting lower amplitudes
than 2nd presentations (M ean1st = 49.9 fT, M ean2nd = 52.5 fT, dif f erence = 2.6
fT). Post-hoc tests were run for each condition in the Order of Presentation factor,
but none turned out significant, even though there was a trend for 1st presentations of
Pseudosigns to elicit lower amplitudes than 2nd presentations in the right hemisphere
(M eanP seudosign−1st = 44.1 fT, M eanP seudosign−2nd = 50.4 fT, dif f erence = 6.3
fT), and a trend for 1st presentations of Signs to elicit lower amplitudes than 2nd
presentations in the left hemisphere (M eanSign−1st = 49.3 fT, M eanSign−2nd = 55
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Table 4.2: Deaf group results: 300–500ms.
Left Hemisphere
Anterior

Right Hemisphere

1st
Sign 35.4
Pseudosign 37.2

2nd
1st
40.6 44.9
37.6 41.7

2nd
43.8
44.2

Sign 49.3
Pseudosign 50.5

55 46.2
50 44.1

46.2
50.4

Posterior

fT, dif f erence = 5.7 fT)

600–800ms Separate three–way repeated measures ANOVAs were performed
for the Anterior and Posterior quadrants, with Lexicality (Sign vs Pseudosign),
Order of Presentation (1st vs 2nd ) and Hemisphere (Left vs Right) as factors (see
Table 4.3 for results). For the Anterior Quadrant, no significant main effect or
interaction was found. Post-hoc tests were run for each condition in the Order of
Presentation factor, but no test turned out significant.
For the Posterior Quadrant, the main effect of Lexicality was marginally significant (F (1, 8) = 4.4449, p = 0.07), with Signs eliciting lower amplitudes than
Pseudosigns (M eanSign = 48.8 fT, M eanP seudosign = 53.7 fT, dif f erence = 4.9 fT).
The three–way interaction among Lexicality, Order of Presentation and Hemisphere
was significant (F (1, 8) = 7.2085, p = 0.03). This was due to the fact that the difference between 1st and 2nd presentations of Signs and Pseudosigns was reversed in
the two hemispheres, with a decrease for Signs (dif f erenceSign:1st −to−2nd = −3.8 fT)
and an increase for Pseudosigns (dif f erenceP seudosign:1st −to−2nd = 8 fT) in the right
hemishere, but an increase in amplitude for Signs (dif f erenceSign:1st −to−2nd = 2.1
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fT), and a decrease for Pseudosigns (dif f erenceP seudosign:1st −to−2nd = −3.6 fT) in
the left hemisphere. No other main effect or interaction was significant. In order to
ascertain whether the main effect of Lexicality was reliably elicited in the two hemispheres, separate two–way repeated measures ANOVAs were calculated for each
Hemisphere with Lexicality and Order of Presentation as factors. No significant
main effect or interaction was found in the right hemisphere. However, the main effect of Lexicality was marginally significant in the left hemisphere (F (1, 8) = 3.6659,
p = 0.09), with Signs eliciting lower amplitudes than Pseudosigns (M eanSigns = 52.1
fT, M eanP seudosigns = 56.1 fT, dif f erence = 4 fT). Post-hoc tests were run to determine whether the effect of Lexicality was observed in both 1st and 2nd presentations
in both hemispheres. In the left hemisphere, there was a nonsignificant trend for 1st
presentations of Pseudosigns (M ean = 57.9 pT) to be higher in amplitude than 1st
presentations of Signs (M ean = 51.1 pT; t(8) = −1.6474, poriginal = 0.14, which,
when corrected for multiple comparisons using Holm’s method Holm (1979), gives
padjusted = 0.5). In the right hemisphere, there was a nonsignificant trend for 2nd
presentations of Pseudosigns (M ean = 55.3 pT) to be higher in amplitude than 2nd
presentations of Signs (M ean = 43.5 pT; t(8) = −2.0581, poriginal = 0.07, which,
when corrected for multiple comparisons using Holm’s method Holm (1979), gives
padjusted = 0.3) .
800–1000ms
Separate three–way repeated measures ANOVAs were performed for the Anterior and Posterior quadrants, with Lexicality (Sign vs Pseudosign), Order of Pre-
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Table 4.3: Deaf group results: 600–800ms.
Left Hemisphere
Anterior

Right Hemisphere

1st
Sign 38.7
Pseudosign 43.6

2nd
1st
38.8 55.6
40.2
45

2nd
46.4
46.4

Sign 51.1
Pseudosign 57.9

53.2 47.3
54.3 47.3

43.5
55.3

Posterior

sentation (1st vs 2nd ) and Hemisphere (Left vs Right) as factors (see Table 4.4 for
results). For the Anterior Quadrant, the three–way interaction between Lexicality,
Order of Presentation and Hemisphere was marginally significant (F (1, 8) = 3.7791,
p = 0.09). This was due to the fact that both 1st and 2nd presentations Signs elicited
lower amplitudes than Pseudosigns in the left hemisphere (M eanSign:1st = 44.4
pT, M eanP seudosign:1st = 46.1 pT, M eanSign:2nd = 43.2 pT, M eanP seudosign:2nd =
49 pT), whereas in the right hemisphere, the 1st presentation of Signs elicited
higher amplitudes than the 1st presentation of Pseudosigns (M eanSign:1st = 62.4
pT, M eanP seudosign:1st = 41.5 pT), but the 2nd presentation of Signs elicited lower
amplitudes than the 2nd presentation of Pseudosigns (M eanSign:1st = 40.1 pT,
M eanP seudosign:2nd = 52.6 pT). Separate two–way repeated measures ANOVAs were
calculated for each Hemisphere with Lexicality and Order of Presentation as factors, but no significant main effect or interaction was found. Post-hoc tests were
run for each condition in the Order of Presentation factor, but no test turned out
significant. Post-hoc tests were run for each condition in the Order of Presentation
factor, but no test turned out significant.
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Table 4.4: Deaf group results: 800–1000ms.
Left Hemisphere
Anterior

Right Hemisphere

1st
Sign 44.4
Pseudosign 46.1

2nd
1st
43.2 62.4
49 41.5

2nd
40.1
52.6

Sign
38
Pseudosign 46.8

43.8 39.4
51.7 44.7

38.9
55.8

Posterior

Discussion
When the data is divided in quadrants, as in the experiment described in
chapter 3, no lexical–specific effect of repetition was found in either posterior or
anterior sites. Moreover, no time–window of interest showed a reliable repetition
effect, neither for signs or pseudosigns. Finally, no reliable effect of lexicality was
found in any of the quadrants or time–windows of interest.
The lack of any effect of lexicality and repetition in the MEG data is in stark
contrast with the behavioral data, where reliable effects of repetition were found.
There are a number of reasons for this null results to have occurred. First, the
sample size was small (N = 9), which might have undermined our statistical power
to reveal any existing effects. Second, the MEG data is very noisy across subjects,
with huge variability in different time–windows. For instance, visual inspection of
the data reveals that a steady and pronounced divergence between first and second
presentations of signs in the right hemisphere starting at around 600 ms and lasting
until 1400 ms post–stimulus onset. However, what looks like a potential effect of
repetition is due to the contribution of a single subject, who, for one condition in
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that time window, has amplitudes that are almost four times higher than the other
subjects. Once his data is excluded, the big divergence between first and second
presentation of words disappears. The accentuated inter–subject variability in the
MEG data, summed to the low sample size might have left us with a severely underpowered design. Third, there are potential issues with the timing of the video
presentation. Evoked potentials assume that the component of interest can be uncovered because it is time–locked with the presentation of the stimuli. In the case of
our ASL stimuli, we made sure that all our videos had three frames before the onset
of movement. However, it might be the case that the onset of movement is not the
relevant event with which to time–lock data epoching. Some signs and pseudosigns
might take longer to articulate simply because the point of articulation is higher, or
because it requires a wide movement. It is plausible that there is some varying time
interval between onset of movement and when the gesture becomes linguistically
relevant, and that this time is not controlled in our materials, therefore jittering the
actual onset of lexical processing in our dataset. If that is the case, potential effects
might have been averaged out of the grand–averaged data. Finally, it might be the
case that the subdivision of the sensor space in quadrants is still too coarse of a
procedure for any effect to be uncovered, especially with a small sample size and a
complicated input signal as the one used in this experiment.

4.1.2.3 MEG Data – Hearing Group

150–250ms
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Figure 4.7: Results of the RMS analysis of each quadrant for the Word condition:
Hearing group.

Figure 4.8: Results of the RMS analysis of each quadrant for the Pseudoword condition: Hearing group.
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Table 4.5: Hearing group results: 150–250ms.
Left Hemisphere
Anterior

Right Hemisphere

1st
Sign 42.8
Pseudosign 43.3

2nd
1st
43.2 40.9
45.5
41

2nd
38.1
43.6

Sign 62.7
Pseudosign 57.8

57.2 62.3
67.5 59.5

58.4
66.1

Posterior

Separate three–way repeated measures ANOVAs were performed for the Anterior and Posterior quadrants (defined as in the experiment described in chapter
3), with Lexicality (Sign vs Pseudosign), Order of Presentation (1st vs 2nd ) and
Hemisphere (Left vs Right) as factors (see Table 4.5 for results). For the Anterior
Quadrant, no main effect nor interaction turned out significant.
For the Posterior Quadrant, the interaction between Lexicality and Order
of Presentation was significant (F (1, 8) = 7.9936, p = 0.02), with Pseudosigns
increasing in amplitude from 1st presentation to 2nd (M eanincrease = +8.1 fT),
while the reverse was true for Signs (M eandecrease = −5.3 fT). Separate two–way
repeated measures ANOVAs were calculated for each Hemisphere with Lexicality
and Order of Presentation as factors, and the interaction between the two factors
was significant in both hemispheres (left hemisphere: F (1, 8) = 6.7176, p = 0.03;
right hemisphere: F (1, 8) = 7.6486, p = 0.02). Post-hoc tests were run for each
condition in the Order of Presentation factor, but no test turned out significant.

300–500ms
Separate three–way repeated measures ANOVAs were performed for the An214

Table 4.6: Hearing group results: 300–500ms.
Left Hemisphere
Anterior

Right Hemisphere

1st
Sign 38.4
Pseudosign 43.8

2nd
1st
39.5 38.9
41.7 41.8

2nd
38
42.3

Sign 53.9
Pseudosign 51.6

49.6 56.3
51.3 58.6

52.9
54.2

Posterior

terior and Posterior quadrants (defined as in the experiment described in chapter
3), with Lexicality (Sign vs Pseudosign), Order of Presentation (1st vs 2nd ) and
Hemisphere (Left vs Right) as factors (see Table 4.6 for results). For the Anterior
Quadrant, the main effect of Lexicality was marginally significant (F (1, 8) = 5.5266,
p = 0.05), with Pseudosigns (M ean = 42.4 fT) eliciting on average higher amplitudes than Signs (M ean = 38.7 fT). Separate two–way repeated measures ANOVAs
were calculated for each Hemisphere with Lexicality and Order of Presentation
as factors in order to ascertain whether the effect of Lexicality was reliable in
the two hemispheres.

No main effect or interaction was significant in the left

hemisphere. The main effect of Lexicality was significant in the right hemisphere
(F (1, 8) = 6.5002, p = 0.03), with Pseudosigns (M ean = 42 fT) eliciting higher
amplitudes than Signs (M ean = 38.4 fT). No other main effect or interaction was
significant.
For the Posterior Quadrant, no main effect or interaction was found to be
significant.

600–800ms
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Separate three–way repeated measures ANOVAs were performed for the Anterior and Posterior quadrants (defined as in the experiment described in chapter
3), with Lexicality (Sign vs Pseudosign), Order of Presentation (1st vs 2nd ) and
Hemisphere (Left vs Right) as factors (see Table 4.7 for results). For the Anterior
Quadrant, no main effect or interaction was significant.
For the Posterior Quadrant, the main effect of Order of Presentation was
marginally significant (F (1, 8) = 3.694, p = 0.09), with 2nd presentations (M ean =
61.7 fT) eliciting higher amplitudes than 1st presentations (M ean = 58.8 fT).
The main effect of Hemisphere was also marginally significant (F (1, 8) = 4.708,
p = 0.06), with the left hemisphere (M ean = 63.4 fT) eliciting overall higher amplitudes than the right hemisphere (M ean = 57.1 fT). Separate two–way repeated
measures ANOVAs were calculated for each Hemisphere with Lexicality and Order
of Presentation as factors in order to ascertain whether the effect of Order of Presentation was reliable in the two hemispheres. No main effect or interaction was
significant in the left hemisphere. In the right hemisphere, the main effect of Order
of Presentation was significant (F (1, 8) = 8.861, p = 0.02), with 2nd presentations
(M ean = 59.8 fT) eliciting higher amplitudes than 1st presentations (M ean = 54.5
fT). No other main effect or interaction was significant. Post-hoc tests determined
that the main effect of Order of Presentation in the right hemisphere was only
significant for Pseudosigns (t(8) = 4.2916, p = 0.003).

800–1000ms
Separate three–way repeated measures ANOVAs were performed for the An-
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Table 4.7: Hearing group results: 600–800ms.
Left Hemisphere
Anterior

Right Hemisphere

1st
Sign 47.8
Pseudosign 51.7

2nd
1st
43.2 43.9
47.9 44.5

2nd
42.7
44.9

Sign 64.1
Pseudosign 63.2

63.5 57.8
62.7 61.7

54.5
54.5

Posterior

terior and Posterior quadrants (defined as in the experiment described in chapter
3), with Lexicality (Sign vs Pseudosign), Order of Presentation (1st vs 2nd ) and
Hemisphere (Left vs Right) as factors (see Table 4.8 for results). For the Anterior Quadrant, the main effect of Lexicality was significant (F (1, 8) = 5.847,
p = 0.04), with Pseudosigns (M ean = 54 fT) eliciting higher amplitudes than
Signs (M ean = 48.6 fT). The main effect of Order of Presentation was marginally
significant (F (1, 8) = 4.4847, p = 0.07), 1st presentations (M ean = 53.3 fT) eliciting higher amplitudes than 2nd presentations (M ean = 49.2 fT). The interaction between Order of Presentation and Hemisphere was also marginally significant
(F (1, 8) = 4.2751, p = 0.07), due to the difference in amplitude between the 1st presentation and 2nd presentation in the left hemisphere (M eandecrease = −7.3 fT) being
much larger than in the right hemisphere (M eandecrease = 0.9 fT). No other main
effect or interaction turned out significant. Separate two–way repeated measures
ANOVAs were calculated for each Hemisphere with Lexicality and Order of Presentation as factors in order to ascertain whether the effects of Lexicality and of Order
of Presentation were reliable in the two hemispheres. In the left hemisphere, both
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Table 4.8: Hearing group results: 800–1000ms.
Left Hemisphere
Anterior

Right Hemisphere

1st
Sign 53.9
Pseudosign 57.3

2nd
1st
44.1 49.2
52.4 52.8

2nd
47.0
53.2

Sign 61.3
Pseudosign 63.1

59.9 60.2
61.1 62.2

55.9
58

Posterior

the main effect of Lexicality (F (1, 8) = 7.6814, p = 0.02) and Order of Presentation
(F (1, 8) = 5.67, p = 0.04) were significant. In the left hemisphere, Pseudosigns
(M ean = 54.9 fT) elicited overall higher amplitudes than Signs (M ean = 49 fT),
and 1st presentations (M ean = 55.6 fT) elicited higher amplitudes than 2nd presentations (M ean = 48.3 fT). Post–hoc tests showed that the effect of Order of
Presentation was significant only for Signs (t(8) = 3.669, p = 0.006). There was no
significant main effect or interaction in the right hemisphere.
In the Posterior Quadrant, no significant main effect or interaction was found.

4.1.3 General Discussion
A number of results were obtained in the MEG data from the hearing group.
Surprisingly, a lexicality effect was observed in the 300–500 ms time window in the
right anterior quadrant, where Pseudosigns elicited higher amplitudes than Signs.
This was followed by a repetition effect in the right posterior quadrant for pseudosigns in the 600–800 ms time window, with second presentations eliciting higher
amplitudes than first presentations. Finally, in the 800–1000 ms time window, an
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effect of Lexicality was found in the left anterior quadrant, with Pseudosigns eliciting higher amplitude than Signs, and a repetition effect for signs in the left anterior
quadrant, with lower amplitudes for the second presentations compared to the first.
Interestingly, the effects of lexicality occurred only in the anterior quadrants,
early in the right hemisphere and later in the left, in both cases with Pseudosigns
having higher amplitudes. The effects of repetition, however, occurred in different
time windows and locations according to whether the effect was selective to pseudosigns or signs. The repetition of pseudosigns elicited an earlier, right lateralized
and posterior effect, whereas the repetition of signs elicited a slightly later, left
lateralized and anterior effect.
It is unclear how to interpret what effects of lexicality mean for the hearing
group, given that they do not possess lexical representations for ASL signs, and
therefore should process Signs and Pseudosigns as the same kind of stimuli. However,
the two classes of stimuli apparently are treated differently by the subjects. This
might be due to some low–level property that is not controlled across lists, and that
subjects might be attending to. It is interesting to note that the hearing group’s
discrimination score, although bad, was not necessarily at chance level. This could
perhaps be the explanation for both the discrimination data and the the effects of
lexicality in the MEG data from this group. The effects of repetition are also hard
to interpret when they are selective for either Pseudosigns or Signs. Again, this
might be the consequence of some low level property of the stimuli that correlates
with its belonging to the Sign or Pseudosign list that is being selective attended,
and results in different processing profiles for the two kinds of stimuli.
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However, the deaf group did not show such effects, which could suggest that
they engage the task and the stimuli differently. The fact that participants in the
hearing group were much more susceptible to overall longitudinal effects of practice
with the task than the hearing group lends support to this idea. Moreover, the
difference between the two groups is not what we were expecting, but at least a
difference has been shown.

4.2 Summary and conclusion
This experiment had two main goals. The first was to try to investigate
whether the medium–distance repetition priming paradigm is selective to repetition
of lexical representations as opposed to more generic kinds of memory representations, as suggested by the results of Pallier et al. (2003) (see chapter 3 for discussion).
In chapter 3, written English words were presented in a medium–distance repetition priming paradigm, but the behavioral results showed repetition effects both for
words and pseudowords. However, Pallier et al. (2001)’s study was done auditorily,
and therefore there are two obvious possible reasons for the disparity between the
behavioral results from the two studies. The first is the difference in modality of
presentation. The second possible reason is the change in temporal structure of
the stimuli. Our study attempted to test one of these possibilities by using sign–
language stimuli (ASL). Signs have a similar temporal structure to speech, but they
are visually transmitted. Therefore, by using signs we wanted to test whether it
was the temporal structure difference between the stimuli used in the two studies
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that caused the difference in results. The behavioral results from this study, however, replicated those from the study reported in chapter 3: Repetition effects were
found both for words (signs) and pseudowords (pseudosigns). Moreover, in both
studies the repetition effects were not due to practice with the task (longitudinal
accommodation): In the study reported in chapter 3, practice effects were found,
but they were negligible (1.75s ms for the longest lags), and in this study, no significant effect was found in the data from the deaf group. The hearing group, in
contrast, showed very strong effects of practice with the task beyond the effects of
stimulus repetition. This strongly suggests that the selective sensitivity to repetition
of words reported by Pallier et al. (2001) might be a consequence of the modality
of presentation. If true, this would be an interesting result, because it would argue
for the modality–specificity of access representations in the lexicon.
The second goal of this experiment was to try to replicate and extend the MEG
results found in the experiment reported in chapter 3 to a different kind of language
stimulus. Namely, in chapter 3 we reported a word–specific repetition effect that
was (i) substantially earlier and (ii) had a different distribution in the scalp / sensor
space than the standard component that generally responds to lexical stimuli (the
N400 and its MEG correlate, the N400m). Moreover, we also reported a lack of
N400 effect, contrary to what is normally reported. We attributed this lack of N400
effect to the use of longer and more variable lags between presentations of relevant
items (primes and targets) than what is normally used, suggesting that the N400
repetition effect is not a lexically induced response (it responds also to repetition of
nonwords and non–linguistic material), but is rather an index of a fulfilled percep221

tual / conceptual expectations. By varying the lag between the first presentation of
a stimulus and its repetition, and making the repetition virtually unpredictable, the
opportunity for fulfilled expectations of repeated presentations would be drastically
reduced, and therefore the N400 effect was eliminated. The present study intended
to investigate (i) whether a pre–N400 word–specific repetition effect should be observed, as suggested by the previous experiment, and (ii) whether the variable lag
would eliminate the N400 repetition effect for ASL stimuli as well (see Kutas et al.,
1987; Tanaka & Nagashima, 2006, for evidence that signs also elicit N400 effects).
Unfortunately, the MEG results were very problematic. No statistically significant effect was found in the deaf group, in any time–window. Several reasons (or a
combination thereof) might explain this. The first consideration is whether or not
we had enough power to detect an effect if there were one to be found. Our sample
was small (9 people after problematic participants’ data were discarded), and we
observed a lot of individual variability in the MEG data. This alone could obscure
any effect. Moreover, there might be issues with the time–locking of the epoch. Our
criterion was to use a fixed time frame until the onset of the movement, but this
might not be capturing the true onset of linguistic processing, potentially adding
temporal jitter to where the component would appear relative to the stimulus onset.
This has the potential of washing out a real evoked response when the average of
all the subject’s trials is taken. A possible way of investigating this would be to
collect the uniqueness points of the signs and pseudosigns, i.e. the frame in which
subjects can correctly identify the stimulus, or reject it as an existing sign, in case
it is a pseudosign. This information can then be used to re–epoch the trials and see
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whether there is an improvement in the MEG results for the deaf group4 . Finally,
the division of the sensor space into quadrants might be obscuring real patterns
in the data. It might be the case, for instance, that the sources of the repetition
effects of written words and signs could be different, in which case the division of
the sensor–space into quadrants might not be the optimal arrangement to observe
the effect. Therefore, more exploratory data analysis could prove to be beneficial.
Nonetheless, the hearing group showed not only some lexically–specific results,
but also some repetition effects. However, given that these subjects do not have an
ASL lexicon, the MEG results cannot be attributed to access of lexical representations, and should probably be attributed to some superficial characteristic of the
stimuli. Interestingly, despite the lack of a statistically significant MEG result for
the deaf group, the MEG results from the two groups were still very different from
each other, which suggests that the way they are processing the stimuli is different. For instance, if it is the case that the lexicality effects and the sign–specific
and pseudosign–specific can be attributed to some low–level physical properties that
grossly correlate with the distinction between the two classes of stimuli, then the
fact that the hearing group showed such effects but the deaf group did not is potentially informative, suggesting a fundamental difference in the kind of processing
that the two groups engage in with the same set of stimuli.
4

Dr. David Corina, from UC Davis, has generously collected the isolation points for the stimuli

used in this experiment, but the re-analysis of the materials has not been undertaken yet, due
to the time–consuming nature of re–epoching every subject’s data based on custom trigger values
that will need to be added to the data.
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In summary, the behavioral results from this study replicate the results obtained in the previous experiment, and therefore suggest that the word–specific
repetition effects found by (Pallier et al., 2001) might be due to either specific properties of auditory presentation or to the specific properties of the representations
that auditory stimuli tap into. The lack of an any significant effect in the MEG
data of the deaf group certainly warrants further investigation and exploratory data
analysis, but the fact that the MEG data from the deaf group and the hearing
group was very different strongly suggests that the ASL stimuli was processed in
fundamentally different ways between the two groups.
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Chapter 5
Concluding remarks
Taken together, the studies presented in the previous chapters show that contact with the lexicon via reading occurs at around 200 ms post stimulus onset.
The argument supporting this conclusion can be summarized as follows: The ERP
component linked most often to lexical access routines, the N400 (and its MEG
counterpart), does not index solely lexical activation. A promising MEG component that had been linked to lexical activation by previous research, the M350, was
shown in chapter 2 to not track the kind of information (phonotactic or orthotactic
probability) it had been previously claimed to do. This fact raises some concerns
about the interpretation of the M350 as an index of lexical activation.
Moreover, previous research has shown that this very component fails to show
the distinction between the repetition of words and repetition of nonwords, with
both sorts of stimuli showing repetition effects, much like what is reported for the
N400 in the ERP literature. Thus, there are good reasons to believe that these two
event-related components do not index solely lexical access routines. In fact, there
are good reasons to believe that the N400 indexes predictive processing that can
incorporate some lexico–semantic information rather than semantic processing per
se.
This point was underscored in the study reported in chapter 3. This study
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used a medium–term priming paradigm, which previous research had suggested to
be more sensitive to the retrieval of long term memory (lexical) information. The
results showed an earlier MEG component peaking around 200 ms post–stimulus
onset that was selectively sensitive to the repetition of words, and failed to show
repetition effects for nonwords, replicating relevant research in MEG. Moreover,
the use of a variable lag between presentations seems to have eliminated the MEG
counterpart of the N400 effect. Previous MEG research has reported standard MEG
correlates of the N400 effect when the lag between presentations was fixed. This
was interpreted as evidence that in previous repetition priming paradigms using
ERP and MEG, the modulation of the N400 effect and its MEG counterpart was
due to the predictability of the lag between presentations, and not to lexical access
routines. This set of results suggests that:
1. Lexical access in reading occurs at around 200 ms (as suggested by other
methodologies such as eye–tracking)
2. Lexical access seems to be impervious to manipulations of predictability based
on non–linguistic information (in the case of the experiment reported in chapter 3, the lag manipulation did not wipe out the effect, as it did with the
N400m)
3. The N400 reflects predictive processing
4. The predictive processes reflected by the N400 can incorporate both linguistic
and non–linguistic information (for instance, how predictable a repetition of
a word would be in an experiment)
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5. The M350 does not track sublexical frequency, in either the auditory and visual
modality. Therefore, there is no particular reason to think that the response
indexes sublexical activation.

In chapter 4, we attempted to extend the findings of the experiment reported
in chapter 3 to the domain of sign language. The rationale was that sign language
permits a less confounded comparison with reading than speech would. Like reading,
sign language is conveyed visually, but, like speech, it has a temporal structure and
it unfolds in time in a transient manner. Therefore, sign language is an important
piece of the puzzle in understanding how words are accessed.
At the behavioral level, the results from the deaf group in the sign language
study reveal a very similar pattern to the one found in the experiment reported in
chapter 3, in the sense that both signs and pseudosigns show true repetition effects.
On the other hand, the results from the hearing group show repetition effects that
are in part or in whole explainable by accommodation to the task. Unfortunately,
the MEG results of the experiment reported in chapter 4 were not significant and
the ERF patterns were difficult to interpret.
At this point, more research is needed in order to understand the MEG results
from the experiment reported in chapter 4. We suggest two courses of action: First,
we could use the frame where identification of the stimulus is possible (generously
collected by Dr. David Corina) as the true start of the presentation, instead of onset
of movement. Second, we might need to use different and more sophisticated data
analytical methods in order to uncover the structure of the results in more detail,
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like PCA or ICA or dipole modeling.
In summary, the experiments reported in this dissertation helped in the clarification of the functional interpretation of two important ERP/ERF components normally linked to lexical processing (the N400 and the M350), and provided evidence
that an earlier anterior evoked response (referred to in this dissertation as the P2m)
is in fact related to the initial stages of lexical access in reading, which is in principle
consistent with data from other methodologies and experimental paradigms.
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